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EDITORIAL

I

I

OPPOSITION POLITICS IN
POST-COLONIAL SOCIETY

SAFES TRUST

We want to believe that the existence and/or emergence

of opposition
political parties in any country rellects the realities of contemporary
.society. But such astatement should not be mi.sconstrued as subscription
to that world view
now purported to be universal — that equates
deniocracY with mniti-partyism. As we have pointed out on various
occasions in this journal, both muhi-partyism and/or an opposition
might help conceal the most anti-democratic regimes, thereby
according a degree of legitimacy to such One-Party-One Leader
States as exist today. These include those who have emerged stronger,
therefore, for having conceded to mniti-partyism as a pre-condition
for continued donor aid. Yet an examination of the very developed
societies that now portray themselves as the epitome of democracy
will reveal that theirs was far from such a simple mathematical and
technical exercise that is supposed to constitute the governance
formula for African and Third World .societies. Besides, even the most
developed (bourgeois) democracies of our time remain inherently
fragile, especially when such negative features as growing
unemployment and the marginalisation of other vulnerable groups do
essentially qualify the concept of democracy itself.
The nature and content of democracy has to be examined in the
context of the history of the society concerned, its social/class
—

structure,
state

the extent to which both the National Question

and nation-

issue have been resolved, and the political culture that characteri.ses
social fomiation.

Against such a conceptual framework might
broad spectrum or continuum of societies, each at varying
and different levels of attainment of the democratic ideal. On the one
such

a

be drawn

a

side of the continuum, those societies—based on dinational bourgeoisie
and its state

—

in which the conditions

are

conducive to such state-

society interaction as do give rise to a genuine inter-face between
ruling party and the opposition, often on the basis of real issues as
opposed to personal grudges that are then invariably translated into
ethnic and factional politics, as is the case in many African and Third
World countries. The latter category includes the post-colonial state

civil
the

in Africa wherein neither the National

issue has been resolved,

May 1994
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Question

nor

the nation-state

aggravated by economic hardship and

growing poverty and social strife. Out of this is bom not only a weak
state but also a weak civil .society and a weak opposition: it is sheer
weakness and the lack of legitimacy that renders the state increasingly

strongest in any post-colonial society, based as it is on the real

political and economic issues that affect various sections of the
society. Therefore, there is as yet no real attempt to deal even with the
issues about which the

Struggle was fought. This is not surprising
opposition elements are composed variously of those once
opposed to the Struggle itself, aspirants to state power, regardless of
its imperfections and therefore both unwilling and unable to address
the basic issues, or imbued with strong personal grudges against such
counteiparts in the ruling party as beat them to current positions of
power and influence. Even those members of the opposition that do
have credibility mainly because of their contribution to the Struggle
for national indpendence: they have failed so far to translate their
bitterness into realisable political programmes. Political marriages
of convenience cannot be a substitute for such a programme. So, the
ruling party has so far succeeded in setting both the parameters and
content of the debate between government and its erstwhi le opposition.
But both the ruling party and the opposition parties have so far failed
to attract into their respective ranks the otherwise more informed and
generally patriotic elements that constitute a large section of the
national clas.ses, particularly the middle classes in general, intellectuals
and professionals.
But then, such is the nature of the middle classes in particular: the
world of party politics will remain so remote as long as they continue
to live far better than the majority of the people, have access to the
luxuries that have become increasingly out of reach of the average
Zimbabwean, and do not yet feel threatened in the.se and other
political, social and economic aspects. So it is that the raison d'etre
of the post-colonial state is also the middle class itself; and so it will
be that the Zimbabwean State will, as it has already begun to do,
continue to caress the middle classes more intimately, champion the
cause of the emergent black bourgeoisie (e.g. the Indigenous Business
Development Centre (IBDC) and other elements) more vigorously;
and, in general, respond more to the promptings of the middle clas.ses
than to the less threatening peasantry and a working class so largely
disorganised by the combined forces of capital and unemployment.
(The recent strikes in Zimbabwe only illustrate the point: it is not the
working classes per se that appear to be organised and are able to eke
since the

out

concessions from the state; it is the lower levels of middle classes,

dictatorial and violent: and it is weakne.ss also that reduces the

the medical doctors, technicians, students and other

opposition into a disorganised expression of disgruntlement and
frustration, giving rise to ethnic and parochial politics.
The various articles (and interviews) on the Zimbabwean political
scene might therefore provide the reader and analyst of contemporary
.society with some of the data with which to assess the nature and
content of Zimbabwean society, the condition of the nation-state in
the making and how far it has resolved the National Question and the
key economic issues associated with it, the strength of the opposition
forces and the political (and economic) bases upon which they
operate, and the democratic process in general.

professionals).

But

one

of the tentative conclusions

we

wish to make at this stage

suggests \\\åX formal opposition politics in Zimbabwe has so far failed
to capture that mainstream of informal opposition that is probably the
Sapem May. 1994
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The Zimbabwean State's capacity to deal with the growing demands
of an ever expanding

middle class will be subjected to increasing test
coming months. This is why the Zimbabwean State has in
recent months become more nationalist in stance, openly championing
capitalism and the need for an African bourgeoisie. There are
obvious economic constraints to such a policy, particularly in the era
of structural adjustment. Therefore, it appears inevitable the need to
whittle more vigorously at the economic power bloc that is former
white Rhodesia—especially if this issue became so central to ZAND
PE's continued survival as the ruling party. To the extent that neither
of the opposition parties have .so far even tried to place such issues on
the agenda, the 1995 General Elections appear a foregone conclusion.^
in the
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Please ladies and gentlemen put arms down

LETTERS

and share

only ideas, thick or thin solution will

avail itself.
I believe everyone

Like

certain White man who proclaimed

a

"We in Rhodesia have the

happiest and most

content blacks in the world", Mr Gaba expects
us women

to be content with the present

oppressive social system. All in the name of
culture.
We African women are by no means
content with

tilling 80 percent of the land,
producing food for the family, selling the
surplus, only to hand over the proceeds to the
man so

is aware that all the
misunderstandings.
Therefore, if only the misunderstandings could
vanish, calm and harmony could be the order
of the day in South Africa.
violence is caused by

The time has

come

Africa. Do not forget:

for

a

democratic South

South Africa is naturally

for the BLACKS.
Parly Dlamlni
Ngomane
Swaziland

he can blow it all on booze, his friends

and other women. And as he so kindly pointed

out, the never-ending domestic
child

duties and

rearing.

With all the furore of drawing new democratic

Mr Gaba is not a woman and does not

democracies in the 1990s,

themselves in. Moreover, he does not wish to.

must be

ESAP SHOULD ADDRESS BREAD-

Therefore, he should kindly refrain from teliing
us

Story of March, 1994, "Is ESAP

Sustainable?" refers. From the Zimbabwean

because the reform
has led to the removal of
government subsidies on basic necessities
situation I say no,

programme

such as food, health and education and the

ordinary worker can no longer afford them.

what we want in life. We know what we

which is

acknowledgement from
society that women are human beings with
aspirations, feelings and desires, who
CONTRIBUTE enormously to society and should
want

—

be rewarded for their efforts iike

everybody

else.
We know what we do not want

—

which is

The bread riots in Zimbabwe lastyear confirm

to be used and discarded once one's

this. The massive hikes in health

reproductive capacity is over, forever
dependent on other people's good will, with
nothing of one's own until the grave beckons
mercifullyl
As for those supposedly controllable
children, they grow up to be obedient, passive
subjects for some African dicfator to prey on.
Little wonder really, considering the pressure
of male authority they are subjected to from
the time they draw their first breath.
This then, Mr Gaba, is African reality. Wake

charges
luxury in our country.
Inflation has also eroded the buying power
of the general worker.
Although government has Introduced the
have made falling sick a

Social Dimensions Fund to cushion the effects

of
people. To make matters worse, the
fund is not easily accessible to the intended
beneficiaries. Early this year, our leaders
announced from the luxury of the Elephant

of ESAP, it falls short of the requirements
the

Hills Hotel, that ESAP was on course. What

they have said after awarding
themselves hefty salary increases of up to 45
percent?
else could

ESAP should address bread and butter
issues and not mathematical

figures of fhe

growth of fhe economy.

constitutions in the newly

understand the situation women find

AND-BUHER ISSUES
Your Cover

SIMPLE MAJORITY IS REGRESSIVE

up

and stop romanticising it. Be man enough
injustices and work

new

McFadden is already

doing her part.
Aggie Bhebhe
Bulawayo

Timothy Hove

of them propose proportional
representation. Simple majority Is regressive.
Almost 25 percent of Zimbabwe's electorate
voted for the Zimbabwe Unity Movement

(ZUM) in 1990, but this party was allocated
only two seats in Parliament. All of these
constitutions talk of separation of powers
between the

Legislature, the Judiciary and
impossibie task to attain. In
most countries, the Legislature is controlled
by the Executive.
These constitutions envisage independence
of the Judiciary and a host of other human

the Executive, an

rights guarantees, but will this guarantee
freedom in Africa?

The greatest enemy to democracy in Africa

personality cult.
Only a constitutional limitation on the
number of presidential terms would help
promote democracy in personality cuit

is

infested Africa.

African leaders tend to accumulate too
much power

in themselves and become
Mugabe in Zimbabwe, Mobutu in
Zaire, Banda in Malawi and Moi in Kenya.
Already there are signs that Mandela is the
ANC and great Chief Buthelezi is Inkatha.
The

Kadoma
Zimbabwe

SOUTH AFRICANS, KEEP IT UP!
FEMINISM AND THE AFRICAN
REALITY
Lewis Gaba's article "Feminism and the
African Realify"
wishful

constitutions.

tyrants

Zimbabwe

fhinking.

{SAPEM, March 94) is pure

May I congratulate all the South African
political parties/leaders tor their good cooperation in the proposed new South Africa.
1 never forget that South Africa is a country of
blood, sometimes from INNOCENT persons.
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—

mosf

flawed

of

all

these

new

constitutions is South Africa's. It gives too much

the party bosses; they can replace
an apr
intee of
their choice without resorting to a by-election.
power to

a

"recalcitrant" MP with

Rastan A. Dhlakama

Mulare
Zimbabwe
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MUGABE’S POLITICAL
CHESS
NKULULEKO JAMELA

euphoria of Zimbabwe’s
independence in 1980 gradually
wore off, ZANU-PF supporters
from across the tribal, class and
ideological divide, discerned that a clique
in its top leadership was not in a hurry to
introduce meaningful intra-party
democracy. Instead, it was intent on
manipulating it to ensure that its
henchmen and relatives would be elected
into the party’s provincial and Central
Committee structures. Ultimately, they
would be elected into local authority and
S THE

A

parliamentary office.
With ZANU-PF

buttressed

collective support from

on

the

its national bastions

Masvingo, Manicaland, Midlands and
Mashonaland provinces, its leadership at
Politburo level, the party’s highest
administrative body, reflected a regional

of

composition with the party’s First Secretary
and President, Robert Mugabe, assuming
the overall political “guru” status in addition
to keeping a close eye on Mashonaland and
Manicaland through Politburo members of
comparatively less political clout.
Generally, Masvingo and Midlands
provinces were placed under the political
hegemony of the party’s Vice-President,
Muzenda’s role in the
struggle within and outside
Zimbabwe is legend. In the logic of ZANUPF, at independence it was appropriate to
allot him his home province of Masvingo
and its neighbour, the Midlands, where he
had commenced his political career in

Simon Muzenda.

liberation

Mvuma in 1955.

Masvingo Province is of strategic
importance to ZANU-PF by virtue of the
fact that it has the largest rural population of
1,2 million. Its
the

Karanga-speaking people,

largest single grouping within the Shona

Sapem May. 1994

Mugabe: Political chess grandmaster?
was strewn virtually all over the eight
administrative provinces during the colonial

tribe,

policy of diffusing its political
potential. In fact, today, Bulawayo,
Zimbabwe’s second largest city, has a

era’s

Karanga component that is rivalled,
numerically, by the Ndebele-speaking
people. Among other survey methods, one
has only to look at the names listed in the
Bulawayo directory to determine the
dispersion of the Karanga people into this
region.
In Mashonaland East, particularly Buhera,
which is still regarded as nominally in
Manicaland but intrinsically a component
of Masvingo and Midlands provinces, the
Karanga element is very pronounced.
Political equanimity or trouble in Masvingo
Province has a bearing on the entire country
as

it is wont to be echoed in other parts of the

country where

the Karangas have political

power.
Out of a realisation of their

political clout
experience, dating back to the struggle
against colonialism, Mugabe promoted the
rise of former ZANLA cadre and militant,
Emmerson Mnangagwa, the Minister of
Justice, Legal and Parliamentary Affairs, to

and

activities in the Midlands
was allotted to
Mines Minister, Eddison Zvobgo. Both had,
however, to report to Muzenda.
The two men have become politically
stronger than regional ‘guru’, Muzenda,
through their concerted grassroot
participatory intra-party politics as opposed
to Muzenda who used his political thunder

coordinate political
Province while

Masvingo

Mugabe’s
emissary to push his plans and ideas to the
people undemocratically.
as

Vice-President and President

5
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He only realised this too late. When he
tried to revive his political sway in Masvingo

through

a network of political novices and
relatives, his thrust floundered and the

factions he
the

recent

fervently backed in the run-up to
provincial congress lost to the

Zvobgo faction. For the
Muzenda would have

to

next five years,
work with the

Zvobgo faction and they have clearly .sent
signals that if he reverts from his
parliamentary seat in the Midlands to
Masvingo to promote the interests of the
losing faction, he will be dishonoured and
disgraced not by Zvobgo but by the ZANUPF following, disgruntled at his autocratic
tendencies to promote family and personal
interests at the expense of collective
advancement of the ‘One-Party Province’
as symbolised
by flamboyant, demagogic
and people’s politician, Zvobgo.

Zvobgo (left) and Mnangagwa: They have become politically stronger than Muzenda
that led to the

arrest

and conviction of

a

ZANU-PF

youth leader and a Central
Intelligence Organisation (CIO) operative.
Even though the Midlands provincial
leadership of the party has been persuading

him

to

stay to avert a power vacuum that

could

split the party leadership as they vie to
fill the gap, Muzenda is haunted by the real
prospects of losing to his foe, Kombayi.
Conversely, the prospect of a safe .seat in
Masvingo is very tantalising but he must
then be less dominating and amenable to the
current

faction.

President
acumen,

Mugabe, true to his diplomatic

will caution all the factions

to

stop

the

Muzenda: A

man

in

a

Today, Muzenda is

political dilemma
a man

in

a

political

dilemma. ZANU-PF supporters in hisGweru

squabble in the interest of the party, but
he will definitely not go beyond what is
deemed democratic for fear of putting his
political career on the line to save an ageing
politician who a majority of the party
supporters say should be declared a nonconstituent Member of Parliament in the

next Parliament and
subsequently retire
constituency are threatening to vote ' honourably,
for prospective Forum Party candidate.
Notably, the Unity Accord signed by the
Patrick Kombayi, in the 1995 General
ruling ZANU-PF and its liberation struggle
Elections if Muzenda is fielded in the same
ally and post-independence arch rival, PFconstituency. They are protesting against ZAPU, in 1987 is the progenitor of the
the undemocratic annulment of the 1991
inward looking democratic tendency by
results of primary elections for the local
party supporters and leaders as opposed to
authority, in addition to the way he stood the pre-unity era when the need to marshal
aloof and refused to intervene when, it is
all political and military resources had to be
directed
towards defeating armed dissidents
alleged, he had abetted the shooting of
Kombayi, hisopponent in the 1990elections. sympathetic to PF-ZAPU and the opposition

Urban

6

party’s strategy to usurp political power
through local and international pressure.
The 1989 ZANU-PF Congress that
cemented the Unity Accord and its resultant
ending of polarisation of mainstream prditics
into Shona tribe-dominated ruling ZANUPF and the Ndebele-speaking majority PFZAPU, brought into bold relief the tactical
unity of leaders of both parties to keep the
entry point into the Central Committee and
the provincial executive committees to the
traditional backers of these leaders with

aspiring politicians outside this stratification
marginalised and antagonised into either
remaining in lower structures or standing
for local authority and parliamentary
elections as independents. In some cases,
independent candidates won the.se elections
with the backing of party supporters who
were disgruntled by the undemocratic
interference of the regional ZANU-PF
‘gurus'. This alarmed the Politburo to
promulgate in 1990, directives that
institutionalised primary elections as a basis
for choosing party candidates for these
elections.
The

squabbles in Matabeleland took

a

unique trend after the accord. Cognisant of
their minority status in the entire ZANU-PF
hierarchy, former PF-ZAPU leaders sought
to present an ad hoc position articulated
by
their former president, Joshua Nkomo. The
realisation that any factional fighting for
power among themselves would provide an
Sapem May. 1994
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opportunity for the mainstream ZANU-PF
politicians to sideline them and deal with
the situation directly forced the former PFZAPU leaders tomanipulatetheirsupporters
into a culture of dependence on them. The

specifically reminded of

supporters were

communities, capturing young

resettlement. These views received a

boys,

significant following among the region’s
pea.sants,

former ZIPRA cadres and youths

majority of them in the region’s
metropole. Bulawayo.
with the

perpetrated by

It is obvious from conversations with the

security forces among peasants in the region
as they sought to stem the tide of armed
dissidents and PF-ZAPU’s intransigence in
the pre-unity era. The culture of fear among
peasants in the rural areas allayed prospects

rural folk and urbanites, businessmen and

of factional divisions.

and be

the traumas of the

massacres

However, opponents of the

Unity Accord

former PF-ZAPU supporters,
a Ndebele Republic in the
southern part of Zimbabwe and other
disgruntled politicians in Matabeleland,
rebuffed these tactics and instead depicted
Nkomo as a self-seeking capitalist who had
used the accord to strengthen his political
grip in Matabeleland. They alleged that
Nkomo was a mere working class man
when he embarked on full time politics in
the early sixties but is now a multiamong

secessionists for

millionaire from PF-ZAPU funds.

intellectuals in the region, that they have lost
faith in the

leadership of Nkomo. They,
betray their

however, would not like to

historical and traditional reliance on Nkomo

regarded as disgruntled detractors
loyalty and foresight. Thus, in a
funny way, they would acclaim their
allegiance to 'Father Zimbabwe’ to repay

devoid of

him for his articulation of their

position

since the fomiation of PF-ZAPU and ZANDPF in the

early sixties

up to

the historic

accord.
In

a

recent

interview about the Ndebele

political dissatisfaction, the Deputy Speaker
of Parliament, ZANU-PF Poliburo member
and MP for Insiza, Naison Ndlovu, a Ndebele
and

formerly

ZAPU National Executive
of the

a

member, described the emergence
Ndebele tribe as follows:

Nguni King Mzilikazi crossed the
Limpopo into what is now Zimbabwe, he
had only 200 warriors and 300 women and
children in his entourage. With his army
having been depleted in the tribal and clan
wars in South Africa, his objective was to
find respite to recruit and reorganise his
forces and return home to enjoin his military
When

campaign.
powerful king in the region,

The most

Mambo, conceded him his wish and
thousands of young men from

the indigenous
groupings, particularly the
Karangas and Zezurus.joined his ranks along
with some Venda, Tshangaans and other
Shona tribal

tribes he encountered

on

his way to

this

region has lost faith in him
of

Among other i.ssues. Nkomo was accused
having failed to effectively solve the

issue of

compensation to the families of
massacred

missing
during the civil strife preceding the accord,
properties confiscated by government from
formercadresofPF-ZAPU’s military wing.
those who

were
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or went

women,

in the mould of Cecil John Rhodes, et

Colonialists and

some

Thus the original

Nguni. i.e. the Mabhenas,

Dlodlos. Khumalos and other three totems,
mixed with the other totems to create the

unique indigenous tribe called the Ndebele,
i.e. a mixture of Ngunis and local people.
After the death of Mzilikazi in 1868. his
successor

and

embarked

on

King Lobhengula,
embarked on an inverse plan: he instead
turned the armies against his hosts and
a

son.

series of raids of local

al.

nationalists have

exaggerated the origins and content of this
era to divide the indigenous population and
thus make it easier to play them against each
other for their political interests.
Today, the conflict is not between tribes
but nationalist bourgeoisies, capitalists and
neo-colonialists who are using tribal and
regional politics to divert the electorate from
their (the nationalists’) self-seeking and
property-accumulation crusades.
To capture this growing radicalisation in
the region and use it to negotiate their
political advancement within the ruling
party, some local politicians have been
voicing the.se divergent views. Matebeleland
North governor, Welshman Mabhena, last
year called for demonstrations against
Shona-speaking people in high positions
and colleges as a way of protesting against
the marginalisation of the Ndebele people.
These views have been echoed by other
leading politicians in the region, but in a
move .seen as designed to balance his position
within the ruling party, he was quoted by the
local media in April as saying that the Civil
Service had been infiltrated by the
opposition.
However, President Mugabe, and his
advisers, have found a grand way to stem
this tide of discontent: he has appointed the
very man tipped to lead this Ndebele crusade,
KGB -trained and fomier ZI PRA intel 1 igence
supremo, Dumiso Dabengwa, to be the
Ministerof Home Affairs and facilitated his

party’s chairmanship for
Bulawayo, the metropole of the region and

election

to

the

home to the Ndebele radicals.
In Nkomo’s home

region.
Nkomo: Zimbabwe’s Matabeleland

girls and
cattle and other booty before
he was tricked into surrendering special
mining and territorial rights to colonialists

development in the region and the issue of

area

of Matabeleland

South, former ZIPRA cadre, Simon Moyo,
has been elevated to the post

of Deputy
Industry and Commerce, and
has also been earmarked to provide a
dynamic combination with Dabengwa and
Minister of

Labour Minister, John

Nkomo, from

Matebeleland North, thus

completing the
leadership core for the entire region. This
emerging leadership, with the blessing of
Mugabe, is a pragmatic response to the
7
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growing leadership vacuum that has been
created by the waning popularity and
irrelevance of Joshua Nkomo to the changing
political conditions in the region.
A commonality among this core of
emerging leaders is their personal abilities
as both technocrats and
political pragmatists
who do not pander to popul ist pol i tics. Un 1 i ke
their ageing counterparts in the former PFZAPU camp, they are not wont to resort to
tribal politicking to incite civil strike in the
region to blackmail the Shona-tribe
dominated ruling party into accommodating

clinch all the posts, leaving Mutasa’s area
bereft of political leverage in the province.
This

Manicaland,

a

different scenario

was

perceptually contrived and is still
maintained. Mugabe created a political
situation in which he would dominate
without

meaningful intra-party
opposition in the form of a leader with an
independent following that would be used
to resist orchallenge his (Mugabe’s) dictates.
All the provincial leaderships that have
any

majority of those who are
going to make it to the Central Committee at
the next congress will be chosen by the
winning faction and Mutasa will have to
strike adeal with Kangai to retain his Central
Committee status. This also goes for
Secretary forthe Commissariat and Defence
Minister,

Moven

Mahachi,

whose

appointment last congress (1989) was
prompted by Mutasa’s insistence that the
post of National Commissar should be
allotted

Kangai: Trumped Mutasa’s proteges in
provincial elections

It is in Manicaland Province that the

President's close friend and ZANU-PF's

Secretary for Administration, Didymus
Mutasa. who is also the Minister of National

Affairs, has failed

to ensure

that Zororo

Duri. the then incumbent chainnan, won the

provincial elections. He was trumped by
Agriculture Minister, Kumbirai Kangai, who
led a majority of contestants from Buhera to

assumed office in Mashonaland Central,

East and West since 1980, have tended

What

it means is that the

them in the Cabinet and the Politburo.

Noticeably, this new breed of‘prominent
politicians' in Matabeleland still takes pains
to stay in the shadow for fear of antagonising
the old man (Nkomo) and becoming
whipping boys of his well-oiled, vitriolic
tongue when anyone walks on his grave, so
to speak. They are bidding their time for his
inevitable retirement from active politics.
The political set up in Mugabe's area of
supervision, i.e. Mashonaland and

development will leave Makoni,

Mutasa’s area, without repre.sentation.

to

to

Manicaland.

Buhera, from where Kangai and the
majority of his executive come, was once
part of Masvingo and was integrated into
Manicaland after independence. The faction
that lost the Manicaland provincial elections
is seeing a Karanga element usurping power
but Kangai, a cadre of the ‘crocodile gang'
which marked the beginning of the armed
struggle with an attack at the Altena Farm in
the mid-sixties is a politician in his own
right and is in the least perturbed by the
opposition by Mutasa and Duri who use the
President's thunder

get their way.
complete the political set up in the
Mugabe domain, mediocrity was at one
time a virtue for a provincial chairman of
Harare Province, the metropole of
Mashonaland. but that is no longer the case
following the recent election of Herbert
to

To

reflect the dictates of

Ushewokunze. former Health Minister and

as

ZANU-PF Politburo member, whose ouster

Mugabe’s henchmen
typified by the election of Swithun

Mombeshora

Mashonaland

West

from Cabinet in 1992 shocked the entire

chairman

through the auspices of Mugabe's
ally, Foreign Minister and the party's
Secretary for Information, Nathan
Shamuyarira, who ordered the then

party hierarchy. Little did they know that

close

his main folly was having a massive political
following in Harare that was challenging
the President's position and, above all, his
independent ideas on issues of policy,
including ESAP, socialism and the
leadership did little to endear him to the

as

incumbent chairman, before the recent

Edgar Kwenda and another
aspirant, Charles Ndlovu, not to contest.
congress,

In Mashonaland

Central, charismatic

Presidential Council. Ushewokunze’s, like

provincial governor. Joyce Mujuru. has seen
to it that Border Gezi, a prai.se singer for the

Zvobgo's folly, is his failure to be President
Mugabe' s praise singer and his independent
following that hinges on his people-oriented
participatory politics. But Mugabe must

President and the governor, was alsoelected
as

chairman

along with his faction. In

Mashonaland East,

shape.
8

a

similar trend took

Mutasa: His

area

representation

of Makoni left without

learn to accommodate them for his

own

survival.□
Sapem May, 1994
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WHITHER THE OPPOSITION IN
ZIMBABWE?
T. DEVE & F.

O

GONgALVES

pposition politics in Zimbabwe
have been the subject of a heated
debate,

and with

a

(lENERAL

ELECTION due next year, Zimbabweans

wonder whether

opposition parties will

make it to state power.
Since the country's attainment

ever

of
independence in 1980, Zimbabwe has
functioned almost as a one-party state, with
the Zimbabwe African National Union

-

Patriotic Front (Zanu-PF) of President Robert

Mugabe winning all the three previous
general elections.
Of the 120 seats in the country's National
Parliament, only three belong to the
opposition and there is all likelihood that the
situation will not change much after the
1995 General Elections; opposition parties,
including the much-talked about Forum
Party of Zimbabwe (FPZ) and the Zimbabwe
Unity Movement (ZUM) have been accused
of alienating themselves from the majority
of the country's population, by concentrating
their activities in the major urban centres.
Approximately 75 percent of Zimbabwe's
population live in the rural areas, and have
over the years been politicised to believe
that the ruling ZANU-PF is synonymous
with their well being, prosperity and security.
In addition to its long-standing promise of
resolving the land shortage in the communal
areas, Zanu (PF) has also provided peasants
with fanning implements, seeds, fertilisers,
grain collection depots and food handouts in
times of shortage; for example, during the
1991-92 severe drought, the government
instituted a compulsory drought levy
deducted from people's salaries. The ruling
party took the opportunity to enhance its
image by giving the impression that it was
the one generating the free food handouts.
It would require a massive mobilisation
campaign on the part of the opposition,
whose activities are mainly hindered by
lack of resources as well as a long-term
ideological strategy to change the perception
Sapem May. 1994

Muzorewa

(left) and Tekere

among the rural population and certain .sections of the working class in peri-urban areas
who benefited from Zanu (PF's) past 'benevolent' stance on issues like minimum wages.
There

are

other factors that work to the

Zanu (PF's) domination

disadvantage of the opposition and reinforce

of the country's political scenario; according to the law governing

the allocation of state funds for

political parties, only those parties with a minimum of 15
eligible for state funding. Because of such legislation, the ruling
party received 30 million Zimbabwe Dollars (about US$2,8 million) from the exchequer
seats

in Parliament

are

this year.
Zanu (PF) has also extended its coverage

administration

of the country's rural areas through the state
machinery, where District Administrators who are generally associated
9
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with the

ruling party also have through their
daily activities assisted in spreading its
policies. Faced with this situation all
opposition individuals and parties have
called foraConstitutional amendment which
would give

semi-autonomous status to local

governments and a greater say to traditional
chiefs

whose

authority was greatly
by structures .set up by Zanu
(PF) in the fomi of village and district
undemiined

committees.
Political observers in the country

have
argued that Zimbabwean politics has
mainly focused on personalities, rather than
issues affecting people's daily lives. It would
require a political leader of President
Mugabe's standing to outwit him in any
election campaign, as he appears to be the
only head of a political party addressing
major political issues whenever he gets a
chance to speak in public.
Opposition parties have failed, in the vie w
of many, to present the Zimbabwean public
with major, coherent policy alternatives,
concentrating instead on individuals and
technical aspects governing the conduct of
an election. A striking example is given by
the Democratic Party and ZUM's occasional
threats to boycott the elections unless
President Mugabe appoints a multiparty
commission responsible for running the
electoral process, including the Delimitation
Committee, which is in charge of setting up
constituency boundaries.
Those who criticise the opposition's
behaviour, emphasise that it would be more
appropriate for opposition parties to carry
also

on

with their electoral manifestos instead of

questioning the government's Constitutional
up rules and regulations
for the conduct of the elections.

obligations to set

contemporaries and in some cases they have
worked clo.sely with him at some stage
either during the liberation struggle or in
government. Their failure to unseat him in
the up-coming general elections would mean
an end to their aspirations of attaining the
highest office in the land.
This is the background against which the
recent merger between ZUM and the UANC
is viewed. Edgar Tekere .sees his alliance
with Bishop Muzorewa as the only means
of unseating the government. Abel
Muzorewa was Prime-Minister of the short-

lived Zimbabwe-Rhodesia, which
as a

emerged

result of the 1978 internal settlement

with Ian Smith, who led white Rhodesians
declare

whom

now

celebrate

constitute the bulk of those who
his

return

to

mainstream

Zimbabwe

politics. Bishop Muzorewa had
quit politics following his humiliating defeat
in the 1980 general elections which marked
"If President

Mugabe had achieved for
Zimbabwe even half of the prosperity of
countries like Singapore, the United States,
Germany, Botswana where milk and honey
flow. I would

never,

never...

have been

persuaded to come back into politics," said
Muzorewa recently.
However, the opposition has in recent
months tried to capitalise on major policy
errors by government in the management of
the Economic Structural Adjustment
Programme whose major component is
reduction of government subsidies on
essential social services and
foodstuffs. The

on

Statistics Office (CSO), official inflation

10

figures

are

led to

a sharp increase in the producer prices
agricultural-related commodities.
The spiraling inflation has been further
compounded by the recent hiking of the
price of fuels. Consequently, transport costs
have increased, also affecting prices of basic

of

consumer

cost

commodities.

Of all the opposition

parties in Zimbabwe,

the FPZ appears to be betterorganised given

its

ability to mobilise financial resources.
has been able to hold a number of
community halls in Bulawayo,
Gweru and Harare, attracting a sizable chunk
of the middle class, professionals and leading
figures in the business community. It appears
to be the only opposition party that has been
The party
rallies in

able to launch

a

newsletter with

a

full-

Its President,

Enock Dumbutshena,

became

independent Zimbabwe's first Chief
Justice while his deputy, Washington
Sansole, was a respectable judge and
therefore command

a

lot of respect

particularly amongst the highly educated
segment of .society. They are the first,
however, to admit that their party does not
have the organisational capacity that would
enable

it

to

unseat

Zanu (PF) in the

forthcoming general elections.

basic

Mugabe's

opposition

loans from relevant financial institutions,

of

living has soared to
majority of the population
have been forced to live in abject poverty
and extreme hardship conditions.
Many families can no longer afford to
send their children to school, and hospitals
have become inaccessible for the majority
a

figures have been disputed by independent
given all other
factors inherent in Esap the inflation rate
ought to be much higher. For example, the
withdrawal of government subsidies to the
agricultural sector and the limited access to
economists who believe that

fledged editorial team.

the end of colonial rule.

Inspite of their disapproval of the
Adjustment Programme (ESAP)
which
the
government has been
implementing since 1990, opposition parties
have so far failed to table an acceptable
alternative blueprint that will merit more
credibility than the existing one.
There is also the question of the
opposition's credibility amongst the
electorate which views them as people trying
to settle old political grudges with President
Mugabe, now aged 70. Most of the Leading
Structural

to

the

country's unilateral
independence from Britain in 1965.
Muzore wa's main achievement during that
short period was the hiking of salaries for
civil servants, mainly teachers, some of
to

from about 18,5 percent in January
23.5 percent in March, even though these

rate rose

level where the

as a

result of the introduction of user fees for

these essential facilities whose cost in the

past were borne by the state.
Inflation

rate

real incomes.

is

inversely proportional to
According to the Central
Dumbutshena
Sapem M.-\y. 1994
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ZUM set the
Zimbabweans

the

ruling party's foundation by focusing on
rights abuses especially the
disappearance ofcivilians during the military
operations of the North Korean-trained Fifth
brigade a government crack unit aimed at
stopping the Matabeleland dissident

precedence of making

aware

that there

was

its human

nothing

inherently wrong with organising civil
society against certain excesses of

especially on the question of
and the right of any
citizen to publicly express their ambition to
be the head of state. This gesture broke the
government
the

party system

one

tradition dominant in the

activities in the mid-80s.
The human

ruling party that

and all constructive criticism has to be

limited to the party
The opposition

protocols and channels.
has also been morally
boosted by the combative statements coming
from the Students’ Representative Council
(SRC) of the University of Zimbabwe aimed
at discrediting government. In early March,
the SRC put out a document indicating that
President Mugabe had a multimillion US
a

introduced
legislation interfering with
academic freedom and cut its sponsorship
towards the university. This has created an
environment where all opposition parties
have sought to exploit this sour state of
relations between government and the
students and are attempting to woo the latter
Opposition leaders are also exploiting the
existing rift between the government and
the labour movement which in the past

enjoyed government patronage. That has
become so evident in recent years, with
government refusing to help
even

attend

organise

or

May day celebrations.

outspoken Secretary-General of the
Congress of Trade Unions
(ZCTU) Morgan Tsvangirayi has been
warned on several occasions by members of
the ruling party not to behave as though he
The

Zimbabwe

was

result of further

Kombayi, who was a ZUM candidate
standing against Vice-President Simon
Muzenda during the 1990 general elections.
Two men
a CIO agent and a G weru Zanu
(PF) provincial youth leader— convicted
of the shooting were later pardoned by
—

In return, the government

into their camp.

a

Gweru-based businessman, Patrick

a

Swiss bank.

draconian

as

disappearances of civilians at the hands of
government security operatives, chiefly the
Central Intelligence Organisation (CIO).
The CIO has been accused of interfering
with the electoral process, by constantly
harassing opposition candidates. The most
controversial case has been the shooting of

democracy has to be guided from the top

dollar account with

rights issue has been topical

in recent months

Kombayi

President

Mugabe.

The

Youths believed to

belong to Zanu (PF)

burnt the truck trailer which Tekere intended

podium to address his supporters.
erupted hours before the
rally, and the police u.sed tear gas to disperse
the belligerents, an act which ultimately
stopped Tekere from holding his rally. The
stadium where the rally was supposed to

to use as a

Violent clashes

have been held

was

the first time

also locked. This

was

ZUM

meeting was
disrupted by police or supporters of the
ruling party. In a previous incident. ZUM
not

a

up for a rally only to find
out that the stadium had been locked and the

supporters

caretaker

turned

was

nowhere to be found.

Opposition parties also managed to shake

ideological outlook of all opposition
parties and individuals augurs well for them
to fonn a united front. Flowever, their biggest
hurdle is how to come up with a formula that
would give them a strong leader, in The
meantime they have successfully entered
into marriages of convenience whose
tenacity will be tested by the capacity of the
various parties to work together overriding
the current wrangles and contradictory
postures their spokespersons are engaged
in.

Ironically, the ruling party is also dogged
with similar contradictions in its

on-going
provincial elections. These are ideal
ingredients to make Zimbabwe's 1995
general elections very interesting.^

another Frederick Chiluba, who used

his influence

Zambia's

as a

labour leader, to become

president.

endeavour to win the support

of the
opposition leaders such as Edgar
Tekere attended the May day celebrations
which in the past were associated with the
ruling party.
Many political analysts accept that Tekere
is a serious challenge to Mugabe, and this
can be confirmed by the viciousness
unleashed by the ruling party and reinforced
by the state machinery under the guise of the
In

an

workers

Law and Order Maintenance Act.
a

ZUM

Recently,
rally had to be abandoned after

Sapem May, 1994
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MAJOR OPPOSITION POLICY ISSUES

T

he scramble for votes in Zimbabwe's next

year's general elections has kicked off. Veteran politicians like Abel
Muzorewa, leader of the United African National Congress (UANC) and former Zimbabwe-Rhodesia
premier, in a
move regarded by many to be a "
marriage of convenience", agreed early this year to merge his quasi defunct political

party with the Zimbabwe Unity
Movement (ZUM) of former Zanu (PF) Secretary-General Edgar Tekere. Another collection of Zimbabwean
intellectuals and
liberals, including the country's first Chief Justice, Knock Dumbutshena, have come forward with what
appears to be a
comprehensive plan designed to end ZANU (PF's) 15-year domination of Zimbabwean politics. Joined by another veteran
politician, Ndabaningi Sithole, leader of ZANU (Ndonga), they all claim to be "governments-in-waiting". There is also the
Democratic Party, led by Davison (Jomo, who broke
away from ZUM, accusing its leader of undemocratic tendencies. Gomo
views his counterparts in the opposition as
“recycled leaders” who have nothing new to offer. Ironically, his view mirrors that
of the ruling party, w hich in its attempts to discredit its
opponents, alleges that all opposition parties were led by "tired old men"
and people w ho had failed as leaders of previous governments or had been
dumped by ZANU (PF). This view is disputed by the
parties themselves, which have so far brought to the mediaoutlinesoftheirmajor policies once elected into government.
is

°

a

summary

of major policy issues

Following

as

defined by

MOVEMENT (ZUM)
°

cut

government

spending

enterprises,
encouraging both foreign and local investors by introducing tax concessions
and a 100 percent decontrol on the move¬
ment of goods, services and
capital.
LAND
The FPZ will embark
programme

in

a

on a

manner so as to ensure

service and the Cabinet, slash

duced

°

the continued and

grant title deeds

ECONOMY

°

LAND

Build

°

12

paid for by

private sector.

pro-

UNITED FRONT

a

land.

free market mixed economy.
°

Appoint a land commission to map out a
comprehensive land use policy.
EDUCATION
tion

to

store
°

ECONOMY

Encourage free enterpri.se and

suit economic needs, subsidise
re-

academic freedom.

LAND
Introduce controlled resettlement.

°

EDUCATION
Provide education for all driven

Develop academic and technical educa-

HEALTH

aged and the unemployed.

Provide free health services

guarantee security of tenure and
individual ownership of capital and

compulsory primary education and

Introduce health insurance schemes for

compulsory education up to
academic freedom
HEALTH
the

EDUCATION

°

EDUCATION

the poor,

°

DEMOCRATIC PARTY (DP)

ference.
°

to communal areas.

"O" level and respect

LAND

°

Introduce

compulsory and state assisted
primary education. Acts of Parliament
that pertain to higher education will be
replaced in order to remove state inter-

Grant title deeds

polytechnic colleges.

all communal and resettlement farm¬

ers.

EDUCATION
Provide free

Improve technical, vocational and

requirements.
to

°

or remove

land tax will be intro-

Efforts will be made

.

LAND

fessional education; and introduce junior

land that will be deemed excess

on

economy
°

Set up a commission to map out a coherent land policy.

productivity of the land. Foreigners will not be allowed to buy agria

state

taxes.
°

ECONOMY

Encourage individual, community and
ownership in a centrally planned

ECONOMY

fledged free enterprise mixed
in which all parastatals are expected to be more efficient and selffinancing. Drastically reduce the civil

sustained

cultural land and

“

Full

resettlement

systematic and planned

ZANU (NDONGA)

economy

of ministries. Privatise state

°

outspoken opposition parties:

ZIMBABWE UNITY

by about 30 percent and reduce number

to

more

ZIMBABWE (FPZ)
ECONOMY

to

of the

FORUM PARTY OF

The FPZ will

°

some

by

economic growth.
HEALTH

necessary
°

Provide affordable health services.□

HEALTH:
Provide health services

at a

basic fee.
Sapem May, 1994
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VOTER APATHY GRIPS ZIMBABWE
Zerubabel Mudzingwa
ITH

W

to go,

Zimbabwe’s

fourth

successive

general elections
independence only a year
electoral officials, politicians and
since

international monitors

are

worried

over

Announcing the extension of the voters’
registration deadline. Home Affairs
Minister, Dumi.so Dabengwa, said the
exerci.se had been hampered by tight
procedures required for Zimbabwean

lack of voter interest.

citizens to obtain birth certificates. He said

According to the Registrar-General’s
office, the registration exercise is only
picking up in rural areas. Political analysts
say a major problem is lack of civic voter
education in a country with a 65 percent
illiteracy rate, and where 80 percent of the

his

people live in rural areas cut off from mass
information. However, the RegistrarGeneials’ office is undertaking a massive
advertising campaign to boost the pace of
registtation among urban dwellers since
they have access to the media.
But the opposite is true. Could it be that
after independence people got what they
wanted and therefore they now feel there is

government was relaxing tho.se
procedures in order to allow potential voters
to

register. But many dispute Dabengwa’s

of
birth certificates cannot justify that less
than half the number of potential voters
would have registered.
assertion, pointing out that the problem

ruling party has failed to deliver the
goods, opposition political parties have no
easily discernible sense of direction and
practical vision of the community that they
are trying to address and hence sticking to

1

ELECTIONS

discovery of the Willowgate Scandal,

opposition leader Edgar Tekere would have
romped home. They believe that the time
that elapsed before the holding of the
the tarnished image of
ruling party — ZANU (PF).
ZANU (PF)’s popularity has in recent
months taken a battering from the hardships

agitating in anger because of
political bickering within the party, the
voters are

question that has
and more
Citizens and non-citizens with permanent
residence in Zimbabwe

According to the Registrar-General, the
number ofeligible voters in the 1995 general

result of the amendment of schedule 3 of the

aged 18 and above
by April, 1995 will be allowed to vote as a

elections stands at 5.5 million in a population

Constitution.

only 2,213 million
had bothered to register by the initial May 4
deadline, forcing government to extend the

elections, 2,98 million had registered as
voters. But in the elections of 1990, half of

exercise to June 4. The four-member

the registered voters boycotted the elec tions,

delimitation commission, which is headed

though the polls were kept open one extra
day. Only about 54 percent of the countty’s
official figure of 4.8 million registered voters
cast their ballots, considerably less than 95
percent turnout for tlie 1980 and 1985

by Judge President Sandura, and is due to
start work on May 17 may have to consider
ajnalgamating several constituencies in
order to get the required minimum number
of voters to fonn a consliluency.

Structural

within the pany is reduced to the farce that
it was in the run-up to the 1990 general

election, with elected candidates disqualified
a

the

opposition a chance.
atmosphere conducive to free
and fair elections was created,” Wurayayi
Zembe of the opposition DemcKratic Piuty
said, his party had unanimously agreed to
vigorously mobilise for a national boycott
of the general elections.
“We would have to call for a boycott of
the elections because we cannot take part in
a fraudulent electoral atmosphere just for
the sake of legitimising democracy as
conceived by ZANU (PF). We can’t be part
and parcel of a bt>gus election,” he said.
While brushing off the possibility of ballot
rigging, Mudede reassured all contesting
parties that they would have election and
polling agents. He said constituency
registrars and presiding officers would man
the polling stations, watched over by election
“Unless

role of international observers.

Sapijvi May. 1W4

elections been held at the time of the

to allow

controversy

of 10.4 million, and yet

apathy”.

variety of reasons, it may create a
sufficiently cynical mocxl among the voters

bribery. To what extent will the elections be

importantly has focused attention on the

was

Some observers believe that had the 1990

Adjustment
Programme and the festering land issue.
If this onward expression of democracy

have traded accusations of intimidation and

cause

winner here

for

tree and fair ? This is a

disputing the excuse given, a

leading human rights activist said,
“Whichever figure you take, the only big

Economic

parties contesting the election

continued to

While

accurate

the

guard?

ITie 21

voters’ roll and

amends and clean up

the

the old

there had been errors on the

that 65 percent would be a more
assessment of the voter turnout.

elections enabled PresidentMugabe to make

need to vote? Or could it be that whilst

no

However, election officials sought to
justify the small number of voters by saying

In the 1985 parliamentary and presidential

elections.

an
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How successful this programme

is

unlikely that this action will improve the
tarnished image of his government.

?

Another bone of contention among

opposition parties arises from the fact that
the government has failed to delink its
admini.strative machinery, personnel and
resources from the ruling party. They have
particularly challenged the president’s
Constitutional powers to appoint the
Delimitation Commission, the Electoral

ELECTIONS

Commission and the Election Directorate.
The

impartiality of such bodies has been
of controversy. Alois Masepe,
of the opposition Forum Party of Zimbabwe
(FPZ) has alleged that “there was a
possibility that many eligible voters could
end up disenfranchised in 1995 because
President Mugabe had personally set up the
Delimitation Commission’’. The opposition
at

and
polling agents appointed by the
contesting parties to safeguard their interests.
Corruption continues to be a serious source
of public disquiet. A visiting legal expert
told the Legal Forum in 1992 that, “It is
regrettable, but undeniable that the incidence
of public corruption in Zimbabwe has
increased sharply since independence”.
The government has been accused of being
slow in implementing the land reform
programme, and latest media reports of
favouritism in the allocation of land did

the

centre

fanners who had been allocated land

bought

resettlement

by

were

government

not

on

for

ELECTIONS

later thrown out in favour

punish the ruling party by not voting for
general elections unless the

it in the 1995
decision

award the farms to top

to

unlike him, are Members of Parliament.
The

of tenant farmers. These farmers have vowed
to

a

Simon Muzenda and Joshua Nkomo, who,
■

certainly act in favour of the goverment.
In many parts of the country, peasant
farms

is will,

large extent, determine people’s
participation in the forthcoming elections.
For the time being. President Mugabe’s
political fortunes are at the lowest ebb since
independence 14 years ago. A severe drought
in 1992, coupled with the short-term effects
of a stringent Economic Adjustment
Programme, have intensified discontent
among workers, students, the business
community, farmers and guerrilla veterans.
In the 1990 general elections. President
Mugabe had to mount a last minute rescue
operation where many candidates of his
party seemed to be failing to make things
happen.
There is a strong feeling within the ruling
party that the leadership will have to quickly
put an end to the internal political bickering
and solve the festering land issue if it is to
succeed in the up-coming elections.
President Mugabe will also soon have to
consider the fate of his two vice-presidents,
to

have become

increasingly
unpopular in their respective constituencies,
and both had problems winning .seats in the
1990 general elections.
How will the voter apathy be diffused?
This question seems to be unanswerable as
the registration deadline approaches. Will
the deadline again be pushed ahead to give
room to other electorates? Or is the delay in
announcing the election date aimed at gi v ing
ZANU (PF) enough time to put its hou.se in
two

order?3

government functionaries is reversed.
in

Peasants

Muzvezve

1

and

2

Resettlement Areas, some 200 kilometres
south-west of Harare,
had

come

thought independence

for them when government

acquired several farnis in their area and
promised to resettle them.
The land was surveyed, stands pegged
and allocated to the elated peasant famiers
and

some soon

However,
told that
tenant

moved in and

soon

planted crops.

after planting, they were

they would have to give

room to

farmers who had been leased the land

has since called for the involvement of all

parties contesting the election in all bodies
governing the electoral process, a demand
the government is unlikely to accept, since
it is legally the Public Service’s prerogative
to run

the electoral process.

against
Mugabe has to do with his
constitutional powers to appoint non-elected
President

Members of Parliament.
The government’s archilies heel, however

remains the economy, with many perceiving

surfaced

the

same scenario has
in many parts of the country.

The president has called for an enquiry
into the the land tenant resettlement scheme

and cancelled all leases made under it, but it
14

■

Another accusation levelled

by government. The
out

9

ELECTIONS

on-going Economic Structural
Adjustment Programme as having subjected
the majority of the people to the brink of
abject poverty.
Sapem May, 1994
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SITHOLE: THE NATIONALIST YEARS
Ndabaningi Sithole, the leader of Zanu (Ndonga), who was one of the architects of
recounts how he entered politics, his achievements,
shortcomings and plans for the future. He speaks to
Editor-in-Chief, Ibbo Mandaza

Zimbabwe's liberation struggie,

outside the country and we
ZAPU as an underground

MANDAZA: How did you get

We

African nationalist

maintained

involved in
politics?
SITHOLE: 1 wasadistantspectatorof African
politics until about 1958 when George
Nyandoro and James Chikerema approached
me. We di.scussed the political situation, the
nationalist movement, and so on. They said,
“Now nuidhcira (old man), you have to join
because we need people like you so that we
have added strength”. The very fact that such
young men as James Chikerema and George
Nyandoro had come out openly against the
establishment tremendously interested me. So
when 1 got to Mount Selinda where 1 was
teaching, 1 started an African National
Congress (ANC) branch there.
What year was that?
I think this was 1958. There was a branch
the ANC at

of

morning 1 got a delegation of 12 men from
Nyanyadzi Irrigation Centre. They asked me
to come out formally and join the Nationalist
Movement. 1 was then a Minister of religion.
So 1 had to choose between my political

So 1 decided

throw in my lot with the Nationalist
Movement, and in 1962 1 came out to fight for

to

the nationalist cause.

Specifically, under which Party?
First it

was

the National Democratic Party

(NDP). and then after the NDP had been
banned, we formed the Zimbabwe African

Peoples’s Union (ZAPU). I was the National
My first President was
Joshua Nkomo. We followed him with our big
Chairman in ZAPU.
crowds that

we

raised in what

was

then

Salisbury. We travelled across the country. 1
had never known the country before. 1
remember travelling the whole of Masvingo.

probably the whole of both Matebeleland and
Mashonaland. One of the things that amazed
me most was how determined the people were
to see that white supremacy or white rule was
overthrown. Naturally. 1 like to overthrow
what 1 consider

injustice.

When and how did the break with

occur?
Sapem May, 1994

movement.

line while

we

Nkomo took a moderate
felt that the white settlers had to

through anned struggle. It was
pointed out to me that we had no arms, no
police force, no airforce. 1 retorted that that
was not the point; the amis do not just fight by
themselves. It is the spirit that fights. You can
have as many arms as you like, but if the spirit
does not fight, no fight takes place. 1 remember going to China to see if we could

be confronted

have

arms so

that

we

Once you were

What year was

that?

1963. Some people

was

thought

we

would get our independence peacefully, as in
Zambia or Swaziland. And even the whites

pointed out to us that we could never get
independence in the same way that this
country was conquered. They said openly to
us. “You fellows are just playing the monkey.
You were conquered!” 1 remember my brother
Magwaza coming and saying. "No. No, we
were not conquered. Our forefathers were the

here
our

conquered but we. the new generation,
conquered!” I remember him
saying to his boss in what was then the Shabane
Electricity Supply Commission: "You see,
your forefathers conquered our forefathers,
hut between you and ourselves, we will .see
who will be conquered”. Of course he was

ones

have not been

dismissed from his work.
So there was the difference in

methodology?

How did the actual break come

about?
Nkomo

The actual break came about when

suspended myself. Takawira and others for
being critical of his methods. He wanted to
silence
we

us

and

we

refused to be silenced. So

broke away.

Was this

following some dispute within the

Yes.

suspension

suspended from ZAPU you

and your colleagues proceeded to form
another party, namely the Zimbabwe
African National Union

(ZANU). But why

chosen leader of the new Party?
Partly because of my moral strength; 1 am
outspoken. When 1 make up my mind on
something that is right, it is hard to shake me
away. The new group felt I should be the

were

you

leader.
Was there

a

suggestion that someone other

yourself would be leader?
Hardly any at the time of the split with ZAPU.

than

After all. ZANU

was

fomied

as an

interim

political party. It was formed in Highfield, at
Enos Nkala's house. We made it clear that

this

merely interim. We would have aCongress
where people would have the opportunity to
choose a leader. And our first Congress was in
Gweru in 1964. For the Presidency, there were
two candidates. Mugabe and myself. 1 was
unanimously elected President. Mugabe was
equally unanimously elected Secretarywas

General.

detention days. But first,
allegations that you were
plotting to assassinate Ian Smith.
1 was then in detention rather than in pri.son
and 1 was very much worried about the way
things were moving. 1 felt very strongly that
the struggle was being lost and that there was
need to do something urgently and drastically.
Let

us

turn to the

the trial and the

party?
was on

methodology in particular?
Yes.

Ndabaningi Sithole

could launch the anned

struggle.

So your

ZAPU

We differed on methodology more

than on anything else.

That

Nyanyadzi. and one Sunday

activities and my own profession.

were

that issue of
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So you

admit that

you were

actually trying

to assassinate Ian Smith and

some

of his

henchmen?
When you are in prison, you wish to get rid of
all those who are responsible for your detention.

Have you

had the occasion

meet the state

referred to

ever since to
witnesses, namely those

during the trial

Mr X and
will recall, each time they
were called to give evidence, those of us in
the gallery would be asked to leave the
as

Mrs Y? As you

court.

No. I have not met them. Mrs Y

was

Mrs Ruth

Chinamano's sister. 1 have met Mrs Chinamano
on some

occasion, but she had

with that whatsoever. It

What about the

was

nothing to do
entirely the sister.

wrangle in prison? We

hear all kinds of versions of what
in

prison

among

yourselves

as

happened
the ZANU

leadership.
Well, Mugabe had lost the presidency in
Gweru. So when 1 was i.solated (through the
period in prison, following the trial) from the
rest of the group, which included people like
Edgar Tekere, Maurice Nyagumbo and Enos
Nkala, there began a campaign against me.
The plan was that they would fomi a new party
as soon as they came out of detention, with a
new leader, but excluding myself.
But there is

(perhaps Enos Nkala)
w hich suggests that Mugabe personally was
against you being ousted?
No! Mugabe to me was just a snake in the
a source

architect of the armed

view of

in
of

was

the

What

was

the attitude of the ZANU

colleagues in Zambia?
They were totally against what had happened
in prison. They said so. It was unconstitutional.
Chitepo. for example, thought like that. I
remember Tongogara was totally against it. I
remember him holding Nyagumbo by the neck,
knocking his head against his. If both men
returned to life, they would not recognize
Mugabe, They would recognize me.
But

Tongogara recognized Mugabe later?

Yes, later.
Would you agree

that the events of
December, 1974, therefore constitute the
actual split in the party, in that the leaders
in jail/detention were not accepting your
leadership?
Yes. That act by Mugabe and his colleagues
introduced the split which had not been there
before.

We would have

come

back home with the

participating normally in the politics
of the country. In other words, the assassination
of Chitepo was most unfortunate for this
country, because the history of this country
could have taken

different

a

course.

Do you think it might have caused the
reconciliation between yourself and

Mugabe?
Yes.
What is your version of Chitepo's murder?
I did set up myself a one-man Commission of

Enquiry and 1 was the only one. I conducted
the enquiry for almost two months and came
out with a clear conclusion that Chitepo had
not been killed by outsiders. He had been
killed by people within ZANU.
His

own

party?

Yes. ZANU killed

Chitepo. Some have
was killed by
Rhodesian Security forces or some other
enemy. True, the Rhodesian Security Forces
did provide the bomb. They manufactured the
concocted stories that he

bomb.

How did you as

leader of ZANU in
December, 1974 hope to reconcile what had
become clearly a breach in the party?
We had wanted to have a Congress inside
Zimbabwe and let the people decide.
Was this communicated to

Mugabe and his

colleagues in detention?

What do you

mean?

colleagues had effectively
removed you as leader of ZANU.
No. They had not effectively done that, because
the people were totally against that.
Can you

recall the sequence of events after
release from prison and detention in

1974 and/or confirm that the Frontline
States Presidents refused to meet with the
ZANU leadership in detention, insisting

that you should travel to Lusaka
them as the leader of ZANU?

to meet

told that

Mugabe had been turned
back by the Frontline States Presidents in
December. 1974. Nyagumbo's own efforts at
trying to uphold Mugabe's position was
was

It

was

was a

W’hat

That your

Yes. I

What

Is that so?
We have information to that effect. The bomb
was

handed

over to

Chitepo. It

was

those who wanted to kill

done by

our own men

in

Lusaka.

Were these in

or

outside the Dare?

In the Dare.

their reaction?

difficult situation which could only

resolved

ZAND?

the sequence

When

we

made that agreement

and

released from detention, the condition
that

we

We

were

was

"Majority Rule Now”.
by Julius Nyerere, Kenneth

Kaunda and Samora Machel that
leave that

this

were

should not say

advised

was

we

should

phrase out of our speeches. I thought
betraying the cause and of all the

black Nationalists of what was then Rhodesia,
I

the

only one who continued to say
"Majority Rule Now”. The Government did
was

not

like that, but I could not abstain without

being untrue to

my own soul. I was warned
three times then and got redetained in March,
1975

on

the fourth occasion.

What

not been killed

of Enquiry

into Chitepo’s death was largely

correct then?

Very correct.
of events following

the Lusaka Accords of 7 December, 1974?

leadership in Lusaka did not accept what had
X

be

by Congress.

was

untenable. Both the Presidents and the ZANU
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struggle. I

authentic leader.

subsequent developments?

So the Zambia Government’s Commission

But it is said that most of your colleagues
detention wanted you removed as leader

new

into account the Lusaka Accord and

Yes.

grass.

your

happened in detention and insisted that I was
still leader of ZANU. So they just accepted me
normally. I was the leaderof ZANU. 1 was the

might have happened if Chitepo had
on 18 March, 1975, taking

Why

Chitepo the target?
Chitepo involved .some
people even in detention. The problem that
really confronted ZANU in Zambia was the
question of personal ambitions on the part of
Dare members. At that time, it was fairly well
was

The assassination of

known that the situation at home
be resolved. Then each

one

was

about to

of those in the

Committee wanted to know what role he would

play at home. For instance, Hamadziripi had
his eyes on the Chaimianship. There were
people like Rugare Gumbo who had theireyes
on certain positions. Mugabe and Tongogara
feared each other. So you can see that the same
thing which happened in Zambia was repeated
in Maputo. Independence was about to corhe
to Zimbabwe and then Tongogara was killed;
they said it was an accident.
Sapem May, 1994
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Was it not
It

an

he stood up to say,

accident?

.Some of the

apparently odd circumstances

in which you were placed by politics have
led others to say that the author of African
Nationalism found himself
his

own

contradicting
by going into the internal
What is your comment about

thesis

settlement.

“Peter Walls had nothing to
the orders”.

do with that. 1 gave

planned accident.

was a

All the same, if we argue

that this internal
important stage of the
ultimate goal of independence, would you
consider
yourself having lost at
independence and concede that the internal
settlement became a dichotomy viz-a-viz the

settlement

was an

that?

Nationalist forces outside?

say 1 let down the struggle by dealing
with Ian Smith. But the point is that everyone

that

talking to the settlers, directly or indirectly.
good thing that I met with
Smith representing as he did the Rhodesian
Front. We were able to push the Rhodesian
Front, to transfer, albeit not entirely, power to
the blacks. Never in the history of Rhodesia

that

They
was

To me, it was a

had

a

white Prime Minister been forced to

share power

with blacks. We hammered out

the constitution which

perfect in any
way, but which was leading to a constitution
that we wanted. For instance, if you look at the
was

not

Lancaster House

Agreement, it was based on
My political rivals accused me
of being a puppet of the West, but I quickly
pointed out that they were puppets of the
Soviet Union. The point really is that 1 saw
what they could not see.
ourearlierone.

Now the internal settlement itself. You assert
that it

important stage towards the
independence itself. But what

was an

to

pay some expenses.
be

owners

of

some

What about the assertion

by many that
(Ndonga) has become culturally and
ethnically bound in Kanyi? (Sithole
interjection: Yaah tiriweKanyikaisiisu. [Yes,
we are from Chipinge.]) A point which can
be proved by the fact that the ruling party
has never been able to dislodge your party
from Kanyi?
They say ZANU (Ndonga) is based among the
Ndau, hut when 1 give you our Central
Committee list, you will find out that mo.st of
ZANU

It

depends on how you look at it. 1 made it clear
we had lost as a political party, but we had
all gained as a nation. So I do not consider
myself as having particularly lost. From a
parochial point of view. I lost, but from a
national point of view, we did not lose. And
even now, we are building on the constitution
we

1 wanted these people
property and 1 was
looking at the possibility of each of them
acquiring title deeds for these stands after five
to seven years. In short, they had to pay rent so
that eventually they would become owners of
the properties.
to

hammered out at the time of the

internal settlement.
What caused you to go

outside the country
independence?
1 wanted to study in the first place. But there
had been an attempt on my life at Chibuwe by
after

the Zimbabwean Defence Forces in 1981.

My

was killed in the course
the house in which 1 was

of the
attack on
having
lunch after a ZANU (Ndonga) rally at Chibuwe.
bodyguard

What about the

allegations that you were
planning a movement to overthrow the
government; and that you were in fact
working with Renamo, Heritage

the members
And of

are not

course

Ndau.

you are

standing for the

elections in 1995, the Presidential election
as

well?

Yes. the Presidential elections
What do you
a

as

well.

think about institutionalising

system in Zimbabwe whereby senior

Nationalists like

yourself can retire from
politics and then be elevated as symbols of
where

we

have

come

from and where

we

with Afonso Dhlakama, their leader.

going to as well, rather than get
politics?
Ideally that is correct because we should now
be sitting back looking at our own work,
where it went wrong and how it can be corrected
in future. But where these provisions are
disrupted what do we do? We can not just
leave and say life will take its own course. It is
not possible.

What about the

There appears to

presented after the demise of the Soviet Union,
they would have accepted the internal

allegations that you were
planning to forge forces with Dhlakama
and fight into Zimbabwe itself.'

.settlement and its constitution.

No.

into the

But what about the

What is the status of your

that

yourselves

Churu farm?

ultimate

accounted for its inherent failure in the

first instance?
To

it

on one

was not

the

hand and the Soviet Union on the other.

The British

saw

the internal settlement

as

democratic, but they dared not recognise it for
the fear of the Soviet Union. If it had been

relationship between
internal leaders?
For instance, 1 never could agree with
Muzorewa's
orders
to
destroy the
Zimbabweans at Chimoio in Mozambique
and also inside the country here in Gokwe.
You

as

actually differed and you told him so?
Actually, 1 had not realized that he

I told him.

had

given the orders to attack our people in
Mozambique and in the other camps inside the
country. 1 thought it was Peter Walls who had
given orders. So I accused in Parliament Peter
Walls and Muzorewa embarrassed
Sapem May, 1994

so

on?

I got

help from the fferitage Foundation in the
that their library was open. But in the
way of getting money from them, they just did
not have money to give anyone. With Renamo.
sure. Renamo was fighting their own battles
for freedom. We were on good speaking terms
sense

relationship between
myself and Bishop Muzorewa, but rather the
relationship between Britain, the United States
me

Foundation, and

me

when

controversial

It is still my farm, despite the official statement
that the Government took it over.
What about the

allegations that you had
a dormitory and
that you were making Z$90 000 (US$11 250)
a month from the residents through rentals?
turned Churu farm into

I did not like to rent the farm. 1 did not like to
share that farm with

anybody, but people
they wanted somewhere to stay. So
I decided to give them residential stands,
charging them Z$30 partly because we needed
came

and

are

embroiled in

your
even

be a burning ambition on

part to a.ssert your position politically
though it is unlikely that you will get

position of President. It appears
opposition forces will not succeed in
this country for the time being. What is
your comment?
I understand that point of view. 1 appreciate it
very sincerely. And yet, we have the problem
that we are facing. Certainly I would be quite
happy and comfortable to stay out but my
conscience does not allow

me

to do that. I have

try and do something. 1 know it seems
crystalized in many minds that the nature of
the African colleagues that once in power,
they remain in power. But 1 want to prove the
reverse and this is the point.□
to
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SOUTH AFRICA IN TRANSITION

AFTER THE

ELECTIONS, WHO

OWNS THE LAND?
Bongi Khumalo

T

O MILLIONS of South Africans, the end of apartheid
will

only be signalled by the return of land which was
w restled from them under that race
system. They want
land previously denied to them because they could not

Who will decide
whether decisions

depends partly
can

on who wants to take part and
be reached. It .seems that if white farmers

unable to reach agreement with

exception of the right-wing, political parties all agree
some process whereby the land can be used
to eradicate the imbalance between white and black ownership of

people making land claims, the
government-imposed solution becomes very real.
It may not seem much of a choice, but sharing fears, needs and
problems could end in negotiated agreements which have a better
chance of being successful in the long run.
Goverment-imposed redistribution, says World Bank economist
Bon Christiansen, creates expensive bureaucracies, and often
corruption. Market forces alone give people disadvantaged by
apartheid no buying power which means the existing powerholders will grow in strength while economically weak people

property.

become weaker.

the

afford it. But to
declaration of

be

some

such

a

redistribution is tantamount to

a

war.

Many Whites would agree — the redistribution of land would
a fair pay-off to close the chapter on the years of apartheid. But

how will it be done?
With the

that there needs to be

Where

they differ is in defining what kind of land can be
redistributed and how this redistribution will take place.
Eighty-five percent of South Africa’s agricultural land is owned
by 60 000 white farmers. A new government will want to be
expedient to redistribute land but those representing the interests
of subsistence and emerging farmers say the status quo is simply
not

sustainable.

And this is true for both white farmers, who

communities with

neighbour
grazing, wood and water shortages, and for

those communities.
A contentious matter for the Pan Africanist

Congress (PAC)
ownership of the land will “revert to the people”,
and its acquisition and distribution will be carried out in accordance
who believe that

with the law.

Department of Land and Environmental
Affairs, Peter Mayende, said the PAC had targeted a substantial
amount of land controlled by white farmers for redistribution, and
the first step in that direction would be the expropriation of whitecontrolled land.
“This will be the first and major source of land for redistribution.
Secondly, there is some land, 20 percent or so, which is available
for habitation, agricultural production and otherforms ofeconomic
enterprise, which is presently under-utilised,” he said.
Steven Shone of the National Agricultural Union said land was
only one agricultural resource. Others include skills, extension

services, and infrastructure.
Shone says

much of the good agricultural land in KwaZulu,
Natal, is underused. Rather than taking land from viable commercial
famiers, money should be put into developing emerging farms in
KwaZulu.
one

disribution”. It also raises
18

likelihood of a

Pietermaritzburg land surveyor Owen Green said land for
aspirant small holder farmers and subsistance must come from
current

commercial farmers

or

from the

The World Bank also recommends

state.

voucher system where
people identified as beneficiaries will be given a voucher worth a
certain amount which they can trade as they please. They could
buy land, develop infrastructure such as roads or fencing or simply
a

sell it.
While it solves the

problems of the other two options, the
is not without its own problems. Christiansen
admits that its success depends on the availability of land. If there
are too few white farmers
willing to sell, there may not be enough
voucher system

land.
He afso doubts it will

Director of PAC’s

But while this is

are

option, it doesn’t consider “skewed
problems of tenure.

give buying power to the economically
people like shop-owners will gain by
calling in debt and accepting voucher payments.
The reality, he says, is that whatever system is adopted, it will
reflect existing social distortions. At the same time, the status quo
has to change.
The African National Congress believes that legislation and
fiscal measures, which would include a land tax, could help the
process of redistribution. The National Party, on the other hand,
weak. He believes that

believes that there should be market-driven land refomi and does

support large scale expropriation, ceilings on
active state intervention in the land market.

not
or

land ownership,

The NP supports a protection of private property ownership
a Bill of Human Rights. In a market-driven land

entrenched in

reform process,

ownership will be determined by a willing seller/
willing buyer market.
“Expropriated parties should have full redress in a court of law”,
the NP says.^
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“WE WILL NEVER GO BACK TO THE

BUSH”

DHLAKAMA

—

Mozambique’s first multiparty elections have been set tor October 27-28, more than 24 months after the signing of the Rome Peace Accords
Chissano and Renamo leader Afonso Dhlakama, which ended 16 years of an armed conflict that is
consenratively estimated to have cost the country one million human lives and US$15 billion in destroyed infrastructure. In this exclusive
inten/iew with SAPEM’s Fernando Gon9alves, Dhlakama says there will be no return to war and explains why he wants a government of
national unity. Aspects related to the long and painful process of negotiating a settlement for the conflict in Mozambique are also discussed.
Excerpts:
between President Joaquim

the elections in order to return to war, we

GONSALVES: What is your assessment
of the peace process since the October 4,
1992 agreement?
DHLAKAIVIA: It is proceeding very well,
and

we are

elections

are

committed to

ensure

Frelimo continued to attack our forces,
using heavy artillery. I gave orders for my
men not to respond, even though they had
all the equipment to do so. That is very
significant, it means we have signed a peace
agreement and we will never go back to the
bush. I have also said it that I did not fight
for power, I have no ambition to become
president. It has been extremely difficult for
me since October4,1992, to keep the fighters
year,

already in place and we are
demobilising our forces. But the
fonnation of the new army has been delayed

has not been able
repair works at the training centres,

because the government
and this is

a matter

of great concern to us,

according to the Rome Peace
Agreement we are supposed to have an
army of 30 000 before the elections. This is
a difficult task to accomplish in six months
and we have, therefore, proposed that we
train half that number until August, while
becau.se

even

only after the elections. The

government has rejected our proposal, but
they also do not seem to have the capacity to
meet

their

obligations.

have never
they have escaped and looted a
village to get food.

heard that

Dhlakama

You

police. What evidence do you have to
back these claims?
The

of its

available you may consider boycotting
the elections. Has that situation changed?

of the Frontier
police force. Their
argument is that in other countries, those
responsible for policing national borders
are part of the police force. But our position

We have not received the funds. Time is

is that these

no

had

funds, and that if funds are not made

.short, and
electoral
our

we

need that money not for the

campaign, but in order to develop

infrastructure and enable Renamo to

who

were

part

Guards Unit into the

are

the

same

elements who

fought against Renamo, and this is extremely
dangerous because they have no adequate
training to be part of the police force.

purely military
organisation into a political party; we need

There have been allegations that

transport, housing, office equipment, salaries
for our staff and for training activities.

it loses the elections you

transform itself from

a

Renamo has accused the

government of

infiltrating demobilised soldiers into the
Sapem May. 1994

say

that Renamo fought for

democracy, but there is also an ethnic

struggle; the fight against
marginalisation of those ‘tribes’ from
the Central and Northern parts of the
country by the so-called Shangaans, from
the South. What is your view?
1 am a Ndau, and there are very few Ndaus
within Renamo; it is only coincidental that
a Ndau is the president of Renamo; he could
be from a different ethnic group. It was also
coincidental that our headquarters were in
Sofala province. But that area—Gorongosa
where our headquarters were, belong to
the Sena ethnic group. I am from Chibabava,
I am the son of a traditional chief During
the struggle we had support from all ethnic
groups; it was a national struggle against

factor in that

government has infiltrated many

soldiers

You have said that your organisation

in the most difficult conditions; without

food and barefoot, and yet you

the other half would be demobilised and
trained

a

peace

against our forces. Up to September last

that the

held in October; the Electoral

both

finish

signing of the

been

Commission is

to

long ago, because since
accords there have
number of armed provocations

would have done it
the

Renamo

preparing contingency plans, so that if
will go back to
war. What is your response to that?
Those who make such allegations know
nothing about Renamo; we needed not lose
is

the

—

Marxism-Leninism. If Renamo wins the
19
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elections it will be

representative of all the
people of Mozambique.
You

insist

on

the

need to form

that

our forces are

that

we are

(who

all in the as.sembly points,
demobilising, that the advisors

supposed to assist provincial
in administering Renamooccupied zones) have already been sworn

a

are

governors

government of national unity, regardless
of who wins the elections, is not that in
contradiction with the democratic values

in. 1 do not understand

Renamo claims to have

in Malawi and Frelimo

fought for?
We know that it is not easy to build a
democracy in the conditions of today’s
Mozambique, because Mozambicans have
never voted and they do not know how to
vote... the country has
virtually been
destroyed. Our position is that this
democracy has to have its own history, to
make it solid. So in

our

account

same
some

are at

no one

this

has dared

moment

to

in

mention

campaign designed to create
opposition
and Renamo. That is the history of Southern
Africa; there are people who are just not
prepared to forget about the past and open
this new page of development and
cooperation.
a

animosities between the Malawi

the

Isn’t that mistrust based

strong foundation the democratic

system that we are trying to build may

of the MYPs

that. It is

parties, because a
democratic system has to be built, it has to
be deeply rooted. If we start from the top
a

this

Why don't they ask the
question to Mugabe? 1 know that

Zimbabwe, but

interests of other political

without

want to create

kind of mistrust.

view, whoever wins

the election must take into

why the opposition

on

Renamo's

privileged relations with the Malawi

A Renamo fighter

government?

crumble.

The

You

complain of lack of fund.s yet you are

said to have received US$25 million from

Lonrho’s chief executive

Tiny Rowland
sign the peace
agreement. What has happened to that
money?
Tiny Rowland did not give us any money.
Everything he did everybody knows,
including Presidents Chissano, Mugabe,
Moi, Masire and Kaunda; they all know it
very well. It was Tiny Rowland who
convinced President Mugabe to agree to
meet me in January 1992, for the first time
in Malawi. From then Mugabe and I began
to forge a friendship, and I asked him to
persuade President Chissano to meet me. In
June the same year, 1 met President Mugabe
again in Gaborone, together with President
as a

condition for you to

Masire. I asked them
Chissano

to

talk

to meet me so we

to

President

do you

explain that President
Mugabe, w hose army fought against you,
appears now

facilitating the

peace

process?

Tiny Rowland also took me on his
plane three times from Malawi and Nairobi
Kaunda. At that time Kaunda

was

in 1989 that Renamo could

territory

Malawi

understand. People in
questioning the wisdom of
their soldiers dying in Mozambique. And
having been a guerrilla leader himself,
Mugabe knew too well that with the support

first time in Malawi

of the

Chissano; 1 twice

Mozambique sent back reports to President
Mugabe, telling him that they were fighting
for a lost cause. So in order to make us forget
the past he was obliged to play that important

secret. I met Mario Rafaelli (the Italian
mediator) five times in Malawi, with the

were

people a guerrilla movement never
dies. Zimbabwean officers operating in

en route to

use

Rome. 1 set foot for the

August 3, 1989. I
subsequently entered Malawi several times
with the full knowledge of President
on

met [Herman] Cohen
(former US Assi.stant Secretary for African
Affairs) in Lilongwe, and it was not a

in Rome, 1 remember all his

knowledge of President Chissano, Our
Secretary for External Relations, José de

speeches were about reconciliation. He did,
in fact, make dramatic changes.

Castro, met with Foreign Minister Pascoal
Mocumbi in Malawi, with the knowledge of

There

Banda, Chissano and myself,

role,

even

insistent reports of members
of the disbanded Malawi Young Pioneers
are

(M YP) staying in Renamo bases. Do you
have

an idea of how many
they are?
deny such allegations categorically. Those

the MYP know
they are making propaganda.
They claim to know in which ba.ses the
MYPs are, but they have never proposed
that we go there. These people also know

from

that there

20

attack

Zimbabwe

persuading Chissano to agree to meet me.
Again Tiny Rowland flew me from Nairobi
to Rome with the knowledge of all of them.
At the moment our personnel are staying in
one of the hotels owned by Lonrho and we
are paying a lot of money, which means
Tiny Rowland is making a lot of money
us.

opposition in Malawi is always trying
us, they even say that we received
arms from the Malawi government. That is
not true! It is a very well known fact that
Presidents Moi, Banda and Chissano agreed
to

That is easy to

could end the

war.

to see

How

I

who

it

accuse us

too

of harboring

well that

are no

Renamo bases anymore.

(loing back to the actual signing
Presidents Chissano and
Mugabe remained for almost one week in
Rome, waiting for your arrival and you
ceremony.

didn't. What

were

the

reasons

for that

delay?
Our men

still

negotiating the last issue
concerning those areas at the time under
Renamo occupation, because Frelimo was
insisting that as soon as we signed the ceasewere
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would send their officials and the
police to re-take control of those areas and
Renamo would remain with nothing — so it
was a kind of an amnesty. I did not want to
go to Rome unless that issue was resolved,
and 1 made that point clear to President
Chissano. But he mounted his strategy and

fire, they

proceeded to Rome, to try to prove a point
that I was the one who was against peace.
Even when 1 arrived in Rome,

President

demand, but 1
told everyone that 1 was not going to sign the

Chissano tried to resist to my

cease-fire without that clause about the

trying to use in the name of Phiri. We have
intercepted a letter written by the

captured but managed to escape. In March
I joined him in Rhodesia and there were
some friends there who helped us with
logistics; he became the commander and I
his deputy. The Rhodesian support ceased
1979,

in

when

commander, 1

presidential candidate and
very few know about your personal life.
What is your past?
1 did my primary education at the Sao
are

a

Francisco de Assis Catholic Mission

in

Mangunde, in Sofala Province, where I was
born. The missionaries wanted me to become

priest but my parents objected to it, so 1 left
secondary
school and then did accountancy. In 1971,

a

for Beira where 1 enrolled in

of 18, 1 joined the Portuguese
After the revolution in Portugal, on
April 25, 1974,1 returned home and joined
the age

amiy.

Frelimo. In December 1974 1 was .sent to
Beira to take

a course

in administration and

subsequently appointed the provincial
officer in charge of supplies. But things did
not look too good becau.se Frelimo was
transforming itself into a Marxist-Leninist
party. Some of us questioned this, but we

Zimbabwean

the

Independence negotiations started; it was a
sad year for us, because André was killed in
combat on October 17, by then we had 300
men. With his death and loss of logistical

and said he was leaving. 1 told him to
if he so wished, but 1 would not budge.

You

at

carrying government soldiers, he was

support many

our

angry
go

its

control; Mugabe got

territories under

president. Our reading of the situation is
are forces that the government is

escaped and fled to Rhodesia and on January
4,1977, he led the first ambush against a bus

fled and

we

remained with

only about 120 men. Apart from my work as
was

also able to take some

by correspondence. In Portugal I
in military science, planning
political and military strategy; they

courses

did

courses

and

a

duration of two to

three months, 1 went to

Portugal several

were

short

courses

with

times.
Who

Mozambican ambassador in Malawi to

Foreign Minister Mocumbi, saying that
Phiri’s forces did not want to be assembled

Milange (a district in Zambézia province
bordering Malawi). In the letter, the
in

ambassador said he had held secret

night across the
Milange with Phiri and that

discussions and travelled at
border into
there

were

prospects

of the problem being

solved.
Rename has accused the

government

media of bias towards the government.

happened to the radio station
promised to you, by the
government?

What has

that has been
(Jerman

The station has not yet
even

started and we do not

know when it is due, because of

The government is
supposed to allocate a frequency, which
they haven’t done. We are worried with this
situation because time is running out.

government sabotage.
was

providing these courses?

They were private instructors, they had
nothing to do with the Portuguese
government. 1 also did

academic studies by

correspondence, 1 had contacts with various
universities, I studied Local Government at

university, and in 1985 was going
to join the University of South Africa
(UNISA), but for political reasons 1 was
a

that these

British

refu.sed entry.

With all these

problems, do you still

believe that the elections will be held in
October

as

initially scheduled?

We want them to be in
we

fail

no one

be held in

a

October, because if

will guarantee that they will
favourable atmosphere; we

would have problems. First, the

was

international

Zambézia province. Is this something that

community will not remain in Mozambique
because of the expenses involved. If we
have these kind of problems in theirpresence

Renamo is aware of?

it could be

The

government has talked of a group of
men (about 1000) operating in the

armed

with their departure;
will have demobili.sed our forces, and
even worse

because 1 had been in the

that these men belong to Gimo
(Mozambique National
Union). In fact there are small groups of
armed men killing people there. The leader

1

of Unamo is Carlos Reis. Phiri was our

Chissano’s commitment to peace,

representative in Malawi in 1986 when the
government recruited him into the state
security agency (Snasp) and set up Unamo
to fight against Renamo, but Phiri is
incompetent because he has never been a
military commander nor is he a serious
political leader. They u.sed him as the Unamo
leader, and Reis as Unamo representative in
Portugal. But after internal squabbles within

has his ministers who think

were

dismissed

because Beira
centre

as

counter-revolutionaries

was

considered to be the

of the counter-revolution. And

Portugue.se army,
wasaccu.sedofbeing against Independence.
In 1976 1 was detained, but they let me out

four

days later, but by then I was unhappy

and 1 initiated contacts with

Mozambicans

who were in Rhodesia, Malawi, South

Africa

Portugal. 1 knew André Matsangai'ssa
who was commander of the motorised

and

brigade in Beira and a personal friend. He
was also detained and charged with theft,
but the real motive was political becau.se he
was very vocal against the system. But he
Sapem May, 1994

Frelimo says

we

Phiri of Unamo

there

Unamo, Phiri

was

dethroned and Reis made

are a

lot of issues that will have to be

dealt with in the process

of bringing about

national reconciliation. 1 trust President

their

but he
they might lose

privileges with the advent of

democracy, and certainly they will try by all
means

to

Therefore,

derail the electoral process.
we

will prefer that the elections
Renamo

be held within schedule even if
will have to conduct its

campaign

what is

foot;
have a

on

important is that we
democratically elected government to enable
us

revise the Constitution.□
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RWANDA: AFRICA’S NEW KILLING FIELD
John Edlin
HE

powder keg had long been
primed and was just begging for a
spark to touch it off.
That came in April, when 57-year-old
Rwandan President Juvenal Habyarimana’s
executive jet crash-landed and exploded
into flames
evidently from one or two
ground-fired missiles — at Kigali
International Airport. Also killed was the
President of neighbouring Burundi, Cyprien
Ntarymira (39), the three-man French crew

T

—

and aides to both Heads of State

hours after the

two

Hutu

Salaam

on

a

statesmen

crucial talks in the Tanzanian
es

—

few
held

capital of Dar

how to defuse the ethnic time-

bomb

ticking away
mountainous nations.

in their two tiny,

News of their deaths unleashed an orgy of

bloodshed in which

over

100 000

were

butchered, maimed,

raped or hounded out
of the country to Join hundreds of thousands
of other civilians who have fled tribal
massacres

in Burundi and Rwanda since

independence from Belgium in 1962.
At first, speculation was that the rockets
were fired by the Uganda-based Rwandese
Patriotic Front (RPF), dominated by the
minority Nilotic Tutsi people who are
fighting a bizarre three-year war to wrest
control from the Bantu-descended Hutu,
who have ruled them

ruthlessly and

repressively for three decades. Several
hundred RPF guerrillas have for some
months been in the capital under an uneasy
ceasefire in the civil war, but United Nations

peacekeeping forces insisted they were in
day.
Instead, as piles of rotting corpses daily
built up in the tree-lined suburbs and
boulevards of Kigali, the finger of suspicion
turned to the crack all-Hutu 700-strong
their barracks that fateful

Rwande.se Presidential Guard

—

a

force

that

perhaps feared its officers and men
would lose position, privilege and power
through the Dar es Salaam talks that
promised a greater Tutsi role in government
and the armed services. Both sides denied

bringing down the presidential plane, but
reign of terror that followed, according

the
22

witnesses,

to

mainly orchestrated by
Hutu
troops of the regular anny. And most of the
victims were Tutsi civilians, many of them
was

flowing with blood.”

the Presidential Guard and rag-tag

women

and children.

The barbarism, the savagery

and casual

contempt for civilians pleading with tears
for their lives have turned Rwanda’s verdant,

Ministers in

interim government,

an

comprising both Hutus and Tutsis, bolted
from the capital, leaving no one in charge.
Some 2 500 UN troops felt their role was
over after evacuating foreigners,
mainly
French and Belgian, and shuttling between
the commanders of both warring factions in

bucolic

vain attempts to organise

field. And the

April neared its end, the UN Security Council
decided
unlike in the former Yugoslavia
that there was no hope and called off the
peace-keeping operation in that Central
African nation. Only 250 UN troops will
remain in Rwanda to provide protection to
the mainly European aid agencies that have
chosen to stay on and care for the wounded
and the hungry.

capital into Africa’s new killing
slaughter is far from over.
Moreover, similar carnage can be expected
in Rwanda’s southern neighbour of Burundi
where recent peaceful, constitutional
reforms promised once and for all to bury
the hatchet that for .so long kept the two at
such violent loggerheads.
Rival tribal-rooted armies fought pitched
battles with carbines, machine guns, mortars
as thousands of Tutsi rebels

—

—

and rockets
marched

on

the

capital and

many

Hutu

troops fled to the forests.
The spectre

So, what

of cholera, typhoid and other
large over the man-

massacres

as

doctors and

nurses,

.sewerage technicians, grave-diggers and
civil administrators fled in their thousands
from the capital with theirmeagre belongings

for

neighbouring countries like Burundi,

Tanzania, Uganda and Zaire.
The French and Belgian-run humanitarian
organisations. Doctors Without Borders

{Medecins sans Frontieres), estimated that
in a week, some 200 000 of Rwanda’s 8,5
million

was

this latest round of

bloodletting — which one United Nations
described as making “Bosnia and
Mogadishu holiday postings” — all about'?
agency

killer diseases loomed

made

ceasefire talks. As

people had run away, mainly from
in and around the capital where most of the
fighting was raging. More are expected to
flee, as the battle for Kigali intensifies.
Armed men raided a hospital run by the
Belgian-based Medicins sans Frontiers in
the south, removing and butchering wounded
patients and forcing the organisation to close
down its operations.
“Journalists’ phra.ses like ‘bloodbath’ and
‘carnage’ simple don’t depict how terrible
this all was,” said Angus Shaw, a
Zimbabwean reporter who spent three days
in a downtown Kigali hotel before being
evacuated with the last of the capital’s
foreigners. “The streets were — literally —

Rwanda and

Burundi, countries with about

eight million inhabitants apiece, have long
been ethnic

battlegrounds whose roots are
their own people.
The Tutsis, believed to be of Ethiopian or
Somalian origin, invaded the two territories
around the 16th century and stamped a
benign feudal rule over the Hutus.
For centuries, the two 1 i ved together, inter-

perplexing

even to

married and shared the

same

culture and

language, Kirundi.
The Kaiser’s Germany colonised them
over a century ago, along with
neighbouring
Tanganyika, before they became Belgian
protectorates after the outbreak of World
W ar I and the surrender of German forces to
the allies.

But when Brussels

granted independence
partnership disintegrated.
Burundi, the Tutsis seized power. In

in 1962, the tribal

In

Rwanda, the Hutus
were

were

in control. Hutus

subjugated in Burundi, Tutsis in

Rwanda.
But in the last year,

democratic forces,
by foreign governments and aid
donors, were busy at work in both countries.
In Burundi, a Hutu president and a Hutuinfluenced
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dominated government

If the rebel Tutsis seize the

emerged from all-

party elections last year, although the Head
of State was later assassinated along with

seemed

Tutsis, after all,
of the

And in Rwanda,

a truce was

in force for

troops and the rebels, under UN
as a

supervision,

prelude to giving Tutsis a greater say in

government. By mid-month,
without a government.

Rwanda

was

Police vanished from the streets. Looters

and marauding gangs of local

civilian Hutus

armed with machetes, axes and spears joined
in

the

bloody

mayhem.

The

UN

less
toothless, after losing ten Belgian soldiers
to Hutu army soldiers, leaving Kigali an
peacekeeping force

was more or

open battlefield.
Given the total breakdown in law and
order

no

one

will

ever

know how many

it

likely they would, the whole tribal

wave

several months between the government

as

balance in Rwanda will be radically changed.

Hutu cabinet

colleagues — unleashing a
of bloodshed that ebbed only recently.

capital,

are no more

than 15 percent

population, and even with their Hutu
surrogates, it will be difficult to hold power
or even create a new political order — as
a minority over a majority.
Equally ominous, in neighbouring
Burundi, the Tutsi-dominated army has long
spoiled for a fight since the Hutus gained
power through the elections. Tutsis until
then had total power, and the army generals
were not happy to relinquish it. So it was not
surprising that the first Hutu president and

—

Bangladeshi, Belgian and French troops.
“They were disciplined, they were brave
and they risked their lives in a country far
from home,” said

Father Pierre,

a

Tutsi

priest. “They also saved some lives although
only God knows how many.”
The 10 Belgians who were massacred
were

first disarmed and then tortured while

by Tutsi troops late last year.
And, with the attack on that jet from
Tanzania, a second Hutu president has been
lost.

end conflicts in countries like Liberia,

several of his cabinet ministers

were

assassinated

“Tutsi re-assertion in Rwanda is

going to

people perished. But UN officials say it
could be up to 100 000.
“We’ll never really know,” said one. “We

diplomat in Bujumbura, capital of
Burundi, said. “It’s quiet now but it could
explode at any moment.”
Just as the Tutsi rebels are gaining control
of Rwanda, or at least the capital, the
remnants of the fleeing Hutu amiy will

here.”

the small lightly-antied UN forces, including

trying to protect interim government
ministers, including the Tutsi Prime
Minister, who were also butchered.
And where was the Organisation of
African Unity (OUA), which last year
pledged to set up a peacekeeping force to

bolster the Tutsi resolve in Burundi,”

really don’t even know who’s fighting who,
much of it being just thuggery. But it will be
a long time before there’ll be peace back

probably regroup in neighbouring countries
and mount guerrilla offensives just as their
enemies did. And the slaughter will continue.
Rwandans generally praised the role of

a

Western

Somalia and the Sudan?

“Everything happened
didn't have time

to

so

quickly

we

mobilise,” said an OAU

spokeswoman in Addis Ababa, the AfroArab club’s headquarters in Ethiopia. “And
it seemed the UN

were on

top of things.”

The families of tens of thousands of
Rwandese victims

probably do not agree.□

MALAWI: A REPEAT OF THE KENYAN

ELECTION?
ANGELS MTUKULO
Mk

May 17 presidential and
parliamentary election in Malawi

S the

^^mapproaches,

politics in this

Southern African nation become more

complicated and confusing. Allegations
of impending massive vote rigging by the
ruling Congress Party (MCP) have
become a campaign tool for the
opposition.
“The MCP and the ruling Kenya African
National Union (Kanu) have developed close
ties in what observers see as an unholy
alliance,” wrote Daring Chirwa, editor of
the Monitor newspaper

in February.
Although the story was refuted by

Information, Broadcasting and Tourism
Sapem May. 1994

Minister, Donton Mkandawire, as a
fabrication, it was verified by Mwai
a Kenyan journalist reporting for
Channel Africa of the South African

Gikonyo,

Broadcasting Corporation (SABC). In his

Gikonyo said press
stated that senior Kanu
officials have been teaching their MCP
counterparts tricks on suppressing “a vibrant
opposition in the period running up to the
general elections.”
Gikonyo reported that the ethnic and
political clashes that were rampant during
the Kenyan elections in 1992 had already
surfaced in Malawi. He compared the Kanu
Kalenjin to MCP’s Nyau, which have
report of February 7,

reports in Kenya

disrupted opposition campaign rallies.
“It will not be surprising if the outcome
of the Malawi elections in May is a direct
replica of what happened in Kenya in 1992,
political analysts have predicted,” said
Gikonyo.
No sooner had the allegation sunk, a
bombshell fell

on

the MCP. A letter from

Kanu’s Secretary-General, J. J.

Kamotho to
(then) MCP’s Secretary-General, Gwanda
Chakuamba, went into circulation in late
March.

Probably in reply to Chakuamba’s

earlier letter, Kamotho advised his colleague
on

the necessary steps to

be taken and

things to be done to ensure MCP victory.
“1 was pleased to learn from your letter
23
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that within too short a time the officers I

sent

you had a productive and satisfying
discussion with you and your colleagues
It is therefore now my pleasure to submit
...

foryourconsideration the following strategic
plans and programmes..said Kamotho’s
four-page letter of February 9, 1994.
Kamotho mentioned desk-top publishing
equipment and computers, four four-wheel
drive vehicles, an outside

equipped with TV

broadcasting van

cameras,

telephone/fax

lines, T-shirts, umbrellas, portraits,
stickers and hand mini

car

flags as being among

the essential facilities for

successful

a

campaign.
“We are therefore prepared to assist by
immediately making available qualified staff
to redesign and produce papers and

propaganda materials. The nature and
magnitude of this type of work demand
skilled, experienced and professional staff,”
continued Kamotho. These professional
propagandists, said Kamotho, ought to come
Malawi

to

given

noni

as

international monitors and be

de plumes.

A Kenyan newspaper. The Target,
confirmed that Kanu had sent several of its

propaganda aces to Malawi. One such
said the newspaper, is Philip
Ochieng, fomiereditorofThe KenyaTimes,
who is supposedly to head Malawi News
and Daily Times —MCP's mouthpieces.
person,

"The team will be in Malawi

of

as a

follow-

Kamiizu Banda: His MCP has formed “an unholy alliance” with Kami of Kenya to
suppress

the opposition in Malawi

MCP are up to. They only want to cause
confusion in UDF because they know it is

electorate may not want to

the strongest party. We expect more of this
but we shall never be moved," said Aleck

propaganda which the MCP is employing
would not have much impact on the
opposition. Thus the MCP may depend to a
large extent on the rigging strategies to

Banda, the

party's First Vice-President.
weekly newspaper. The Independent.
quoted The Times of Uondon as saying the
MCP has also contracted many other experts
from Britain to help in the campaign. Mark
Fullbrook and James Pryor, both former
Conservative Party members are among
A

those named.
“In addition to the

promise made by the Kanu
government earlier this year to the MCP.
Kanu pledged to assist President Banda in
what observers say will be the toughest
election of his political life," said Target.
The Kenyans have proved effective as the
Daily Times and the Malawi News have
embarked on a serious campaign against the
already divided opposition. The main target

'journalists’, a team of
four whites arrived in the country in February
to assist in the vote-rigging," said another
weekly. The Malawi Democrat.
Much as the importation of vote-rigging
experts may seem to be working to the
advantage of the MCP, the election results
may be shocking. Opposition parties have
already expres.sed their disappointment over

be the United Democratic Front

the issue. UDF's President Bakili Muluzi is

(UDF), which is composed of many former
MCP heavyweights and commands an

misdeeds with the OAU and the UN

up

seems

a

to

unprecedented following countrywide.
Under either fake names or simply “staff
reporter," they have written speculative
stories about crises in the UDF

or

loss of

support for the party. One striking story said
Collins Chizumila. Treasurer-General and

Secretary-General Harry Thompson were
conspiring against President Bakili Muluzi.
This prompted the UDF executive to call for
a press conference to deny the
allegation.
“We know what the Daily Times
24

and

said to be

launching protests against MCP’s

secretariats. This may result in disputes
over the election results if MCP
ignores the

protests and goes ahead to win the election.
The opposition may find it difficult to accept
the outcome irrespective of the freedom and
fairness of the election.
On the other hand, the MCP may

find it
tough going because people seem to have
made up their minds as regards who to vote
for. Considering the countless atrocities the
MCP committed in the past 30 years, the

have the

same

party in power again. This means that the

return to

power.
The MCP, just like

Kanu, has an advantage

in that it is confronted by a divided opposition
who will have

to

share the votes among

themselves.
“Some observers have noted that although
Kanu is often cited in connection with vote-

rigging, its victory in Kenya’s multi-party
elections would more correctly be attributed
to the fragmented opposition. The current
conditions in Malawi

are

similar in

some

ways to the Kenyan one in that the MCP
faces adivided and acrimonious opposition,”

said The Nation.
Other

analysts, though, take

different
opinion
polls in Malawi, they believe that in spite of
view; although there have been

a

no

the prevailing differences among the
opposition, the UDF, which commands an
ample support base in the south, may be
poised to win. Their argument is ba.sed on
the fact that southern Malawi is home to
than half the

country’s population,
regionalistic pattern of the
vote prevails, the UDF may come first in
both presidential and parliamentary
elections, followed by Aford of veteran
more

and that if the

politician Chafukwa Chihana, and the
MCP.3
Sapem M.ay, 1994
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SAFES TRUST SCHOLARSHIPS
SAPES TRUST

The SouthernAfrican Political Economy Series (SAPES) Trust is aregional organisation
that

in Southern Africa with the objectives of facilitating and
promoting social science teaching, research and publication. As an extension of these
objectives, the SAPES Trust also promotes young scholarship by supporting postgraduate students pursuing further studies in the social science field and other disciplines
that have social and gendered implications in Southern Africa.
was set

up to operate

From 1994, the SAPES Trust is

offering scholarships to post-graduate students doing
research degrees or dissertations that entail travelling within the region to one or more
institutions in search of data. The scholarships are tenable at any university in the
Southern African region and cover some ofthe research expenses within the region. This
support gives such students a chance to work on their individual research proposals, with
financial and service support from SAPES. We believe that such a support programme
contributes to the development of social science scholarship in the region, besides
harnessing the exodus of post-graduate students to the North.
Initially, the SAPES Trust scholarships are tenable for one (1) year, subject to renewal
for a further year. Applicants seeking these scholarships must enclose a detailed research
proposal which includes a budget.
Please send your applications, with a detailed cumculum vitae and University transcripts,
letters of support
also from your

from the Dean of your Faculty, the Chainnan of your Department and
supervisor, to:
The Executive Director

P.O. Box MP 111

Mount Pleasant

Harare, Zimbabwe
Phone: 263-4-727875/790815
Fax: 263-4-732735
Telex: 26464 AAPS ZW
The

Sapem May, 1994

closing date is 30 July, 1994
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BUSINESS AND FINANCE
sewage wastes, which are being washed
into rivers, dams, pollute the catchment

FISHERIES IN
SOUTHERN AFRICA

areas.

The distribution of flsh in the

region is
Fish need careful handling before
being marketed. Fish’s shelf-life calls for
good technological and physical
poOT.

Richard Kamidza

infrastructure to facilitate the distribution

T

HE Southern African region is well

Roglonal PotsnHal Catch: Lake Annual

endowed with fish resources, whose

catches In million tonnes

proper
exploitation
can
significantly contribute to regional
economic growth and development,
employment creation, foreign currency
generation and healthy human resources.
The distribution of fish

species in the

Angola, Namibia and South Africa

1.000

and sufficient salt, firewood and
refrigerators for preservation processes.
The consumption of fish varies greatly
and is influenced by location of local

Victoria

0.561

ccnnmunities vis-a-vis the fish resource. For

Tanganyika
Malawi/Nyasa

0.132

instance, Angolan people living near the

0.085

coast consume double

Atlantic

Indian

ocean

ocean

off the coast of

Mozambique and Tanzania

0.070

with about

Kariba

0.034

one

such fresh water-bodies like

ponds, rivers,

dams and lakes while two thirds
the

sea.

The

are

from

major regional water-bodies

the national average

while landlocked nations of Lesotho and

off the coast of

Southern African

region is very uneven,
third being derived from

process,

Chirwa

0.015

Malombe

0.013

Bangwelu

0.011

include the Great African lakes of Malawi,

Swaziland which have no

fishery tradition,
little. Although the region
has high nutritional deficiency leading,
understandably to an equally high fish
demand, the supply response has dismally
failed to meet regional expectations.
consume

very

fishermen’s catch, ultimately reduce

The above constraints when viewed

Africa and the Indian Ocean stretching from

regional fish population.
The
regional water-bodies are
increasingly being threatened by foreign
water hyacinth, which has invaded many

Mozambique to Tanzania.

lakes, rivers and dams in Malawi, Zambia,

alongside the p'evalence of malnutrition
mostly in predominately rural sp t-ups which
account fcff more than 75 percent of the
regional population and the urban poor
means fish-farming remains the only
alternative to fish production and distribution
in the region. The strategy to increase fish
production and supply in the region rests
squarely with aquaculture.
Aquaculture focuses on the subsistence
rural farmer who has ample time during the
slack period to construct fish ponds as well
as attending to fish products. However,
aquacultural development has been bogged
down by potx' management in most countries

Tanganyika and Victcxia which are widely
believed to have the world’s richest diversity
of freshwater fish, the Atlantic Ocean’s
coastal areas of Angola, Namibia and South

affecting*^ Zimbabwe and South Africa. The water
full development of fisheries in the region.
hyacinth outgrows local water plants, and
Angola could be one of the most important when it dies and rots, it uses all the oxygen
fishing nations in Africa whose potential available necessary for fish growth and
yield is estimated at 650 thousand tons. rapidreproduction. The same water hyacinth
However, due to the current civil war, over- also creates harvesting problems for the
fishing by foreigners is proving very difficult fishermen.
The introduction of exotic fish species
to control. Mozambique too has an oversuch as the Nile perch and trout into some
fishing problem.
Both the large-scale commercial firms
regional water-bodies, in the hope of
(private and parastatal) involved in fish increasing fish population has to the
harvesting, processing and marketing and contrary, driven some fish species to
extinction. For instance, in Lake Victoria,
small-scale traders operating to and from
the introduction of the Nile perch which has
local landing sites are practising wrong
fishing methods which are poised to reduce a vOTacious appetite for other fish drove
yields considerably in regional catchment more than 200 fish species to extinction
There

areas.

are

several constraints

In Tanzania, near Dar-es-Salaam and

northern

Mozambique, fishermen are using
explosives to drive fish into their nets.
Elsewhere, they are using small meshes,
mosquito nets and even clothes which
remove

the smallest fish from the catchment

leaving very few for future
consumption and reproduction. They are
also using poison, which smns fish before
they float to the water surface. All these
fishing methods, which maximise
area,
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while that of trout in Natal rivers in South

Africa, completely wiped out the cyprinid
species which is now confined to only three
small streams in Lesotho.
Water

pollution which is more
pronounced along the coastal waters of
Mozambique, Tanzania and South Africa
due to frequent oil spills and oil drilUng off
the coast of Angola, has polluted the fish
environment. Agricultural pesticides,
industrial (mines and factories), human and

since some of the local communities
involved lack interest and technical skills to
run

the show alone without constant support

and supervision ofthe agricultural extension

workers, who are also poorly trained,
equipped and have no transport to quickly
respond to all the local needs.
The region needs sufficient resources to
provide all the necessary inputs to fully
develop aquaculture that would benefit the
marginalised group. The financial
institutions ought to make credit available
to enable the community to fully invest in
fish farming. Aquaculture, if commercially
would result in successful economic
transformation, thereby playing a leading

run,

role in overall economic

develofxnent and

growthQ
Sapem May, 1994

SAFES BOOKS
SAFES BOOKS

NOW AVAILABLE
ANTICAPITAL

—

COMING OUT SOON!
SOUTH AFRICA: THE CHALLENGE OF CHANGE

Vojin Dakovic

Edited

This book is a critique of Karl Marx’s
unilateral

theory ofcapital and proves
that it is a pure illusion to believe that
the commodity (capitalist) mode of
production could be superseded by a
political system and subjective
economy.

By discovering what has hitherto
been unknown in economic science,
that is, apart

from human labour, the
price of commodities and profit are
also created by the labour of
technology; the author reveals the
mystery of the totality of the laws of
commodity production. Among
others, the.se new findings definitely prove that the saving of human
labour by the cheaper labour of technology per unit of product is the
key factor of a competitive price, enabling us to foresee in today's
reality of the most developed countries the inevitable end to this
process.
The author demystifies

the sphere of employment, giving the answer
growth of unemployment, the new
phenomenon of stagflation and the world crises of the commodity
mode of production.
to

by Vincent Maphai

Chapter
1.

Class, Race and the Franchise Question in the Making of Modem
South Africa (Bernard Magubane)

2.

The Politics of Transition to 1990

3.

The Politics of Transition Since 1990:

(Vincent Maphai)
4.

South Africa: Federation

5.

Human Resource

6.
7.

8.

Women and Gender in South Africa (Desiree

9.

Towards

10.

Gendered Urban

a

Women, Culture and

by Pearson Nherere & Marina d’Engelbronner-Kolff

11.

12.

13.
14.

Restoration of Land: Problems and

Prospects (Essy Letsoalo)
Implications of Land Ownership in South Africa
(Masiphula Mbongwa)
Schooling in the Context of Violence (Blade Nzimande)
The Health Sector: Challenges and Prospects (Olive Shisana)
The

THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF BOTSWANA IN SADCC
Balefi Tsie

Chapter
1.

Introduction, Aim and Scope of the Study

2.

The Nature of

3.

The State and Industrialisation: The

4.

The

5.

The State and Industrialisation Strategy:

6.

The Textile

7.

Cattle-Derived Industries in Botswana: Case

However, in the contemporary

period of far-reaching global and
regional political transformations,
the environments for human rights
promotion and protection are rapidly
changing. As stated in the Preface
of this book, Africa is, and cannot be
immune from the international trends

Manufacturing Industry in Botswana
The Promise of Collective

Self-Reliance, 1980-1989

8.

Industry in Botswana: Case Study One
Study Two
Industrialisation, Dependency and the SADCC Initiative

9.

Conclusion

Peter

Anyang' Nyong’o: The History of
Development Cooperation; Appraisal and
Proposals for a New Approach

AFRICAN JOURNAL OF

POLITICAL ECONOMY
REVUE

Julius O. Ihonvbere: The African

AFRICAINE

looks at internal

D'ECONOMIE POLITIQUE
AFRICA'S INTERNAVONAL RELATIONS
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Crisis,
Regionalism and Prospects for Recovery In
Emerging Global Order
James H. Mittleman: Global Restructuring
of Production and Migration
Nduba Echezona: Plural Politics, African
Security and the New World Order
Phillip T. Nyahoda: Challenges of a
Changing Global Order: Implications for
the

human

rights. Hence, this book
(constitutional),
regional
and
international
dimensions of human rights
implementation and institutionalisation in Africa.
The contributors to the volume examine key human rights topics,
which have to be addressed if enduring progress is to take place in this
vital area of African development.
on

Dependency in Botswana
Single-Handed Strategy,

1966-1980

The

experience of independent
Africa, as far as human rights are
concerned, is not exactly impressive.

a

Lewis)

Policy Debate (Nolulamo Gwagwa)
Bill of Rights in South Africa

(Thandabantu Nhlapo)

THE INSTITUTIONALISATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS
Edited

Confederation? (Thomazile Botha)

or

Planning for the Public Sector (Job Mokgoro)
South Africa’s Position in World Politics (Sam Nolutshungu)
The Employment Problem in South Africa (Bethuel Setai)

the cause of the current absolute

IN SOUTHERN AFRICA

(Vincent Maphai)
Implications ofthe Stalemate
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Alnca'Satoguatding toe Fukire

African Communication Networks
Samir Amin: The Post-War

Cycle (1945-

1992)
Said

Adejumobi: Economic Issues and
Nigeria’s Foreign Policy in the Emergent New
World Order; Some Consideration
Next Decade
Victor

on

the

Ayeni: The Domestic Impact of the

Cold War in Africa
EDITED BY P. ANYkHC' NYOKC’O

Published

by Nordic Human Rights Publications, 1993
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Philip Nyinguro:
Post-Cold War Africa;

Peace and Security in
Safeguarding the Future
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ECONOMIC PROFILE OF MALAWI
Year

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

A. MACROECONOMIC INDICATORS
2.614

3.418

4.388

5.076

6.102

6.175=

GDP at 1978 factor cost, MKm

870

898

935

979

1056

973=

GDP per head at current
Real GDP growth, %

349

441

550

604

701

685

2.3

3.2

4.1

4.7

7.8

-7.9

26.5

31.4

15.7

11.5

11.9

GDP at current market

prices, MKbn

prices, MKm

Consumer Price Inflation, %•’

B. EXTERNAL TRADE AND PAYMENTS

Exports (fob), US$m
Imports (cif), US$m

278

291

268

428

492

-178

-223

-246

-303

-435

-56

-156

-29

-130

-78

Capital Account, US$m
Exchange rate (av): MK:US$
Foreign Reserves excluding gold.

96

113

90

97

127

2.209

2.561

2.760

2.729

2.803

51.8

145.6

100.3

137,2

153.2

40.0

Total External Debt, US$bn

1.161

1,373

1.365

1.424

1.584

1.676

52.7

35.8

31.5

31.3

23.0

Manufacturing volume index (1980=100) 106.7

115.7

129.5

136,0

16.5

26.1

41.2

52.4

88.586

78.800

70.752

73.662

63.000

—Tea

31.9

40.2

39.5

39.2

40.5

28.1

—Tobacco

72.5

75.0

86.3

101,2

118.5

136.1

—Groundnuts

44.8

15.6

0.6

4.5

7.9

0,8

—Maize

59.5

135.3

233.1

200.6

602.8

44.2

Current Account, US$m

Total External debt-service ratio, %

3.605

C. PRODUCTION INDICATORS

Coal, '000 tons

Fisheries, million tons

Agriculture, ‘000 tons;

—Seed Cotton

—Sugar

21.4

25.7

28.3

32.0

67.8

14.2

167.7

170.0

157.2

189,3

191.1

164.2

D. EXPENDITURE ON GDP AT CURRENT MARKET PRICES, % OF TOTAL
Private

67.9

74.5

79.2

75.6

78.3

77.2

Government

19.1

16.2

16.3

15.2

13,9

19.0

13.5

15.3

15.9

16.2

16.8

16.6

1.9

3.4

4.3

3.0

3,3

2.7

-2.4

-9.5

-15.7

-9.9

-12.2

-15.5

Consumption
Consumption
Gross Fixed Capital Formation

Change in Stocks
Net exports of goods and services
E. ORIGINS OF GDP, 1992
Agriculture and forestry

G. PRINCIPAL EXPORTS, MK million

% of Total

28,3

Year

1990

1991

1992

Government services

15.9

Tobacco

770

982

1030

Manufacturing

14.6

Tea

127

104

107

Distribution

13.3

Sugar

77

80

98

7.3

Coffee

28

27

28

6.1

Colton

11

33

17

4.6

Pulses

6

7

6

4.6

Groundnuts

1

2

Financial and

professional services
Transport and communications
Social and community services
Ownership of dwellings
Construction

4.4

Electricity and water

2.7

Unallocatable financial charges
GDP at factor cost

-2.0
100.0

Sources
EUl

-

Country Profiles;

World Bank

- Economic
Trends, 1993;

Monthly Statistical
Bulletin
F. EMPLOYMENT

STRUCTURE, 1990

Agriculture, forestry and fishing
Community, social and personal services
Manufacturing

Year
Industrial

inputs
Plant and Equipment
Transport vehicles

1987

1988

1989

247

355

441

124

167

208

60

133

200

46.2

Commodities

98

145

179

17.8

Consumer

69

100

155

31

67

79

21

34

44

11.0

Construction

9.5

Trade, restaurants and hotels

5,7

Transport, storage and communications

5.3

Financial services

3.3

Electricity and water
Mining and quarrying

28

% of Totai

H.PRINCIPAL IMPORTS, MK millon

1.1

0.1

goods
Building materials
Spare parts, tools
NB
a

=

provisional;

b

=

iow-income index, net of sales tax and excise

duty

Sapem May, 1994

ECONOMIC PROFILE OF ZIMBABWE
1994

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

GDP at current factor cost, Z$bn“

8.019

10.184

12.114

14.702

19.587

25.706

25.278

GDP at 1980 factor cost, Z$bn

3.861

4.144

4,332

4.426

4.641

4.284

4.399

-0.5

7.3

4.6

2.2

4.3

6.2

1.7

4.4'>
18.8=
11.0

Year
A. MACROECONOMIC INDICATORS

Real GDP

growth, %

7.4

Consumer Price Inflation, %

Population, million
Employment (annual average), million

1,085

12.9

17.4

24.3

46.2

28.4

10.1

8.88

9.12

9.37

9.60

10.4

10.7

1.131

1.167

1.192

1.244

1.236

1.646

1,680

1.729

1.613

1.500

1.570

2.400

2.350

-1,300

1.130
6.700

I

B. EXTERNAL TRADE AND PAYMENTS

Exports (fob), L)S$bn
Imports (cif), US$bn

1.304

1.517

1.850

2.167

Current Account, US$bn

0.117

-0.89

-0.450

-0.925

1.805

Exchange rate (av): Z$:US$
I

Foreign Reserves excluding gold, US$m
Total External Debt, US$bn

2.647

Total External debt-service ratio, %

C. PRODUCTION

2.113

2.448

3.428

5.094

149.7

2,222

178.6

94.6

149.2

2.776

3.199

3.373

28.3

23.9

24.4

!

INDICATORS

Manufacturing volume index (1980=100) 118.1

123.9

130.8

139.1

143.0

130.0

119.0

Electricity Energy, billion of kilowatt hrs

7.606

7.897

9.288

9.029

8.393

8.183

0.604

Mining volume indices (1980=100)

103.3

102.5

106.8

107.6

108,9

107.0

99.8

155.3

159.0

157.5

Gold
Nickel

128.2

130.5

139.5

146.1

69.0

76.2

77.2

75.9

75.1

67.1

70.3

60.0

58.3

55.2

51.3

35.8

27.3

113.4

103.6

102.6

94.3

30.7

64.0

56.5

59.8

62.6

70.1

Copper
Chrome ore

101.5

103.1

74.4

77.1

Asbestos

D. ORIGINS OF

% of Total

GDP, 1993

Agriculture and Forestry
Mining and Quarrying

15.4

Manufacturing

30.1

5,5

74.6

E. COMPONENTS OF

GDP, 1993

% of Total

Private Consumption

51.6

Public

23.7

Consumption

Gross Fixed Capital

19.6

Formation

7.3

Transport and communications

11.3

Distribution, Hotels and Restaurants

5.2

Public Administration

EXPORTS, 1992

Exports of goods and sen/ices

29.4

Imports of goods and services

100.0

GDP at market

100.0

Z$bn

G. PRINCIPAL IMPORTS, 1992

Z$bn

25.2

GDP at factor cost

4.4

Change in Stocks

-28.7

Others

F. PRINCIPAL

8.07=

prices

Tobacco

2.225

Machinery and transport equipment

4.123

Gold

0,834

Manufactures

1.612

Ferro-alloys

0,578

Fuel

1.331

Nickel

0,365

Chemicals

1.321

Cotton

0,138

NB

SOURCES:
EUl

—

Country Reports;

World Bank— Economic Trends,
CSO

—

1993;

Quarterly Digest and Stats
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—

a

=

provisional figures (1991-1993)

c

=

Government estimate

c

=

estimate calculated from the first two months of 1994

d

=

estimate calculated from the first three months of 1994

Flash.
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PERSPECTIVES

LESSONS FROM RWANDA AND
SOUTH AFRICA
IBBO MANDAZA
HE

T

contrasting images of failure

and

success

colonisation: an African nationalist leader
of great stature; an election campaign based

in Africa could not

have been portrayed better than
April events in Rwanda and South
Africa respectively. On the one hand, a

essentially on the basic African Nationalist
agenda of African Majority Rule; and a
landslide victory for the African Nationalist
alliance. These are the ingredients of nationbuilding; countries like Rwanda have
suffered enormously for lack of such
ingredients. But there is also little difference

in the

Rwandan

scenario

of

devastation that has left

death

more

and

than 250

000 dead and almost 500 000 rendered

refugees, with little

promise that
respond
this colossal human tragedy. On the
or no

in the content of the transition between the
White settler colonial situation of South

the international community w ill
to

other hand,

Africa, Namibia and Zimbabwe. This is

benediction of the successful conclusion

particularly so if one takes into account the
likely development that former enemies
among the Africans might in the short and

an “incredible miracle", to
quote Archbishop Desmond Tutu’s

of the elections in South Africa, a country

which, up to that event, demonstrated
the

potential for such immense conflict
that might have dwarfed the Rwandan
tragedy were it not for an interested
international community that helped to
broker the settlement in that

B ut

country.

however unsavoury some

of the

that have brought us this far in South
Africa, and whatever our anxieties about a
means

future that has

to

deal with the

enormous

contradictions that characterise that society,
the

inauguration of Nelson Mandela

the
first President of an independent and free
South Africa on May 10,1994, was an event
that in its import and significance
as

tran.scended the borders of that country.
Seek ye first the kingdom and all else
added

will be

it.

(My readers will recall my
earlier instalment in this regard in the
February issue of SAPEM (Vol. 7, No. 5).
unto

So it is that the liberation of South Africa

Nelson Mandela: First President

of

the central

symbol of unity, rendering

unimportant and peripheral the differences
between the African National Congress
(ANC) and the Pan Africanist Congress
(P AC) and other African nationalist groups.

(I

infonned that many of the PAC
supporters decided to vote for Nelson
am

Mandela and the ANC rather than risk

splitting the African nationalist vote.) Credit
to Nelson Mandela in particular that he was
able to prevail upon Gatsha Buthelezi and
his Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP), and I
would not be surprised if, in the end,
Buthelezi himself becomes fully reconciled
with and integrated into the new South
African nationhood. But for those who have
hitherto tended

to .scorn

African nationalist

idealogy as ephemeral and limited in its
import, the recent events in South Africa

represents the final stage in the political
liberation of the African continent; and so it

will have left them in shame. This

is that Nelson Mandela has become,

expression of African Nationalism

pari

the longest struggle in African
liberation history, the single most important
.symbol of Pan Africanism and its quest for
the restoration of the dignity of the African
person. For South Africa in particular, he is

passu

30

a

free South Africa

was

the
par

excellence.

medium

term

the

state,

become reconciled around

depending on the latter’s
ability and ingenuity with which to distribute
the fruits of indejjendence as part of the
nation-hiiilcling exerci.se. Likewise, with
respect to constitutional arrangements that
sought to contain the logic of the African
Nationalist agenda in the White settler
new

colonial situations of Zimbabwe and
Namibia. Like Namibia, the new South
Africa appears to be following the
Zimbabwean mode! with respect to these
and other features of the transition; for

example, appointing White ministers to such
key portfolios as Finance, Agriculture and
Constitutional Affairs.

(Commenting

on

these

apppointments, the British
Broadcasting Corporation [BBC] stated
quite unashamedly that these were
guarantees for good governance and sound
financial management, without which South
Africa could

not

win

international

confidence.)

Admittedly,

the constraints

are

more

formidable in the South African situation:

Constitution that

a

provides for a transitional
unity but with the

government of national

I

the final

analysis, the South African
transition to Majority Ride assumed the
characteristics of conventional A/new; r/en

opposition within it, in the form of the
representatives of the outgoing state and
corporate South Africa; and an inherited
state

apparatus which,

notwith.standing
Sapem M.ay. 1994
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constitutional settlement,

even

if it also

required the best of leadership on the
part of those concerned in South Africa.
It is the outcome of the propitious
interaction between internal and
external factors, buttressed
—

by the latter
its

the international eommunity—in

undertaking to support and oversee the
process. South Africa today is “an
incredible miracle” only if one overlooks
both the peculiarities of that historical

particularly the role of

process,

interested

external

factor,

an
an

international

community that has, for
paid more attention to
this part of the world than elsewhere in
Africa or other parts of the Third World.
various reasons,

The Rwandan

There

tragedy has left more than 250 000 dead and almost 500 000 as

for

refugees
new state

will have to do if it

its

legitimacy, will in the
short and medium tenn continue to pervade
to

build

on

and constiain the

new

order, and

an

buttres.sed by
international capital, against which the new
government s Agendafor Change. A Bettei
Life For All w'\\\ have to contend with in the

economic structure, so solidly

months to

come.

But time will tell, against

background of the most developed
popular ba.se in Africa. The point is that, as
in Zinibiibwc unci Nuniibiii, tYicjicoplcYiiwc
given the leader and his party the mandate
to forge ahead to undo the colonial legacy,
beginning with the very issues designed to
limit that capacity for change.
the

However,

the major import of this

instalment is also to contribute to the current
debate about

conflict resolution and

management, illustrated in the contrasting
situations of South Africa and Rwanda in

particular. Certainly, the South African
situation

to

are far too many implications
be able to reflect adequately

within the confines of these pages. But
here I want to conclude by highlighting

whatever the

has

us

.so

far is illustrative less of the

primacy of conflict management, as others
are wont to emphasize with reference to
both the negotiation and constitutional
exercises attendant on the South African
settlement, than of the peculiarities of a
/t/.vrw;V(///)/v)('e.v.v, characterised by struggle
and conflict, and giving rise to such
settlements that

are no more

than

a set

of the

configuration of forces at a given time, a
stage within that historical process. Of
Sapem May. 1994

crucial

importance in the South African

the contrast between South Africa and

situation, however, is the role of the external

Rwanda, in the contrasting international

forces in South Africa and Southern Africa

responses to conflict situations; and how
the requisite response — for whatever

ever

since 16,‘i2. With respect to this c.v/c/v(6//

factor, therefore, it is impossible to conceive
/^fViea and Southern Africa except

through the historical, economic and political
factors that have helped to shape that country
and the sub-region over the last 342 years.

particular importance are tho.se factors
which led to the incorporation of South
AtVicu und Southern Africu into the strutcgic
and economic orbit of Europe and North
America: the nature and impact of European
expansion that sought to displace the
indigenous people, politically and
economically; the importance of the Cape
route ever since European expansion began
in the fifteenth century and even up to this
post-Cold War era; the discovery of gold
and diamonds in the late nineteenth century,
coinciding as this development did with the
divisionof Africa at the Congre.ss of Berlin
in 1884, and prompting, as it did in the
South African and Southern African context,
the goal of creating a White dominion similar
to those already established in Canada.

Of

the
factors that constituted White settler
Australia and New Zealand. These

were

colonialism, influencing both the nature of
the struggle for liberation itself and its
outcome,

the latter, therefore,

as

largely

a

between Whites and Blacks, in
the context of an externally brokered

reasons

—

in

one area can

reduce the

scale of the human

tragedy, while the
in another confl ict
situation can mean sheer genocide. Not
lack of such a response

lo mention the apparent discrimination
on
the part of the international

community

—

including the United

Nutions (UN) itselt (und including its
Secretary-General, Boutros BoutrosGhali who, as an African himself, should
feel ashamed)

—

between “European

tragedies” like the former Yugoslavia
and “African tragedies” like Angola and
Rwanda. The point here is that it was illadvised and shameful that the UN should

have withdrawn its already meagre

forces from Rwanda while maintaining
30000 peace-keeping troops (including
7 000 who

were deployed into Bosnia at
height of the Rwandan tragedy) in
Bosnia-Herzegovina. The claim by

the

Boutros-Ghali that Rwanda
“African

was

an

responsibility” bordered

on

the racist, to state the

least. The

Organisation of African Unity (OAU)
and other bodies were right to reply the
UN, telling Boutros-Ghali that the
Rwandan tragedy was as much a human
tragedy as any other in Europe or
elsewhere.□
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ZIMBABWE: THE MEDIA
AND A SENSE OF SHAME
Chenjerai Hove
NCE

o

chief sat at court with his

a

shapes and ‘controls’ the minds of the
citizenry in any country. In the end, the

advisors and any member or

citizen of the chieftaincy who
preferred to attend. Arguments and issues
were

tossed

across

dominant

the floor.

saluted the chief before

Everyone
reprimanding or

if it

ever

before. No solution in

in their selection of candidates to
of power

Then

a

stranger appeared on the horizon,

The

his head, his feet

itching for
their tiring destination far away. “Call that
on

man,” the chief’s advisor told
The stranger was

court

and the

Immediately, the advisor briefed him

without bias

on

the nature of the issues

under discussion.
“As

a

passer-by, what do

Whereupon the

man

you

humbly

considered views. All sides

to

think?”

gave

his

the debate

listened in disbelief, stunned but convinced

by the stranger’s

perceptions of the
issue at hand. The day was done. Discussion
ended in consensus and a pinch of
objectivity.
That

was

new

centuries ago,

village life where

almost knew everyone. This is
1994. Zimbabwe is no longer a chieftaincy
where everyone could walk to the seat of
power to be heard and to hear. Colonialism
everyone

destroyed most of the traditional institutions
that would have been

modern

a

basis for

a

new

democracy. In their place,
colonialism put a harsh police machinery,
32

positions

and authority.

broadcasting

newspapers and the

only

station,

major

news agency, are

largely government-controlled no matter
pretentious gestures of ‘no control’
are
publicly visible. There is hardly a day

young man.

summoned to the court

where he .sat and saluted the
elders.

a

.seems to say.

unity and
development. Hence, only recently, there
was a political stir when two senior Ndebele
politicians in the ruling party claimed
government institutions practi.sed ‘ tribalism’

sight.
with his load

warped. The people
by ‘disgruntled

Those elements threaten national

inevitable, the debate becoming more

heated than

or

be confused

not

elements’, the government

and failures of the chief's

regime. The chief listened, inwardly
moved for fear he might restrict the
participation of the people. A stalemate
was

might be false

must

praising him. Court poets recited the
successes

point of view becomes that of the

government whose view must prevail even

what

Basildon Beta: Harassed by
reveal his

sources

police to
of information

when the President is not headlines of

repressive laws to maintain ‘order’ by force,
restrictive media laws of defamation which

powerful people’s speeches

make journalists

not

secret

service

wield the

now

pen

in fear and

commonly known

a

as

one

another. Government ministers and

sort or

are

the

news,

the events which

speeches. At the

same

prompted those
time, the people are

censored out of their government

‘men in suits’.

In Zimbabwe, the elected President is

by
illiteracy, hence the abuse of the mysterious

viewed as the wielderof the national wisdom,

radio voice

the national

of continuous pa.ssivity due to lack of critical

team

identity. So far, nearly the entire

of ministers has remained in office for

the past

14 turbulent

whether there is

years.

One wonders

system of democratic

a

evaluation of their

performance or not.
The voices of the powerful are the national

diet in government
state-owned

news

controlled-newspapers,

agency

legal recipient of wire

national and international
There is

a

from other

agencies.
Ministry of Information whose

task is to control and

information

which is the sole

news

to

the

news

regulate the flow of

public. Information

to

indoctrinate them into

analysis of issues for citizens

a state

to make wise

choices and decisions.
As

a

result, journalism has become the art

of summarising ministerial

speeches. Debate
analysis died years back. The
style ofjournalism was, in the 1980s, called
‘development journalism’ which was to
compete with ‘sensational journalism’ of
and critical

the West.

Later, when the phrase got stale,

it surfaced

as

‘constructive criticism’ when

prescribed by those
eras,

powerful. In both
the press continued to be diluted, many
same
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critical

The

journalists left to become public

use

of rumour and

relations officers in multinationals and

fear and mistrust

parastatals.

is also

The few non-government newspapers and

under the weight of one
Advertising space
dwindles as private concerns fear to be
associated with the wrong side of the
economy. The government bureaucracy
makes it impossible for ‘independent’
Journalists to obtain information on the dayto-day goings-on in government. Mini.sterial
magazines
burden

or

circulars

cry

another.

continuously

sent

to

government officials reminding them

that

are

they are not allowed to speak to the press. A
simple issue like obtaining enrolment figures
in schools takes many dreary hours to
resolve.

In

such

circumstances,

accountability fades

away

and public

officials go
too

well

about their daily work knowing
that no one is critically watching.

Affairs of government

become top official

secrecy.

During the vicious
South Africa, it

the

in their

instituted a new medium:

Whenever scandals surface,
to

no one

dares

investigate them. The Attorney-General,
sued a party

Patrick Chinamasa. successfully

newspaperforhaving reported that the police
once opened a docket against him. He was
claiming damages to the tune of Z$ 150 000
(about US$ 18400). Other powerful citizens
have sued newspapers successfully before.
Many more are coming. Harsh media laws
inherited from Ian Smith’s government have
been used

by the new rulers for their own
political gains.
Journalists write in fear of defaming the
powerful as editors indulge in the final act
of censorship and self-censorship on their
massive desks. Recently, in what was widely
viewed as blatant abuse of power and

choose entails

rumour and

gossip.

the capital of
rumours. The rumour press operates from
public drinking places, private clubs, streets,
private gatherings 1 ike parties and meetings.
was

a

continual search for

alternatives and

possibilities.
deprivation of the right to
called ‘guided democracy’, a

In Zimbabwe,

financial and

choose is

notion which
at

assumes

the centre of

that ‘the truth is found

power’. As far as I

the truth is, indeed,

can see,

found in the individual

voice, the faintest voice

on

the land, the

dispossessed citizen who invents

language to describe the

new

damned

police

conditions he finds himself in. The market

for

a

place of truths is in the slums, in the crowded

story in which he reported that some

townships, in the villages where citizens
have no business pretending to be anything
other than the way they are seen everyday.
Thus democracy ceases to be simply a fiveyear-vote-casting farce without anything in
between. Democracy becomes a continual
dialogue in which all the layers of society,
individuals and communities, stand up for
their rights and are listened to. Democracy
can never thrive in a political monologue in

Basildon Peta,

was

harassed by the

who wanted him to reveal his

sources

companies, with the participation of the
ruling party, had not paid their corporate
taxes on

time.

Donor agencies

and foreign governments

feature

daily on television and newspapers,
pouring their begged-for money into the
national coffers.
No word is written about how that

charitable ‘aid’

shapes the country’snational
identity, its aspirations and perceptions.
People are mere masks performing in a

farce from whose authorship they

removed. Their

have been

destiny is written in the

which the leaders, like rain
messages on

gods,

pour

the heads of disempowered

individuals and communities.
At the centre of this multi-faceted dialogue

language of others, the economically and

is the

politically powerful who reside in far away

inform without undue interference from the

places.

powerful. Powercorrodesconscience, hence

Praise-singers, flatterers and sycophants

Mugabe himself publicly admitted
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hearts and circulate it at will.

new

people in Zimbabwe have

back that Harare

own

get a simple permit to hold a political

reporter of the independent Daily Gazette.

institution.

years

meeting. I call this a ‘masked democracy’
something which gives the stranger only a
resemblance, which is not the real thing.
Democracy does not mean 14 or 20
registered political parties. It means
participation at the lowest and weakest levels
of society.
Only informed citizens make effective
democrats. Democracy is basically the right
of the citizen to be right and to be wrong. It
is based on the right to choose even if a
citizen makes wrong choices. The right to

survival

of apartheid in

ugliness. Media revelations of the excesses
apartheid shook the sleepy consciences
of the world to action. The press had refused
to be gagged, even by the harsh media laws
of apartheid. Come independence, and the
South African press might fall into the
temptation of not daring to criticise the
same people who symbolised their ideals
during the years of repression. “We might
be blamed for not supporting national unity
and development," they might say, as a
lame excuse for not obeying their
consciences. And so the press might be
reduced to a praise-singing and flattering

President

population that they are entitled to the
truth. If they do not find it. they will brew it

a

the voices of the

of

But the

parties’ what their experience is in trying to

voice of a

independentpress which reminded the world
that there was institutionalised brutality and

leaderof the so-called ‘opposition

by the citizenry. Rumour
technique, a statement by

interference in the freedom of the press, a

years

was

Ask any

gossip is a sign of

have

a

field

day. The right of

information, the right

access to

of every citizen to
participate in national debates, is relegated
to

the dustbin.

right to be informed and the right to

the need for a dynamic,

resilient press which

refuses

by

to

be corroded

power.

When the

media is critical and vibrant, the nation
maintains a sense of shame about its badness,
and

so

retains its

morality.□
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AFRICA CUP OF NATIONS: NIGERIA

CONVINCING, BUT ZAMBIA IS NO
SMALL FISH
Cyprian Chiml ka

T

HERE is little doubt about it. Tbe 19th edition of the bi-annual African Nations

Cup finals tournament held in Tunisia this March would take years to forget
because of the drama, shocks and

finally confirmed that the face of
African soccer, like anywhere else, has
changed greatly. The era when soccer
experts would predict winners is over. Put
simply, there are no more soccer minnows
on the continent.
It was really a dog-eatdog affair. All soccer experts' predictions
were wrong.
History, reputation and
tradition were rendered useless as regards
It

was

a

tournament

group for them to cruise to
without much ado.

‘black’ tournament for prefavourites and some of Africa’s

leading footballers. There is virtually
nothing that demonstrates this more clearly
than the humiliation of the North Africans,
hosts Tunisia and

Egypt and the exploits of

expected to offer any
were making their
second appearance in the Nations Cup finals
tournament after 22 years wondering in the

Zaire

ruled African

And today, although they still
dominate club soccer at continental level,
soccer.

they

the godfathers of African
qualify
African Nations Cup finals

are no more

soccer.

for the

Tunisia, who have failed to

tournament

since 1982, and the World Cup

decade, hoped to regain
position as giants of African
football by lifting the Nations Cup on home
soil. The nation was pregnant with hope
after Tunisia had perfonned so well in
friendlies.
They held world champions
Germany and a full strength Dutch side to
draws. But then, they forgot friendlies will
always remain what they are — friendlies.
They cannot be compared with competitive
matches.
In what appeared a deliberate
move to push Tunisia to the later stages of
finals for the past

their former

the tournament, the North
drawn into what

.44

was

resistance.

was

Africans

were

regarded as the easiest

not

Mali, who

wilderness,

were

believed to have

lost touch with the tricks of African soccer
at

continental level. Like Zaire. Mali

not

expected to

cau.se any

was

problems for

So, Mali flew from Bamako to
Tunis ranked as the weakest side in the

Tunisia.

tournament.

But the West Africans brewed a shock

Zambia and Mali.
For decades. North Africans

the quarterfinals

They were drawn against Mali and Zaire.
Because of the political problems at home,

soccer

match results.
It

stunning records it produced.

was

they humiliated hosts Tunisia 2-0 in
They
frustrated the hosts by their defensive play.
That was not enough of Mali. They went on
to eliminate Egypt in the quarter finals.
They then finished a remarkable fourth
position in the tournament, and dismissed

Kalusha

north Africa from the tournament.

tournament.

Egypt, one of Africa’s representatives at
the World Cup finals tournament in 1990

Ghana

when

the first match of the tournament.

were

eliminated from the Africa Cup at the

same

stage by Zambia in Senegal two years
Abedi Pele’s Ghana, who were

ago.

expected to lift the Nations Cup for a record
fifth time and exorcise the ghost of failing to
qualify for the World Cup finals, were not
spared the same fate.
And what cruel irony it was! The
Ghanaians were kicked out of the tournament

by none other than their heroes in Senegal
years ago, Cote d'Ivoire. Ghana’s loss
Cote d’Ivoire in the finals in Senegal was

two
to

Bwalya: the inspiring Zambian
captain set the tournament alight

credited to the

unavailability of star player,
was on suspension after

Abedi Pele. who

picking

up two yellow cards in the
So, there was the chance for

to prove them.selves but they failed
miserably. Pele was there. But he played a
blinding game. The pace, swift moves,
those darting runs which used to characterise
Pele are no longer there. He can no longer

whittle those hard tackles.
d'Ivoire who
the

were

It

was

Cote

missing the services of

deadly Youssouf Fofana and Moussa

Traore.
That elimination

was

the climax of

a

nightmare for Ghana. The West
African nation was left with nothing to lean
against to regain its damaged soccer
reputation. Ghanaian clubs have been
soccer
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banned from

participating in this year’s
tournaments by the

African continental

Confederation of African Football (CAF)

following the violence that occurred when
Ghana’s AsanteKotoko and Cote d’Ivoire’s
ASEC

Abidjan met in the semi-finals of the
Champions Cup. Following the violence,
23 people were reported killed. CAF said it
feared that if the

two

countries’ clubs

were

paired against each other, violence would
erupt again.
Senegal, despite the fact that they qualified
by default, performed well, reaching the
quarter finals. First time qualifiers, Gabon
and Sierra Leone, left Tunisia without

scoring even a single goal. Gabon conceded
seven goals and Sierra Leone three.
For Nigeria, at long last they have
managed to fulfill their footballing promise.
Since winning the African Nations Cup on
home soil in 1980, Nigeria came close to
lifting the trophy in 1984,1988 and 1990. In
all these years, they have been unlucky
losing finalists. Two years ago in Senegal,
they came third. Nigeria’s juniors have won
two World Cup championships in 1985 and
in 1993.

Many soccer experts have always been
wondering when Nigeria’s juniors success
will also be

enjoyed by their seniors.
By virtue of winning the Nations Cup, the
Super Eagles will go to the World Cup
finals this June with
For the first time

African

soccer

an

intimidating reeord.
in the history of

ever

in the

new

format, Nigeria

will be the first African country to go to

the
Cup finals tournament as reigning
African champions. They are probably the
only country that will participate in the
World Cup tournament that has participated
in a proper competitive tournament. They
got the opportunity to discover their
weaknesses
and
trying
various
World

combinations.

The Zambian national

the duration of the game

Zambia showed the immense talent in that

That

country and how loyal the players are to

through injury.
big loss to the Ivorians for if they
had played full time, they could have easily
.scored the two missed penalties. There is
also doubt whether the leaky Nigerian
was a

defence could have contained the Ivorians

attacking team of Traore Teihi and Bassole,
the flamboyant 19-year-old striker.
Had it not been for slack refereeing in
Tunisia, Nigeria could have earned a red
card. A tackle

card! But the

at

was

worth

a

red

really belonged to

Africa’s

inspired performance
pride to all Southern

soccer

fans, their resurrection from

the ashes of tragedy more

than a year ago to
the day of their dramatic clash with Africa’s
giants Nigeria, is more than a fairy tale.

side that
in

It is indeed
and

their eountry.

Their 1-2 loss to Nigeria was
disgrace; they scored the opening goal
within the first minute of the game. Zambia
put Nigeria under tremendous pressure in
the last twenty minutes. In that period.
Captain Kalusha Bwalya played like mice
playing in a rapoko field. He hit the post in
this period. Two of his fantastic crosses
were put to waste
by fellow teammates,
Zeddy Sailet and Kenneth Malitoli.
not a

In brief, African soccer entered

the tournament brings

d’Ivoire’s
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Traore

For Zambia, whose

they will have to thank God for
surviving against Cote d’Ivoire in the semifinals. Nigeria’s murderous tackles on Cote

did the trick. The two Ivorians could not last

on

tournament

Zambia.

But

dangermen Joel T’eihi and
Abdoulaye “mister goals” Traore in the end

squad: beaten but certainly not disgraced

a

miracle of dedication, skill

inspiration from the
was

young

Zambian

rebuilt after the aircraft disaster

April last year. Producing such a fired up
side that comes second in Africa and a point
short of qualifying for the World Cup finals,

in Tunisia.

But

to

a new era

maintain such

high

standards, since the number of teams in the
finals is

be increa.sed to 16, the groups
should remain at four and four teams in
to

each. Three

for

a

draw

points for

must

a

win and

one

point

be considered to promote

exciting play. This will force teams that
play defensively to secure draws only change
their attitudes.

Also, in the next

tournament

in Kenya,

refereeing must be of high quality. In Tunisia.
it was not all that encouraging.□
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SAPEM INTERVIEW

CHIHANA: “WE WILL MODERNISE

AGRICULTURE”
On trade and investment, this country

lacked
dynamic foreign policy. Banda, being
President and Minister of Foreign Affairs, did
not help matters. What we will do is to begin
negotiations with Zimbabwe and other S ADC
and PTA countries, especially on thequestion

The President of the Alliance for Democracy

a

(Aford) and a Presidential candidate for the
up-coming May 17 multi-party elections in
Malawi, Chakufwa Chihana, talks to Sandy
Kuwali on his party’s electoral strategy as
well as the economic and regional policies
of

a

future Aford

of tariffs.

government. Excerpts:

likely to sign an agreement with, for
example, Zimbabwe, on a selection of prixlucts
which we can sell to that country and what we
We

KUWAIJ: What is your strategy

for the
and
Presidential
forthcoming
Parliamentary Elections?
CHIHANA: Our strategy is to win the
election. We have

far fielded well

so

candidates (out of 177
seats

which

we

we cannot

we

are not

winnable.

should not invest where

we

will field

from one of the
opposition parties. But where we are
strong, we will not have other parties.
a

grand coalition. With that confidence and
support, we are geared to sustain a truly

an

that where Aford is weak,

candidate who is stronger

other

campaigning so far?
beginning of the campaigning has not
been marred by violence. If it were in other
How has been the

The

countries, there would have been bloodshed.

colleagues in the opposition would
peaceful transition to
democracy. We are especially worried about
I and my

like to sustain this

and diary products. We have
delicacy, chumho (bream) which
Zimbabwe can buy from us. These are just a
few examples of trade potential between the
sell to

democratic Malawi.

understanding with other
opposition parties such as the Malawi National
Democratic Party (MNDP) which is led by
Tim Mangwazu, the Malawi Democratic Party
(MDP) led by Kamlepo Kalua and, of course,
the United Front for Multi-party Democracy
(UFMD). Its leader. Edmund Jika, has
expressed dissatisfaction with the United
Democratic Front (UDF)-led unity pact. Our
strategy is a grand coalition, we are hoping to
sign a pact with them on May I.
We have agreed to work with them. This
means

sell rice to Zimbabwe and Zimbabwe, too, can

150

make it.

Aford also has

buy from them. For instance, we produce
plenty of rice while Zimbabwe imports rice
from the Far Eastern countries. Why don't we

can

constituencies). The

have left out

We believe that

over

are

us

meat

our

lake

two

countries.

One of the

frequent criticisms about the
forthcoming general elections in \lalaw i is
that the campaigning so far has been
dominated by personalities and not issues.
What is Aford’s economic thrust?
We

are aware

What

we

that the economy

intend to do when

is going down.
we

take

over

is to diversify Malawi’s agriculture
potential. We can produce finished products
here in Malawi. We can produce and
manufacture tobacco up to the cigarette level

power

to

add value to it. At the moment, all the

tobacco

produce is processed outside
we buy cigarettes.
Such a system deprives us of creating
employment. If we process the tobacco here,
we would increase its hecterage. create jobs
and. thirdly, add value to the tobacco .so that it
fetches more foreign currency. In addition, we
need to expand our manufacturing base and
boost our industrial output. We will need to
modernise agriculture so as to exploit its full
potential.
we

Malawi and then

■Aford and you.

personally, have been

accused of not wanting the seven opposition

parties to unite in
form

a

a common

front or to

government of national unity in case

of a stalemate in the

Parliamentary Ueneral

Elections. What is your
The short

answer

comment?

is that Aford is for

government of national

a

unity. I will be the

firstpersontoaskforagovemmcntofnational
unity and 1 have said this in my interviews
with the Malawi

Broadcasting Corporation

(MBC). 1 would be the first to call on all
Malawians to unite in

a

genuine,

common

security. But it must be a genuine government
national unity, not for the sake ol political
expediency.
Are you going to be a good loser come May
17 if Aford is defeated?
Yes. I am confident that I would be a strong
opposition leader. I can assure you that the
moment

we

lose the election,

we

will be

the past. We are in the present.
build on the present to ensure a good

Malawi, under the MCP government.

looking into the future as an alternative
government. In fact, the government of the

tended to belittle regional cooperation. For

day will rely on us for constructive criticism in

future. We must sustain solid democratic

example. President Hastings Banda

buildingdemocracyandcorrectingitsmistakes

valuesinMalawi which will be the envy of the

attended only one summit of the SADC in

and

whole of Southern Africa.

the last

hope to win public confidence as the
only party with a clean record or through a

government

the future. It is the future which is
We have
We

must

We

,56

important.

seen

What will an Aford
do to foster regional

15 years.

cooperation, trade and investment?

inequities. What will be important in

Malawi in the coming years is building
democratic ideals, values and institutions; not
personality cults.^
Sapem M.xy. 1994
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state

that the emergence

problem facing
today is the continued
dominance of large tracts of farm lands
by large-scale capitalist farmers. These comprise
about 4 000 thousand whites and around I 000

Agrarian capitalism, w hich began around
expropriation of prime lands
and state subsidies, has long been contested.
Since 1980. land reform was expected to have
addressed this inequity. The land bidding
strategies of black capitalist farmers, also
promoted by the colonial state from the 1920s on
a small-scale areally and with little state support,
blacks.
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ownership of large-scale farms begun around
1978 through private purchases or state aided
leasehold patronage. The leaseholds have only
recently aroused deep public emotion—perhaps
even more

acute

than the continued dominance

of
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prime lands by whites!
Why have Zimbabwe's middle and upper
clas.ses taken 18 years to react to the growth of
black agrarian capitalism, amidst a burgeoning
white capitalist agriculture and class formation
in Communal Areas? Besides rare comments by
the Commercial Farmers Union (CPU), there
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is

public policy debate on the merits of
developing black capitalist farmers. Indeed most
opponents of land redistribution have tended to
be against allocating land to peasants whom they
consider unproductive.
The so-called "land grab scandal" exposure,
concerning the accelerated provision of large
little

farm leases to blacks since 1990. proposes

HE central land tenure

Zimbabwe

of a black landed "gentry" is
phenomena. Yet agrarian differentiation
among blacks based on access to state lands and
financial support has been systematically
promoted by colonial, the Mu/.orewa and postindependence governments. We examine this
phenomena in the context of elitist politics and

a new

market liberalisation.

Creating Capitalist and Tenant Farmers
Land

expropriation following colonial
of freehold

conquest led to the establishment
land markets and state control

over vast tracts

of

displacement of blacks to marginal
lands. White settlers could purchase land rights
in a market traded locally and in England, while
others secured these through the leasing and
eventual purchase of state lands. By 1969, land
markets and state patronage had secured over 60
percent of Zimbabwe's prime lands and nature
land and the

reserves

under state and white control.

Numerous white and black World War veterans

rewarded with land

leases-to-buy. Land
settler immigrants, as
part of the agricultural strategy to feed the growing
urban population and for export markets. By
were
was

on

also provided to entice

1977, around I .600 state owned leasehold farms
were

held

on long and short
and less than 3 000 large-scale

by white leasees

term contracts

white farmers owned their land

outright.
During the Muzorewa regime, a rapid process
of buying of leasehold farms by whites and the
provision of lea.ses-to-buy to black capitalists
.37
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was pursued, between
1978 and 1979. in
anticipation of majority rule. The land
redistribution agenda of the Muzorewa regime
had promised to transfer four million hectares of
land access to black small holders and capitalist

farmers. Access to land in white urban

areas was

also

opened then. Thus over 2(K) black capitalist
farmers had acquired ownership and leaseholds
of large scale farms by 1980.
More significantly however the Agricultural
Finance Corporation (AFC) had opened up loans
for short, medium and long tenn credit to black
farmers of various sizes by 1978. Blacks thus
begun to gain long term finance to buy farms
outright and tocapitalise their leasehold or w holly
owned fanns. Numerous interim government

politicians and officials, and black businessmen
were the first takers. This process continued after
independence. By 1986. there were about 500
blacks who had acquired large farnis outright, on
leasehold, lease-to-buy and on a mortgage basis
through AFC support and from personal savings.
However, during 1980 and 1987 the
Government of Zimbabwe had transferred about
400 (KK) hectares of state leasehold fannlands to

the resettlement programme under various settler
models. Thus

by 1990 there were about 7{X)
leasehold famts still held by mostly white fanners
who had not

bought the fanns outright or whose
provide for purchase. Slightly over
100 ofthe.se lea.sehold fanns are currently held
by blacks, following the post-1990 tie facto
policy of granting farm leases to blacks under the
leases did not

■SO

called tenant fanner scheme.
The Contest Over Leasehold Farms

It is estimated that the state leasehold famis
occupy close to two million

hectares, or about 15
percent of the Large Scale Commercial Fanns
(LSCF) area. This means the state actually owns
about 30 percent of the five million hectares it
intends

to

viii) The allocation of large-scale farms to relaIt is the

beneficiaries on state owned iand, as well as
the extremely low rentals charged to current

for

farms. When these fanns
and black elites

are

Zimbabwean,

Zimbabwean society.
large farm owners (blacks and white) are
opposed to the tenant fanner scheme for various
reasons. Some black fann owners feel they are
"victims” because they were "left to buy fanns
on credit or with their savings while others are
getting them virtually free". But most black large

is

the

iniquitous land

capitalist fanners which they oppose, as they did
the previous white agenda.
Creating Black Capitalist Farmers:

rhetoric.

Growing wealth among leaders raised
public criticism of land policy and economic
management especially after the unity of Zanu
(PF) and PF Zapu. Black ownership of large
farms was subsequently rationalised by
government's land policy of 1990. in tenns of
promoting "commercial fanning” rather than
subsistence farming, as an improvement upon
the Resettlement programme.
Economic Liberalisation and Black

Capitalist Farmers

1980-1990

During the 1980s the government inherited a
capitalist agrarian structure which it did little to
change. In fact, the state promoted the growth of
about 500 black large farm ow ners and continued
the neglect of small scale commercial farmers.
Indeed, the ruling party's leadership code had
unsuccessfully consorted party and government
officials to limit their land acquisitions to a
maximum of 50 acres (20 hectares). State policy
emphasized cooperativisation and state farms as
critical components of agrarian refonn. together
with the resettlement of small holder families
from

disadvantaged

institutions such

as

groups. However. State
AFC alkx'ated resources to

activities which

promoted agrarian capitalism
blacks and whites.
The development of black agrarian capitalism
during the 198()s was promoted by the state
through various policy measures, including:
i)
Recognition of the land rights of small
among

ii)

waning of socialist ideology in
Zimbabwe, the promotion of black capitalist
farming was launched on a new ideological
plane. A long-standing moralistic and populist
criticism that the government had allowed and
promoted whitecapitalism and suppressed black
private initiative was turned into a justification
of black agrarian capitalism. It was argued that
the biggest mistake government had made was to
allow whites to continue accumulating while
blacks were restrained. By 1991, the then M inister
of Agriculture was arguing that: "if we can have
black capitalism in transport (buses) and
commerce (retail etc) why could we not also
promote black capitalist famiers?"
The Zimbabwe Farmers Union argued that
blacks in the Small Scale Commercial Fanning
Sector and in Communal Areas had tended to

Recognition of the land ownership rights
on large-scale farms
acquired

from 1977,

w

Recognition and renewal of black large-

reliable supporters of the nations'
development agenda. Some scholars argued that
black capitalist fanners could "in-fill" the white

freehold) and

measures

their

markets and credit.

access to

which

improved

of blacks

iii)

With the

under-perfomt because of the absence of state
support (credit, infrastructure, water, transport
etc). Given the same support that white fanners
had received over the years, they could do much
better than the whites. Not only was this morally
unfair to black capitalist fanners, but also such a
strategy made the nation dependent on a few

scale commercial farmers (leasehold and

scale leasehold farm contracts issued from
1977

through to early 1993.
AFC's long tenn

iv)

Direct support through
loans to buy farms.

V)

Provision of short and medium-term loans

hites for vital food commodities, when blacks

were more

dominated underutilised freehold lands and
broaden the

"better-off' peasants
(20 percent of them) with credit, markets

agricultural productive base and
private land ownership structure. Underlying
this discourse lay a claim that economic
liberalisation, through the Economic Structural
Adjustment Programme (ESAP). meant that
black capitalist enterprise in agriculture was an
organic component of reform. These debates
reflected an ideological convergence combining

and extension services,

economic

The creation of out-growers on
state farms with 10 hectares each

economic nationalism: “hondo yekutora upfumi"

for

inputs, equipment, livestock and infra-

structure to lease

holders and farm

owners

through the AFC and Cold Storage Commission.

vi)

Selective support to

vii)

Even

38

it

redistribution agenda behind the creation of black

as

various quarters across

could not be reconciled with state socialist

owners resent the apparent favouritism
entailed in the allocation of leases. For the average

allocated to white

they are today, only 700
households gain access compared to the prospect
of as many as 30 0(X) farmers gaining access on
smaller fanners. It is the disparity in the .scale of
potential beneficiaries on state owned land, as
well as the extremely low rentals charged to
current lea.sees and the criteria through which
they were selected, which is the cause of alann in

selected, which is the cause of alarm in

farm

basis for either

resettling small holder fanners or
developing medium sized black capitalist

policy measures generated increased
agrarian differentiation amongst blacks which

various quarters across Zimbabwean society.

transfer from the white controlled

large scale commercial fanning area to blacks.
Thus state leasehold lands constitute a significant

tive" members.
These

through which they

leasees and the criteria
were

tively small groups of "collective coopera-

disparity in the scale of potential

them

relatively large land

peasants.

ARDA
making

owners among

liberalism with

a

new

brand of

the

"struggle for economic independence"!
by 1992. when the Government
“designated" about 20 black owned fanns for
or

Thus
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compulsory acquisition, under the Land
Acquisition Act. Numerous black Zimbabweans
protested. Black capitalist farmers, they argued,
had not had enough time to develop and fully
utilise theirfarms. Indeed, most had only acquired
farms over three to 13 years. The government
conceded by “undesignating” these farms, as
well as numerous more white farms. In principle
.this state concession also protected leasehold
farmers, giving them a “chance” to utilise their
farms fully.
Similarly, the land tax bill ground to a silent
and undebated halt because existing black
capitalist farmers argued that the tax would
increase the costs of improving their land use,
and penalise them before they had a chance to
develop their farms. This instrument which, by
taxing underutilised commercial land, could have
pushed more sub-divisions of large scale farms
on

the land market

or

towards the state land

thus foregone.
Meanwhile, a pervasive pressure for access to
rural land came from black capitalists who seek
acquisition

programme, was

title deeds in Growth Points, rural service centres
and other similar localities in Communal Areas
for business purposes.

This ubiquitous lobby
argued that lack of title to land was an obstacle to
collateral for borrowing. Evidently, blacks
receive less than 25 percent of all commercial
loans from all banks, because they lack collateral.
This presented a strong rationale for freehold
land acquisition among blacks, the lack of which,
a private Merchant Bank argued, was the basic
cause of underdevelopment in Communal Areas.
Creating Black Capitalist Farmers in the
1990s

called “extension” leases, which

amended the Constitution to enshrine its

right to
expropriate land, it also introduced a totally new
land policy, whose objectives included
“resett I i ng” capable fanners and “promot ing large
scale black or indigenous farmers." In addition,
the land policy, which apparently is still a draft
document, promised to acquire five million
hectares targeting first underutilised land and
land owned by foreigners, absentee and multiple
owners. The policy also promised to introduce a
land tax, to relax the regulation of land sub-

farm sector.

landscapes for settlers buying land during the
early demarcation of large scale farms. Thus
mountains and rugged areas or extensions
adjacent to private farms belong to the state and
have been leased out to neighbouring farmers.

large farm leasees only constitute
below 14 percent of the total large leasehold
farms, and only 2 percent of the entire large

during 1993, through an unpublished policy paper
on “models” for large black farmers, which was
neither widely circulated nor approved at cabinet
level. It appears that official thinking was that
about 500 “emergent" black farmers could be
developed over 10 years in two phases; on farm
sizes ranging from about 150 hectares to I 500
hectares, to produce crops such as tobacco,
oilseeds, cotton, groundnuts on the smaller farms
and livestock on larger farmers. The paper
proposed state support to blacks through:
leasehold land on temporary permits of three to
four years and then longer leaseholds-to-buy
after proven performance; short and medium
tenn credit for inputs and equipment; extension
services and training support; marketing services
and transport support through vehicle purchase
loans. In my estimation, this effort would thus
build up black capitalist farmers to around 30
percent of the large fann sector taking into account
land redistribution to smallholders.

black
capitalist farmers is the leasehold route to land
access. During 1991, numerous blacks had
already been provided with leasehold farms of
varying sizes on an “as they became available"
basis; that is. as and when existing lease contracts
expired. But by May 1993 the leasehold scheme,
now

labelled the "Tenant Farmer” scheme,

launched

was

through notices of lease contract

cancellation forwarded to all the about 700 white
leasehold farmers.

benefited from the leasehold scheme, while some
have yet to occupy the farms. But black large
fami leasees only constitute below 14 percent of

use.

large black farmers visspecify the
conditions under which beneficiaries would gain
access or the land use regulations which would
guide them. Indeed, the Draft land policy was a
list of policy items which are not integrated into
a

programme.
Since then, the first

policy initiative towards
promoting large black farmers was discussed
Sapem May. 1994

are

in

scattered

no

distinct

pattern, with some even being patches of lands
which were excised for small mines, or for
so forth. The “extension”
of particular interest because

railway sidings and
leasehold farms

are

they represent sanctuaries for wildlife, forest
resources

and water which have been utilised

freely by adjacent large farmers, but which
peasants have no access to. It is reported that
some

of the white fanners who had theirextension

leases cancelled, have in the meantime used
these lands for

rapid timber cutting for tobacco
curing and hoarded it for other purpo.ses.
But the main controversy over developing
black capitalist farmers through the state
leasehold lands is the secret
leases

manner

in which the

allocated, and the apparent

lack of a
selection of the beneficiaries. That
public was not well informed about this
were

system in the
the

scheme is evident from the

manner

in which

unbalanced media reports are

have been critical in the allocation of leaseholds.

would be transferred to

monitor land

areas

The Transfer of Leasehold Farms to Blacks

a-vis smaller farmers. Nor did it

to

policy did not specify what proportion

around the entire LSCF

taken as fact by
and by the general surprise evident in
public debate. The prominence of former and
current government officials in the list of those
gaining access to leasehold farms, is also of
concern, for it suggests that political networks

of the five to six million hectares of LSCF land

But the

The state owned leasehold farms

policy, which could cost hundreds of
over a decade has yet to see the
public light, seems however to have been
overtaken by the leasehold tenant farmer option
of settling blacks on existing farm structures and
procedures of access to AFC and CSC loans.

Yet this

million dollars

Apparently, notices only
by September 1993. such
that effective black occupations of leaseholds
were rushed through the cropping season between
November 1993 and April 1994.
Reportedly, only 98 blacks have so far

division for sale and

essentially

remnants

The second visible initiative to support

In 1990. when the Government of Zimbabwe

are

of “unsuitable” lands carved out from

Black

reached most leasees

the total

large leasehold farms, and only 2 percent
large farm sector.
These farms range in size from less than 500
hectares to over 5000 hectares each. Many of
them are on prime lands while others are on
poorer soils. There are some leasehold "farms"
of the entire

many,

Most critically, the public contest the lack of
clarity on the qualifications of those gaining
access, even if some accept that government
officials should, as the colonial masters did. gain
access to

fanns.

While

rewarding officials and ex-combatants,
as happened after the world wars, is queried by
other citizens who also claim significant
contributions to the liberation struggle, the War
Veterans Act of 1992 promises ex-combatants
access to land. Indeed, the army seems to be well
represented among those who gained access to
leasehold farms. How many of the unemployed
ex-combatants are likely to be allocated land visa-vis those employed, especially in government
service, is an open question.
The leasehold farmlands issue raises wider
land

policy controversies. The fundamental
question is whether or not the.se state leasehold
farms should not in the first place be allocated to
the landless, poor and even “capable” small
farmer rather than to elite blacks. Relatedly.
should such lands not have been the first target
for redistribution before land was bought or

expropriated for same? Some people bel ieve that
39
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“designated" farm should have
a black capitalist fanner as a
tenant. Moreover, land policy has yet to address
the question, whether capitalist farming should
only be promoted on smaller sized and efficient
farm enterprises. Since the policy on tenant or
emergent fanning is not public, it is difficult to
pursue these policy questions further.
not even one

been allocated to

Ancillary Land Bidding Strategies of Blacks
Besides the tenant leasehold scheme, black

of lands, promotes

the development of black
capitalist farming there. This compounds
landlessness, which stands at ,50 percent in
Communal Areas.
A novel

of black land

bidding is the
leaseing of Parks Lands for tourist economic
activities, forest concessions for lumbering
activities and, the acquisition of cottage plots at
lakes such

area

as

the Mazvikadei Dam. the

Osborne Dam and Kariba lakeshore

areas.

new

These

agrarian capitalism has evolved from other land
bidding strategies since 1980. One such strategy
is the legal or infonnal "leasing" of unsettled
ranch lands, particularly for livestock grazing on
cheap or no rentals. This process began around
1984 mainly in Matabeleland because land
purchased for resettlement and abandoned lands
had taken long to allocate to settlers, initially

land bidding activities compete with peasant
aspirations, while purportedly introducing racial
equity, since white entrepreneurs and the state

becau.se of the “dissident"

Essentially, large sections of the black elite have
gained access to varied but sizeable lands, w hich
it appears they compete over at the expense of the
urban and rural poor. Such competition for land
is increasingly parochial.
‘Provincialism” in land Tenure Bidding
Land redistribution is unevenly distributed
geographically for various reasons. First, land
abandonment and land occupations (“squatting")
were extensive in Manicaland due to the intensity

because government

menace

there and later

and local peoples disagreed
people.

how to allocate such lands to

on

Meanwhile, such lands

were

“leased"

to

notable

black

capitalists for ranching.
gained access to large-scale
farmlands through collective cooperative
schemes which are slowly being sub-divided
and allocated to individuals, notably in the
Mashonaland and Manicaland provinces, where
Blacks have also

an

undetermined number of officials and other

elites have

gained access. In Manicaland and
other provinces however, some collectives have
been sub-divided for allocation

to

small holders

alongside existing cooperators. But there
some

“abandoned fanns", whose

owners

are
are

non-resident, which may also have been allocated
to

black capitalist farmers as “cooperatives".
Black capitalist fanning also develops through

the “enclosure"

by individual elite blacks of
large plots, or control over the use of a variety of
small lands plots in Communal and Resettlement
Areas. Some urban based

elites,

or

growth centre based

members of

given communities, gain
access to "their own" plots of land or “rent" parts
as

of land from relatives and others who
to

are

unable

utilise their allotments with the consent of

local leaders, for farming. Thus a
of black individuals have control

few hundreds
over

between

10 to 50 hectares through “surrogate" land holders
for their

private accumulation.
common land bidding
strategy
among urban elite blacks is livestock husbandry
in Communal Areas, a signal of the weak
investment facilities for urban savings. Evidently.
while over 50 percent of Communal Area
The most

residentsdo not

own

cattle, almost all households

“keep" cattle for urban relatives. In some areas.
70 percent of local cattle are owned externally.
Similar elite control
fast

over

Resettlement lands is

growing. The unwillingness or inability of
government to regulate such urban based control
40

dominate this form of land management.

Therefore, black agrarian capitalism and the
bidding for private land control have a long,
deepening and diversifying histoiy in Zimbabwe,
which dwarfs the tenant farmer scheme.

of amied warfare in white farm

areas

there. This

led to “accelerated land resettlement",
the creation of most collective

as

well

cooperatives

as

on

isolated but well endowed farms, and the

availability of numerous fanns for black buying
and leases there. Similarly in the Matabeleland
provinces, farm abandonment and panic sales
during the armed conflict in the 1980s availed
numerous farms for government acquisition.
However, because of political conflicts,
resettlement

was aborted. These lands were
being
by the state and leased “temporarily" by
black capitalist farmers.
In Masvingo. large tracts of marginal lands
were sold to government and redistributed, as
were marginal lands in the northern and eastern
areas of the Mashonaland
provinces and parts of

utilised

Midlands. Thus resettlement
in

was

concentrated

few

provinces and even districts, w hile the
distribution of private black land owners tended
to be scattered and dispersed throughout all the
provinces with minor biases.
Since 1992, land designation for state
acquisition has been relatively “provincialised",
through attempts to acquire an even number of
farms in each province, so as to ensure “equity"
in land redistribution. But the core of the prime
lands in the Mashonaland provinces faced the
least amount of land designations, in spite of the
a

underutilisation of arable land there. It appears
that these

potential

prime lands, including pockets of high
in other provinces, have become

areas

the focus of elite

struggles to gain access to large
Many of the state leasehold farms
are indeed located in these provinces.
Preliminary assessments of the pattern of the
scale fanns.

beneficiaries of

state

leasehold farms suggests

that black

capitalist fanners are broadly gaining
access to lands in their provinces of
origin, while
there are resentments building up over leasees
who are not “indigenous" to given provinces.
Similar longer standing resentments over the
initial Resettlement Programme are being
addressed through the policy promi.ses to resettle
people from a given area on farms acquired in
their vicinity. In a couple of provinces, fonnal
and de facto provincial leaders openly oppose
the allocation of leasehold farms to competing
factions among the elite. On a broad basis, elites
not close to influential ruling party or government
officials,

were

“left out" of the

tenant

fanner

scheme, suggest that narrower factionalism and
in some cases “micro-ethnic" solidarity networks
detemiined who

gained access to leases.
Others suggest that certain government offices,

the

military and business netw'orks have been
gaining of access to large fanns. A
patronage system which cuts across but includes
ethnic and political party alliances, reflecting
more subtle socio-political networks, has
emerged. New political and economic networks
among the black elite have become central
parameters in defining the land reform agenda,
which is increasingly dominated by the land
bidding strategies of black capitalist farmers.
influential in

Conclusion

Gaining access to land, justified by economic
nationali.sm among black elites, is thus a fast
growing arena of the competitive politics of
Zimbabwe. The long standing politics of
distributing patronage through access to land,
has occasioned intrigues over “exposing"
government beneficiaries amidst widespread land
bidding, and the struggle through the press for
the hearts of ordinary citizens at the eve of
elections. The political challenges of reversing
the inequitous black tenant farmer project in an
erratic ideological context which leans towards
the development of black capitali.st farmers, are
the cascading difficulties of non-transparent
policy-making and implementation.
The escalating intra-elite struggles for
resources control reflect the changing ideological,
market and economic regulation regime
introduced by ES AP. The absence of a transparent
political system for regulating competing
demands for access to state controlled

resources,

for

enforcing conditions of access to resources
and for balancing ethnic claims to rights for
access to

land and other

resources,

is the central

problem confronting Zimbabw'e.G
S.XM Moyo is

a

Research Fellow at the Institute of

Development Studies. University of Zimbabwe
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CAN ESAP SUSTAINABLY TRANSFORM
THE NON-FORMAL SECTORS IN
ZIMBABWE? PART II
(JUY C. Z. MHONE

P

ART I

(SAPEM. April. IW4) of this

I

essay was aimed at show ing the structural
dimensions of the plight of the nonfonnal

sectors in

Zimbabwe, predominantly comprising

the communal farm sector and the urban and
rural informal sectors. It

contended that it

was

would be

fool-hardy for the people and
government ofZimbabwe to place all their hopes
I

for economic transformation
1

on

ESAP (the

Economic Structural

Adjustment Programme)

since, first, it has

fonnal sector bias, and

.second, its

a

measures are

unable

to

resolve the

negative structural factors underpinning
underemployment in the nonfonnal sectors where
the majority of the population and the labour
force is trapped in a vicious circle of
underemployment and poverty.
The Problem
It

was

stable

argued in Part I that

and

envii onment

neutral

the

no matter how
macroeconomic

might become as a consequence of

ESAP. the structural impediments to increasing

productive employment in a manner that would
transform the nonfonnal sectors, on the basis of
the market alone,

forebidding.
easily appreciated by
noting the constraints to the realisation of the
three possible options the transformation of the
nonfonnal sectors might be expected to take.
The first two options would entail nonfonnal
sector participants exploiting the new liberalised
environment by increasing their ‘boot-straps',
whereby they attempt to increase their
productivity and incomes in existing activities or
new activities exploiting new niches. Both the
foregoing options are gravely constrained by
deficiencies in financial resources, physical
capital, skills, inputs, infrastructure,
environmental and demographic conditions, and.
social well-being among participants in the
nonfonnal sector. Thus not only do they lack the
straps, let alone the boots, but they also are in
many ways incapable of uplifting themselves.
They need a jump-start from somewhere.
The third option would entail the ability of the
fonnal sector to expand so much that it not only
creates enough formal sector employment
opportunities to employ the net out-flow of
unemployed labour from the nonfonnal sectors
and the school system, but also enough to
are too

The limits of ESAP

!
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tlSAP pressures have led some to steal for survival, hut pleading for mercy is not the solution
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stimu late the

productive absorption of nonformal
participants into activities along the first two
options. With the current rate of unemployment
about 30 percent

since this country has been unable to undergo
such a transformation of the nonfonnal sectors

development whose dynami.sm will be restricted

with GDP

expand, but not at a rate that will be enough to
resolve the pervasive problems of unemployment
and underemployment at least within the next 50
years or so. In order for there to be an imperative
to absorb the unemployed and transform the

growth rates of over 10 percent per
year spanning more than two decades (see Mhone

to the

formal sector. Yes. the formal sector will

and the number of schoolof whom are
likely to be job-seekers, the formal sector would
be tasked with resolving an unemployment
problem of about one and a half million persons
and an underemployment problem of about two
to three million persons in the nonformal sectors.
The government's and World Bank's optimistic
ESAP scenario projects a 3 percent annual growth
rate which is expected to generate a 2 percent
annual growth rate in formal employment
amounting to between 2.3 000 to 30000 new jobs
per year, which would only be able to absorb
about 10 percent of the school-leavers. Even a
GDP growth rate of 10 percent per year would
only generate about 50 000 to 60 000 new jobs
per year, again falling far short of the number
needed to absorb the output of school-leavers, or

accept that structural constraints exist that militate

orientation of ESAP has to be

against the market's ability to transform the
nonformal sectors, and that market forces might
actually reinforce these structural constraints.
What would be needed then are purposive
interventions aimed at removing the structural
constraints and enhancing the ability of nonfonnal
sector participants to maximize their asset and
exchange entitlements through the market. A
comprehensive strategy based on such
interventions is needed to promote dynamic
allocative efficiency at the macroeconomic and
microeconomic levels, and to promote equity as

targeted and selective counter measures aimed at
stimulating and reinforcing internal linkages in
demand and supply by directly involving the
currently unemployed and underemployed in
productive activities of a fonnal nature.
From the plethora of programmes, projects
and reports by government departments, donor
agencies and NGOs. innovative ideas regarding

let alone clear the

well.

at

leavers

at

about 300.000 many

unemployment backlog.
ability of formal sector growth to
stimulate nonfonnal sectorgrowth in productivity
and incomes through market transmissions is
limited by a numberof factors. First, the outwardorientation implied and reinforced by ESAP
effectively shifts the stimulant to overall growth
Eurther. the

from the domestic to the external international

sphere, thereby weakening the need to make
internal linkages the basis for growth. In this
respect, ESAP reinforces the formal sector's
dependency on external markets, inputs, and
finance; and to the degree that efficient import
substitution may be taking place, dictated by the
linkage between domestic and international
prices, this is likely to be again restricted to the
formal

sector

itself. It is true that Zimbabwe,

as

on

Botswana.SAPEM. Vol. 6. No. 12.199,3). The

transformation of the nonformal

There is need for the growth process to be
propelled by both external and internal stimuli.
Currently. ESAP measures emphasize the fonner.
and the consequences are easily seen in the
vibrancy with which Harare as a city is reviving
(eg tail buildings) the fervent activities related to
tourism, and the availability of imported goods
in the face of degenerating communal and
informal sectors and increasing unemployment.
The new ESAP environment coupled with
increa.sed inflows of aid is reinforcing traditional
forms of comparative advantage, and the new
niches opening up. such as horticulture and
tourism are primarily restricted to the formal
sector.

The

key development linkage in the
has been that between
industry and agriculture. The latter (agriculture)
has accounted for abut 55 percent of the inputs of
the industrial sector, and demand from agriculture
Zimbabwean economy

Nevertheless, this diversification and the

from

backward and forward

linkages it implies, is
primarily to the formal sector.
In light of the foregoing, the point being made
is that ESAP will reinforce the marginal and
peripheral status of the nonformal sectors, and
by the same token accelerate the enclave
dependent grow th of the formal sector. Thus the
fundamental problem with ESAP is not so much
restricted

that it is in the short to medium

tenn

stag-

flationary. but that even when it lives up to
expectations by generating a G DP growth rate of
about 5 percent per year or more, it is unlikely to
transfonn the marginal and peripheral status of
the nonformal sectors to any significant degree,
except, perhaps, in the very long run. when as
Keynes once remarked we are all dead! The
example of Botswana is instructive in this respect
42

should

predicated on the success of ESAP in
order to transform them. It is only necessary to

of inward looking policies guided
by state intervention began during the days of the
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland and
continued through the UDl period, has a fairly
diversified economy by African standards.
aconsequence

sectors

be

not

has accounted for

a

substantial share of output

industry. ESAP threatens to disrupt this
internal linkage which could provide the basis
for an internal stimulus, especially if the industrial
and agricultural formal bases are widened and
deepened to directly incorporate the labour force
in the nonformal sectors. The aim would be to
arrive at dynamic mutually reinforcing

interaction
growth. ESAP
takes care of facilitating the transmission of
external stimuli, but unfortunately, in the absence
of external and internal stimuli

to

of other counter measures. ESAP also undennines
the possibility

the
and

of internal stimuli evolving, hence
perpetuation of both external dependency
internal

disarticulation

and

underdevelopment.
Considerations for

The contention
will

a

Strategy

being made here is that ESAP
merely result in enclave dependent

nonformal sectors, the outward and fomial

sector

tempered by

the transformation of nonfonnal sectors

are

not

lacking. Indeed, the present government sees its
primary mandate as being rooted in the interests
of the majority, who are in the nonformal sectors.
However, the problem has been that policy
initiatives have been fragmented, disarticulated
and marginal in their impact, partly becau.se of
inadequate financial resources, but mostly
because of the lack of a comprehensive vision
and framework. The latter eventuality has been
reinforced by the ambivalence, if not hostility, to
government intervention continuously articulated
by the external underwriters of ESAP.
The recent upsurge in the clamour for support
and promotion of indigenous business (black
entrepreneurship) would seem to provide a basis
for formulating a strategy to transform the
nonfonnal sector. Unfortunately, so far this
clamour appears to

be

more

oriented toward

increasing the participation of an African elite in
the existing fonnal sector, and no direct linkages
with the upliftment of the masses in the nonfonnal
sectors has been made as yet in proposed projects.
Further, a multi-million-dollar facility has
recently been provided to promote indigenous
businesses in the absence of a comprehensive
strategy. There is every reason to believe that in
the absence of such a strategy, the promotion of
indigenous businesses will merely entail the
increased participation of an African elite in the
fonnal .sector while leaving the overall biases
against the nonformal sectors intact.
Developments in the financial sector are
illustrative. In 1993, the commercial banks only
lent about 22 percent of their loans and overdrafts
to Africans primarily in the fonnal sector. Thus
commercial bank lending to the nonfonnal sectors
by their own admission was deemed imprudent
and nonexistent.

The banks nevertheless

participate in the Credit Guarantee Scheme which
is aimed at giving concessionary loans to small
busines.ses. In 1990/91, 517

applications had
approved. The
majority, comprising 76 percent of these loans.

been received and 273 loans
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An Illustration

—

Promoting Select Vertically Integrated Clusters of Activities to Transform Non-Formal Sectors
Activity
Horticulture

Aspects of Value Chain

1.

Specialisation by Firm Size

—

Identify comparative advantages of
large, medium, cooperative, small
and micro-enterprises in production
of horticulture products (flowers,
vegetables, fruits, etc.) and apply

Construction

—

rewards and incentives to promote

specialisation by size. Regulations if
necessary to reinforce specialisation.

—

Crochetting and Knitting

Identify comparative advantages of
large, medium, small, cooperative
and micro-enterprises in building and
construction of different types of
structures: housing types,
infrastructure, commercial buildings,
roads, etc.

Encourage formation of coops or
companies by participants to act as
central collection points, controllers
of standards and quality, grading
and classifying output, distribution
and marketing agents, subcontractors to micro-enterprises,

Bias incentives to construction of

etc.

rural infrastructure, low Income

housing and productive structures.
2. Infrastructure and Human

Capital

—

Research and

development
large,
medium, small and micro production

structures
—

—

—

—

—

—

Input Supply

—

—

—

—

Land resettlement
resettlements

Extension services for micro

enterprises
Training of extension personnel
Training institutes for entrepreneurs

—

—

Incentives for construction of

—

—

Provision of subsidised facilities for

registered cooperatives and
companies
Provision of training facilities for
modern design, marketing
Management, etc.

Training of surveyors, planners, etc.
Training and extension services for
micro and cooperative construction
companies

—

Research and development support
for

—

input supplies.

Give concessional credit for
establishment of

—

input supply firms

construction, e.g.
businesses
—

Concessional credit to producers of

supplies, e.g. indigenous

for low income and rural

scale type
Give concessional credit to

indigenous business to produce
inputs.

complement
priority sectors
Incentives for building loans, etc.

infrastructure
—

Promote locational clusters, e.g. at
Growth Points.

Provide incentives to industry to
produce needed inputs for each

Service stands to

irrigation grids and resettlement

Irrigation grids for micro enterprises
on

3.

—

institutional structures for

Development

businesses.

for indigenous

Decentralise production ot inputs and

promote competition, etc. and

indigenous participation.
4. Firm

Organisation

—

Subsidised training for entrepreneurs

—

—

—

production, management and
marketing
Encourage out-grower schemes

Promote
and

in

building cooperatives, small
micro-enterprises through

—

concessional loans
—

Promote networks of central

companies and cooperatives
directly interlinked with micro
enterprises.

Encourage sub-contracting by large
to small firms.

Give concessional loans for start-up

capital to prospective entrepreneurs.
5. Distribution Channels

—

Give incentives for

large-scale firms
points
Give preferential loans to
cooperatives and indigenous
entrepreneurs to establish
transportation, storage and delivery
companies

—

—

—

Provide incentives for formation of

—

supply firms to service rural areas

to act as central collection

—

Provide support to central

companies

Provide incentives for rural based

or cooperatives for
establishment of collection of output

transport and haulage firms, etc.

and from

delivery of inputs to microenterprises
—

Concessional finance for

transportation vehicles

Establish central infrastructure for

—

export storage and air-freighting

Incentives for networks to link with

large-scale export distributors.

perhaps by large-scale firms or
horticultural associations.

—

6.

Marketing Channels
—

—

—

Sapem May. 1994

Goverment assistance in

identifying
export markets
Incentives to large-scale firms to
identify export markets conditional on
promoting exports of microenterprise output as well

—

Provide incentives for formation of

—

property agents for low Income

housing, rural properties (freehold).

—

etc.

Government assistance in

identifying export markets
Support in interlinking domestic and
export markets.

Incentives for establishment of

Examples of Conditional and Phased Promotional Incentives

domestic and export marketing firms,
for indigenous business, for instance

t. Access to subsidised

2. Tax rebates

Incentives and credit for

3. Access to

establishment of retail outlets,

4. Access to credit at non-market terms and interest rates.

especially servicing output from
micro-enterprises

5. Access to government contracts.
6. Subsidised training, research and

infrastructure,

zones,

or

Rewards;

etc.

(income, tariffs, excise, etc.)

foreign exchange at non-market rates.

development, market development, etc.
4.T
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averaging about S21 .(XX), went into commercial,
retail and service enterprises. The Agriculture
Finance Corporation has primarily been lending
to large-scale commercial famis whose share
has increased form 69 percent in 1981. to 81
percent in 1993, while that lent to the communal
sectorhasdeclined from 24percenlto 11 percent
in the same period, yet the needs of the latter have
increased. The Zimbabwe Development Bank
has a fairly ambitious and commendable brief to
promote the diversification, indigenisation and
internal articulation of the economy, but has

The strategy

needs to be elaborated by the

key variables that need to be targeted to make

government in close consultation with al I relevant

each value chain click and efficient in terms of its

and participants in the economy such as
financial institutions, business organisations,
sectors

relate to;

NGOs, donor

(a)

of the main considerations for such
would be the

a

fonnal

sector

in the economy
of some combination of several criteria such

bias with 65 percent

interventions it makes in favour of small
businesses is

being undertaken in the absence of
comprehensive strategy. When the
biases against nonformal sector needs in the
educational system, and the transportation and
communication, distribution and marketing
infrastructure are added the resulting
marginalisation of the nonfonnal sectors is not
overall

difficult to appreciate. Liberalised markets cannot
their own be expected to reverse

the foregoing
likely to reinforce
unperturbed. Liberalised

biases. If

anything, they

them

leave them

or

an

are

outward orientation have

historically been known to function "efficiently'
in outrightly bia.sed structural environments such
as those compatible with slavery, colonialism
and apartheid without generating the necessary
imperative to change such environments. Such
change has been a consequence of political
interventions external to the market. With respect
to

the biases

against the nonfonnal sectors in

Zimbabwe, such external intervention has to
come

from the state.
The

Strategy

The aim would be to transfonn the nonformal
sectors so

that the

formalised

participants are engaged in
productive activities. Such a

transformation would be desirable not
raise the

only to
living standards of the hou.seholds

concerned, but also in order to generate a
sustainable basis for internally induced growth
and structural

change to complement the
externally-induced growth anticipated to result
from ESAP measures. This requires a strategy
within which all major policies directly or
indirectly impacting upon the nonformal sectors
are synchronised. The idea is not to ditch ESAP
but to complement it with market-friendly
interventions aimed at enhancing the productive
participation of the majority in the market.
44

Mining, and Crafts are possible
of activities that could he so
promoted.
2. Identification of the Value Chain for Each
Activity:
The value chain relevant for each activity
needs to be explicitly elaborated and understood
starting with (a) the input.supply chain identifying
sources of means of production, raw materials,
technology, and labour for every component
stage of the activity; (b) the comparative
advantages of various types of production units
in terms of goods being produced by large scale
(domestic or foreign), medium scale, small scale
and micro enterprises in terms of minimizing
costs, maximizing returns, maximizing
employment creation, minimizing imports,
maximizing exports and so on; (c) the needs in
terms of distribution and marketing channels
subsectors

and the relative merits of the various scales of

production units undertaking them; and (d) the
buyer infrastructure. The aim w'ould be to map
out the potential opportunities that could be
exploited to promote optimal clusters of
integrated activities that span large scale
(domestic or foreign) medium scale, small scale
and micro enterprises at all levels of the value
chain for each activity. The value-chain thus
spans provision of inputs, production of output,
distribution and marketing, and selling to the
final buyer. The idea would be to strategically
and systematically encourage the involvement
and absorption of nonformal participants in the
as

workers

or

self-employed entrepreneurs. Similarly, the
promotion of indigenous black capitalists w ould
have to be located within such schema for the
selected

3.

priority activities.
Identifying Determinants of Efficiency in the

Value Chain tin 2 above):
Once sectors

or

subsectors of activities have

been identified and their
chains mapped out

availability in terms of quantity and
quality of factors of production (human
capital, financial re.sources, physical capi-

4.Changi

tal, environmental conditions, and infrastructure). An assessment has to be made
whether the facilitative provision or
upgrading of factors should rely on the
state or the private sector, imports or domestic resources, depending on the nature
as to

of the bottlenecks or deficiencies involved.

Te.vtiles.

value chain and its related clu.sters

The

Given the current ESAP environment, pre-

Horticulture. Furniture. Construction.

only has a fomial
sector bias, and within that, a marginal concern
for African entrepreneurship. Further, whatever

markets with

as:

ahility to ;^enerate cumulative clusters of
mutually reinforcing ancillary activities
that are linked laterally, vertically, and
locationally spanning large scale, medium
scale, small scale and micro enterprise
activities. Currently, in Zimbabwe

going to commercial and

Thus the financial sector not

on

following:
activities
need to be selected on the basis

service activities.

an

strategy

A few potentially dynamic economic

clearly make its mark. The Small
Enterprise Development Corporation has been
beleaguered by inadequate financial resources
and has had

a

1. Selection ofEconomic Activities to heTar«etCil:

to

of its loans in 1991/92

organisations and participants,
agencies, and researchers. Some

and clusters and
determinants

aggregate cluster. The key

unions, nonfonnal

been oriented toward the formal sector, and
unable

individual components of firms
as an

corresponding value
it will be necessary to identify

sumably the preferred strategy, w'ould be
to provide phased incentives encouraging
the private sectorto facilitate the provision
and upgrading of factors of production.
Such incentives would be conditional

on

the

resulting human capital formation facilitating the realisation of the overall strategy.

(b)

Promoting identification and exploitation
foreign markets for the
activity as a whole and for the mutual
interlinkages of various vertical and lateral
aspects of the value-chain. This requires
deploy ing packages of incentives toensure
that entrepreneurs emerge that are part and
parcel of a chain of interlinked activities
from the supply-side to the demand-side.
Promotion of supporting and spin-off industries and activities by targeting incenof domestic and

(c)

(d)

tives for the purpose.
Promotion of a competitive
to

environment

stimulate innovativeness, efficiency. and

competition between fimis at each level of
the value chain.

(e)

Promotion of locational, vertical, and horizontal clusters

to exploit economies of
dynamic mutual interaction.
the Key Parameter - Land Reform:
The importance of land reform in Zimbabwe
requires no emphasis and this is underscored by
President Mugabe's decision to appoint a Land
Refonn Commission. The sad eventuality in the
debate over land reform has been the tendency to
view the equity and efficiency considerations for
land reform as mutually exclusive. This need not
be the case if a land refonn programme directed
at equity is undertaken w ithin the context of an
overall developmental strategy such as the one
being recommended here. In this respect, an
equity oriented land reform can be undertaken to
dynamically promote both the microeconomic
emergence of clusters and macroeconomic
efficiency in mobilizing savings, fostering
aggregate demand for domestic goods and
services and providing staples for urban markets.

scale, and

First and foremost, however, land refonn and
S.4PEM May. 1994
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land resettlement will have to be complemented
by a nation-wide plan to develop irrigation grids
or networks coupled with supportive policies
aimed at integrating the resettled households

to

into locational clusters of value chains that

strategy

are

vertically and laterally linked with activities in

be accountable to cabinet and/or

parliament. It

would be necessary that all ministerial activities
w ith a
bearing on the economy be coordinated,
and monitored

by such a body, such that the
is pursued contemporeneously in an
integrated and mutually reinforcing fashion (See

the rest of the economy in the manner being
recomtnended here. Under such a strategy the

box).

equity and efficiency social gaitis of land refortn
and resettlement would far outstrip gains from

the type of function envisioned for the Planning
Commission in the President's Office. If this is

the

so.

current status

such losses

as

and would prevent any

quo.

to

well.

^.Desif’ii ofReward and Maniloring Slnicmres:
There will be need

design a struettire of
phasetl atid conditional rewards and punishmetits,
incentives and disincentives, to respectively
encourage the private sector and nonformal
participants to orient their market activities in
the manner called for by the strategy in temis of
emphasizing selected activities, promoting
development of the value chain locationally.
laterally and vertically, and facilitating the
determinants of efficiency as in O) above; and
by the same token, to discourage the private
sector and nonformal sector participants from
pursuing activities with low productivity and
low social returns

to

even

if the short-term static

private returns may appear high or rational. The
rewards and punishments would have to be
specific and targeted, such that overall
tnacroecotiomic indicators

are

left stable, and

neutral and unbiased. The necessary

instruments

tnay encotnpass taxes, subsidies, access to forex,
credit, government contracts, duty rebates etc.
directed

at various aspects of the
the determinants of efficiency

value chain and
and clustering.
This structure of rewards and punishments needs
to be executed and itnpletnented by a neutral,
disciplined public body supported by consultiitive
sectoral committees that are representative of all
the parties involved or relevant to a particular
activity. The body would also act as a neutral
referee that should value impartiality and
objectivity, and be so structured as to be
transfiarent. accountable and not subject toabu.se
or

corruption.
There would be need for

an

administrative

responsible for the fonnillation

of the overall vision and strategy for the economy
and the sectors and subsectors to be points of
focus in each

period; for the formulation of the
ultimately answerable
for the implementation of the rewards; for finetuning and readjusting the strategy and rewards
in light of the outcomes; and for broad
consultation regarding the country's economic
vision and the strategies to be pursued. Such a
body would be expected to be technocratic anil
insulated from political or private inlluenceofa
partisan or corrupt nature. Its activities would
have to be transparent and the body would have
structure

it has

be

an enonnous

given the

commensurate

task before it, and it needs

necessary clout and supremacy
with the needed task to transform

the economy

in general and the nonformal sectors
particular, it cannot be seen to co-exist side by
side with, or as peripheral to other ministries. It
has to be the key and leading coordinating unit of
all economic policies including tho.se of the
Ministries of Finance. Trade and Indu.stry and
Agriculture but within the context of an explicit
overall and sectoral comprehensive vision and
strategy. Every effort should be made to prevent
the marginalisation Orel imination of an institution
such as the Planning Commission as the Bretton
in

Wood Institutions would have it.
The
claim

economy such as that ofZimbabwe, the initiation
of a momentum leading to aulocentric and

sustainable economic

development of necessity
requires the productive involvement of nonfonnal
sector participants who comprise the majority of
the population and by the same token the
transformation of the nonformal sectors through
fomialisaiion and dynamic integration with the
fonnal sector. Indeed, this task in Zimbabwe
elsewhere in Africa should be view ed

as

requiring
urgent and priority attention by government. All
government's resources and energies should
really be consumed by this preoccupation, rather
than by "business as usual' and inces.sant travel,
grand standing and spcechmaking.The test of
government efficiency should really be the
efficacy with which a strategy to transfomi the
is

sectors

as

formulated

and

of rewards, and

Sapfm May. 1994

It is within an overall strategy such as the one
proposed here that all developmental activities
by ministries, donors. NGOs. and private sector
representatives seeking government suppoil of
one sort or

another should be coordinated and

promoted. It is within such a strategy that the
government and private sector can get the
maximum

and

scarce

impact and returns from the
resources

that

are

meagre
available rather

than

dissipating them over a disparate amalgam
of unrelated activities. And it is within such a
strategy that all the disparate initiatives can be
made coherent, mutually reinforcing and
sustainable in the

longtemi.

Here we referlo such efforts as decentralisation

and

promotion of

grow

development of export zones;
promotion of the informal sector and self

employment of retrenchees; promotion of
building construction; and promotion of
horticulture, tourism, and small scale mining.
All the foregoing initiatives are in the offing as
disparate, unrelated projects and programmes.
They need to be made to fit into a more narrowly
focussed strategy emphasising a few key sectors
or subsectors in a manner
suggested above. The
phased and conditional nature of the proposed
support to the private sector and the nonformal
sector participants requires that in the medium to
longterm, the activities so promoted should be
self-sustaining in a competitive market
environment. It is only in this way that the
scandalous anomalies currently taking place in
the attempt to implement land settlement and
promote indigenous businessmen can be made
coherent and effective.

Finally, it
to

may

be stressed that the idea is not
of the private sector and the

pre-empt the role

with

foregoing strategy is premised on the
that in a dependent underdeveloped

nonformal

re.settlenient;

market, but to redirect them towards activities

Conclusion

implemented.

b.EstahlishinenI (fa Ceniral Coordinalint^llnil:
unit that would be

Currently in Zimbabwe, presumably, this is

indigenous businesses; land reform and

th points; promotion of

high social returns. In this respect, it should
possible to retain the e.ssential thrust of ESAP,
but with the qualification that the state be allowed
to temporarily get certain prices "wrong' for
targeted activities to inlluence resource allocation
without necessarily distorting the overall
macroeconomic environment and whi le ensuring
that, in the long term, market imperatives play a
dominant role. In this respect, however, the state
would have an important role to play in
consciously innuencing the overall parameters
within w hich the market perfomis its task. These
are
parameters, which, even if distorted, the
market takes as given or is unable to infiuence.
It is important forZimbabweans to realise that
a
strategy along the lines being suggested here
will not be forthcoming from the purveyors of
E.SAP even if they now' admit that the rapidly
transforming East Asian Countries have to one
degree or another pursued a similar strategy. The
purveyors of market dogmatism believe that a
country like Zimbabwe, and African countries in
general, are too indisciplined and corruptible,
be

and their bureaucracies too weak and incoherent
to

pursue

such

a strategy.

majority of our people

We

owe

it to the

to prove them wrong.

Bibliographic Note
implications of value-chains for firm, industry
uiul national development strategies in a market
economy see Michael F. Porter The Competifive Ad\
aiilu!>c (fNalioiis (The Free Press. New York. I ‘»())
and Rolx.‘ri Wade. Governin}^ the Market (Princeton
University Press. Princeton. IhhO). For an example of
the prospects for an integrated promotion of large,
medium, small and micro-scale enterprises in an export niche made possible by ESAP see the report by
Dan Ndlcla tilled a Horticultural Study for Zimhahwe
(Ihh4) prepared for the World Bank. J
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GENDER ISSUES

THE FEMINISATION OF NURTURING
Patricia McFadden

J

LIST before I left Nairobi almost

a

year

ago, 1 was pleasantly surprised (and 1
think a couple of my women friends were

too), by an advertisement fora baby pain-relieving

The advertisement started with a
murmuring sound, and I unconsciously imagined
a woman with a baby in her arms — your regular
association of nurturing/caring with femaleness
and motherhood, when suddenly, there was this
young man (beautifully built 1 might add), naked
from the waist up, and holding this tiny baby in
his amis. As he rocked the baby, who was “crying
from the pain", he took on this beautifully
nurturing representation, in complete
contradiction with his physical appearance, his
maleness, and the stereotypical portrayal of the
relationship between grown men and babies —
ie. roughness, bouncing the child up and down,
throwing the child into the air, etc. Fie exuded an
incredible sense of affection, gentleness, caring
and the ability to nurture that child back from the
threshold of pain. The advert ended w ith both of
them asleep on top of the bed. the baby safely
cradled in the mUn's arms. It was perfect. But so
syrup.

far from real life.

considered masculine behaviour vis-a-vis

a

our

societies, and what is defined

female, essentially

as

feminine capacity—that of

being able to nurture.
A discussion of the intangible, personally
experienced, subjectivised experiences of relating
with other human beings, be they lovers, parents,
childrenorone of theothercategoriesthat human
beings have been slotted into, is always terribly
difficult. When 1 considered writing about
nurturing. 1 had to continuously resist starting off
with a definition of nurturing that was premi.sed
on women's experiences with it. because the
concept has assumed not only a feminised
character
of being associated with softness
and vulnerability, but it has also taken on a very'
gendered meaning in its various manifestations.
This is what I would I ike to look at
to try and
unravel the multi-coloured layers of meaning
and significance and theirattachment to particular
—

—

physical constructions of womanness and
maleness, of gendered social behaviour, most of
which are treated as givens in our societies.
46

I

us

—

From the moment of birth, therefore, it is

through the female breast that the young human
finds sustenance and nourishment, so that even
we are infomied that the first milk
of the mother is the richest and most nutritious

.scientifically

of life. Thus, having nurtured the foetus
through nine months of gestation, the woman's
body becomes a critical element in the survival
of the child, for the first two to three years of its
source

life.

so

her

of her children

manner,

with the male

body, which does not

slightest capacity to nurture in this
and in fact,

men

whose breasts

considered uncharacteristically

are

large (for a male)

tend to get funny looks. I remember hearing
about certain African societies/cultures where
the male breast

was/is pinched between two

cholostrum. and
presumably ensure that the male breasts do not
grow. In a peculiar way. this kind of action
negates the possibility of men being able to
nurture in the same way that women are expected
to
"naturally".
The second, and contiguous element, is the
assumption that because the child is birthed and
nursed by the female, she therefore has the
absolute responsibility of ensuring that that child
is fed. clothed, kept safe — nurtured through the
most difficult phase of a human being's life,
regardless of what else she has to do with her life.
The responsibility of ensuring that that child
sticks to squeeze out any

—

lives becomes

a

fundamental criterion,

of whether she is

a

"good" or
"bad" mother. Nurturing becomes not only a
naturally assumed function of being female, but
measurement

it also becomes

a

a

social and economic

responsibility.
of nurturing is
underlying practice of altruism, w hich
is supposed to distinguish the good mother from
Tied to this extended concept

the crucial

—

her labour, her time, her sleep,

her leisure, her rights

life. When

a man

and privileges and even her
throws him.self in front of a

speeding car, he is hailed as a hero. Women are
expected to do it — they are mothers after all.
Altruism as Gendered Behaviour
Altruism

—

that

supposedly instinctual and

voluntary giving up of the self in all its
an integral
nurturing for women. Men are not
expected to give up much, if anything, and in
fact, they usually eat first, eat the most nourishing
food, etc. and although they are considered to be
the "providers” in our societies, they are not
defined or socialty constructed to be nurturers.
For example, the mother is expected to stay up
all night soothing that baby w hose cries of pain

manifestations, therefore becomes
element of

sometimes drive the
Those of

us

believe that
.so

have the

They showed it a couple of times, then it
stopped — maybe because someone, (men?)
objected. I do not know. Wbat I do know is that
it went completely against the grain of what is
children in

begin with the general definition of
nurturing and show how this is linked directly to
the physical construction of both women and
men
as different. Nurturing is first of all
associated with the giving of nourishment/
sustenance, what humans need to stay alive, and
at this level, the female body is supposedly
“naturally" constructed to nurture the human
from the moment of birth. Nurturing during
gestation is a contentious issue that 1 do not want
to go into lest 1 provide the Religious Right with
easy ammunition against the very principles that
1 spend my life fighting for and defending.

Not

good—or even bad mother throughout
relationship with that child/ren. Throughout
her life as a mother, she will be expected to give
up whatever is deemed necessary for the survival
the not

Defining Nurturing Beyond the Physical
Let

man

who live with

nurturing is

an

absolutely female

of anxiety and
baby will not stop crying,

function, know of the
frustration when the

into the guest room.
men who staunchly

sense

and in the back of our minds,

we

wait for the man

"keep that child quiet. I need to sleep, I
am working tomorrow" — a threat that can so
easily degenerate into a quarrel and even a beating
for not being able to nurture effectively. And

to

shout

—

while it is assumed that we have an endless

capacity to nurture — to be superwomen in the
face of physical, pyschological and emotional
stress,

when

a woman

does break down and

crying baby again.st the wall, the
whole of the society comes down on her like a
tonne of bricks. Such women are usually charged
with "manslaughter"orend up in mental asylums.
slams that

The

question of why is seldom asked, because

it is assumed that the female

capacity to nurture
give her self up — is much greater than any
other tendency she might experience. But
obviously women do not have an infinite capacity
to give — which is the additional aspect of
nurturing as we know it. We become tired, we
stop loving, and at times we stopgiving—so that
—

we

to

can

survive

as

individuals. Women who

dump babies are usually accused of being
heartless, cruel, uncaring, etc — all the adjectives
that speak to an underlying assumption that
because

we

birth

humans,

we

should

automatically be able to nurture.
Sapem May. 1994

GENDER ISSUES
Learning to Nurture
why it is always pleasing to see men
engaged in the child-rearing process, trying to
participate, learning how to nurture, for whatever
reasons. Generally, I think it is a feather in our
caps as feminists, that more and more younger
That is

and

older

some

participating in the
Whenever 1 hear a

are

men.

child-raising process.
colleague say. “1 am exhausted, the baby was up
all night" or “ Ourdaughter/son has a terible tiu.
we did not sleep" and he says it with concern. I
can see the sleeplessness under his eyes, I

nurturing is

a

willingly accept that
learned "instinct" which has been

relegated to women — in gendered terms, mainly
because of our birthing and other reproductive
functions and capacities, it is not something that
only women can or should do. I think that when
women and men begin to deconstruct/to break
down the barriers between them, barriers that are

through socialisation into rigidly defined
gendered roles; barriers that we put up as part of
being male and female once we internalise our
put up

celebrate. I celebrate the deconstruction of

social construction into such roles; defences that

gendered identities and lived realities at least in

we

classes in

some

our

societies, and

more

importantly. I am reassured that all this work we
putting into reconstructing the relations

are

between

women

and

men

—

for

a

better life

together— is actually bearing fruit.
However, I would be one of the last persons to
lean

on our

laurels and

assume

that the work is

Quite on the contrary, because there
will be. for a long time to come, large numbers of
now

done.

men

who

are so

cannot come out

steeped in backwardness, they
into the light for fear of being

by it. So they stay in the dark, screaming
at anyone who dares to move on, wallowing in a
blinded

fate that is self-inllicted and well deserved.
Men

as

Providers

one must be weary of
distinction between a man participating in

Additionally,

the

the
and the actual nurturing of
a child/ren. Most men move in and out of the
nurturing pnKCss. They do not become a wholistic
and permanent part of it. I often watch friends
who have little children, and it is really very easy
to see how most men participate only in a
fragmented manner in raising theirchildren with
their partners. He might spend a little more time
playing with the child/ren than yourconventional
father does, and he might change the nappies,
feed the baby now and then, and maybe take her/
him out to play with other children in the park.
However, he rarely monitors the minute by minute
existence of that child, noticing when she/lie has
a temperature, when she/he needs a change of
clothing, when it is bath time, when it is time to

child-raising

process

painful and often
deprivational (for men especially), we realise
how complex human relationships are. Being a
provider becomes clearly quite different from
being a nurturer. and nurturing as an existential
experience and process that women own and
possess, define and even restrict to themselves,
becomes an exciting and unexplored terrain of
gendered discourse.
Another way in which nurturing is gendered in

usually the mother who monitors
continuously; makes sure that there is painrelieving syrup in the medicine cabinet; that the
child gets its vaccinations, etc. all those things
is

that make the difference between a

“modem"

nurturing parent. It is this distinction,
the most loving and caring male
parent makes unconsciously — through
statements like “go to your mother" when the
child is crying or has a tummy ache — that
separates men from the actual experience of
being nurturers as the term is currently
father and a
which

even

manner

in which femaleness

pain and celebration.

being expected to show emotions — of
both joy and sadness — publicly at weddings,
funerals, etc. women are expected to own the
process of putting life away, so to speak. It is the
women of every community (even where
morgues exist) who wash and dress and guard
the corpse, and they have an assumed 'natural'
responsibility to ensure that everything goes as it
should. Mourning is the other side of nurturing
as a life-giving process, and birthing is the other
side of burying the dead. Both are feminised,
essentialised functions that women are expected
to perform as part of their womanhood, and any
Besides

refusal to do

so

meets

with

severe

social

disapproval and sometimes ostracism. Reading
Toni Morrison's Beloved, brings all this out, and
many female African writers have grappled with
this dichotomisation of the female as both

nurturing and destructive in the broader African
narrative.

An

Empowered Spaces
example of something most readers might

be familiar with, is the argument

that some men
make, that when they try to "help" their partners,
the woman refuses to let him get into the kitchen.
And such

men

assume

that it is because the

preparation and serving of food is a “naturally”
female activity, and that when women prevent
them from accessing the kitchen, this proves that
feminists like McFadden do not know what
are

Well, let
the ways
to

they

talking about.
us

take a look at this issue of food and

in which it isconnected on the one hand
nurturing roles

women's subordinate and

within the household, and on the other, to issues

constructed.

Sapem M.av

stK'ieties is the

is associated with both

add another food to the child's diet, etc.
It

hold onto for dear life because redefinition of

identities and relations is

our

.

1994

and enroachnieiit by men. First of all.
women in the world, for as long as

of power

Deconstructing Nurturing
Therefore, while I quite

most
we

if not all

remember, have been socialised to

can

consider the production, processing and provision
of food

as part of their role as mothers, wives,
sisters, daughters, etc. It is perceived as a crucial

element of their definition

as

women

—

as

Therefore,

they move “naturally" into
the kitchen when they visit, marry, seek
employment, live their daily lives. And women
have, over the centuries, taken ownership of this
very terrain in which they are exploited and kept
subordinate (through naturalist arguments orjust
plain enslavement).
The kitchen has become a refuge where women
“gossip” as they analyse the men they live with,
seek support and solidarity and celebrate their
womanness beyond the male-constructed concept
nurturers.

of who

a woman

is. I know that in Zimbabwe

through baby-showers, which
have been at the receiving end of the nastiness
that so often emanates from the gutter press in
this country. Nevertheless, the kitchen as a
concept extends to all those spaces in the home
physical and intellectual as well as cultural
women

do this

—

and political — which women have created —
directly and indirectly — and which they own.
And. there

are women

who have redefined the

“liberated area" where

they go at the
day, to celebrate the culinary skills
their foremothers have practised for centuries —
for the benefit first of men and everybody else in
the household
which they now do for
themselves. 1 always look forward to going home
in the evenings, to prepare myself an exquisite
vegan meal, which I enjoy as part of the
celebration of my space. I cook for my.self most
times, but I also cook for guests often and for my

kitchen

as a

end of the

—

lover now and then. I cook because I want to, and
it is something that gives me joy. Sometimes
people find me in the kitchen (usually men who
read SAPEM) and they slyly comment “Gosh,
you mean you actually cook" — meaning that
they have caught me out — how could I be a

feminist and know how to bake such delicious
bread.

Avant-garde Males
men decide that they are
sufficiently avant-garde to begin changing the
division of labour in the household, they usually
head for the kitchen. Why is it that the first place
a “liberated" man will go to deconstruct the
division of labour, is the kitchen. Why not .start
with cleaning the Boors, or the windows, or
making the beds and doing the laundry'.’ There
are .several reasons why men preferthe kitchen to
other spaces in the home.
First of all. the preparation and presentation of

Therefore, when

food is
—

one

have

of the oldest skills humans — women

practised, and it is truely

an art

in all
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elements I have discussed above, is the emotional

nurturing that

do — for chi Idren and for
largely unexplored terrain of
intellectual discourse, so 1 shall merely indicate
some of the possible issues to be considered.
Note the statement “there is always a little boy
inside every grown man" (and I did not make this
up). What does it really mean? I think that such
statements speak to a very problematical aspect
men.

This is

women
a

of the sexual relations between
The

man

w

societies. However, it has remained

largely
unrecognised and unremunerated economically
and socially because of its location {in the home)
and because it is associated with women's work

associally inferior to "men's work". However,
we al I know that w henever men have appropriated
women's culinary skills and practised them
outside the home, the entire process changes and
the naming is different. Note the difference
betw een a Chefand a cook. The social recognition
is incredibly disparate — chefs are among the
more wealthy people in all our societies; and
they become famous (because I watched my
mama cook as a little boy); and of course, they
have recognised social status as artists. It never
ceases to amaze me how gendered our societies
—

are.

Because of the

public recognition that is given
garde men in the home
also zero in into that space that will give them
social recognition and pleasure. I can remember
all the instances when a partner decided he

to men

who cook, avant

wanted to cook

—

for friends. It

was

seldom, but

major event. Special shopping, the
kitchen becomes a no-go area, things are done
with pomp and ttourish (like you see the chefs on
the TV programmes), and when the dish/es
eventually arrives at the table.' everyone ohhs
always

a

and ahbs about what

Most

a

do not cook

w'onderful cook he is.

that is too
mundane, that is for women to do
and they
.seldom comment on the food that women bring
to the table every day. several times a day in
many cases. Her nurturing capabilities are taken
for granted. She is expected to know how to
men

everyday

—

—
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are fed

cook, and if .she cooks well, good

for her husband.
making is that the kitchen has
a dialectical significance for women — it is
generally a place of hard work, it is unsafe in
most cases, and downright dangerous especially
for poor women, but there are spaces opened by
class difference which offer the possibility of
making it a place of celebration and
empowennent. So when a man w ants to encroach
The

on

point 1

am

this centuries -old female space. mo.st women

resist.

Another very fundamental reason why most
resist male colonisation of the kitchen is

women

that the

preparation of food is intimately linked
nurturers. Food provides
the organic link between being a mother, a wife,
a lover, a good daughter, etc., and our realisation
of womanhood. Feeding gives pleasure to both
with our construction as

the feeder and those

ho

w

other side of altruism

are

fed. and it forms the

doing w ithout so that
others can be fed and given pleasure. To take
away this central element in the daily life of a
woman, even if it remains largely unrecognised,
is to threaten a very essential part of being
woman.

This is the

However, it is

—

status

quo.

that must be
and men if the
division of labour is to change within the home
where most nurturing is done and where the
concept is located — as well as in those other
a

status quo

problematised by both

women

—

areas

of social existence that extend from the

domestic

sphere.

Sexual Nurturing
sphere of nurturing w hich 1 think is
linked through the physical, organic and social

One other

and

men.

and yoyos

in and out of his relationship
is very characteristic of the
problematic of sexual nurturing. And the woman
who takes him back everytime the fun and
excitement runs out of his forays, is the other part
of the problem. She nurtures him back into w hat
is a crisis-driven relationship, a characteristic of
most heterosexual relationships today.
Men w ho batter represent an extreme example
of this syndrome. On the one hand, he is
supposedly a .strong, independent, domineering
male, asserting his ownership over the woman as
his territory, and in the next instance, he becomes
a whimpering, cringing beggar, pleading for
forgiveness and understanding. He pleads to be
nurtured back to a state of "normality" from
which he removes himself every now and then.
He represents the worst expression of this deeply
problematical relationship between nurturing and
violation for which women are expected to be
women

Feeding gives pleasure to both the feeder and those who

women

who has endless affairs with other

ith his life partner

custodians of.
And the

who is violated represents

the
provides
the opportunity to nurture in a perverse but
socially sanctioned manner. Most of us are warned
when we enter marriage that there will be hard
times, when we will be expected to bear it and
grin. and. when things start going wrong in a
marriage, it is the relatives, the counsellor, the
magistrate, the friends w'ho w ill say to the woman
maybe you need to take better care of him; pay
more attention to the food
you serve him; go on
diet so that he can find you more sexually
appealing — be a better wife/mother — strive to
be a perfect nurturer. And the woman goes round
and round, in the vicious cycle of trying to be
"perfect" for him — while he runs further and
further away from w hat he otherwise professes
woman

other side of this nexus. For her. violation

—

she does

not

do for him.

This is the dilemmaof unequal,

fundamentally
gendered relations between women and
men today, across the class, racial and ethnic
divide. And nurturing lies very centrally in this
flawed

crisis of relational interaction between

us.

It goes

beyond breast-feeding the infant, or preparing
the meals every day for the rest of one's life.
These are only the fragments/pieces of a more
deeply seated process of social construction which
must be interrogated and redefined, so that women
and

men can

each other

be nurturers for themselves and for

as

a

fulfilling and celebratory life

experience.-]
Sapem May. 1994
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REBUILDING THE PAN AFRICAN

MOVEMENT, A REPORT ON THE 7TH PAN
AFRICAN CONGRESS
Horace Campbell

T

WENTY years ago

the 6th Pan African
Congress convened in Dar es Salaam.
Tanzania. That meeting gave a stronger

Africa could afford the

demand

to

meeting, the force of the

resist recolonisation dictated that the

meeting should take place. The internal

voice to the liberation movements and moved

contradictions of the movement dictated that

beyond the nationalist agenda of the Organisation

before the meeting there were two initiatives
called the 7th Pan African Congress. The original

Unity in defining the principles of
African liberation. The 7th Pan African Congress
was convened in Kampala, Uganda in April

of African

1994 under the shadow of the dramatic

changes
superiority in South Africa,
when most of the colonial territories had gained
fomtal independence. The push for the political
independence and an end to racism had been the
guiding principles of the Pan African movement
from the time of slavery. Since 19(X) when the
first Congress was convened, these historic
meetings sought to carry forward a body of
thought and action for emancipation which was
shared by the African peoples at home and abroad.
The Convening of the Congress.
The 7th Pan African Congress benefited from
the rich experiences of the African peoples and
from the strength and weaknesses of the
movement since the period of the Sixth Pan
African Congress. Under the theme, “Facing the
Future in Unity, Social Progress and Democracy"
the Congress brought together over 800 de legates
representing Pan African Organisations from all

to overturn

over

white

the world. In total there

were over

2000

participants in all of the events to mark the
Congress: the Women’s pre congress meeting,
the cultural expressions at the Uganda National
Theatre, the African Art exhibition, the opening
of Africa freedom park and the Congress itself.
There were three outstanding characteristics
of the congress, (a) the fact that the meeting took
place despite the internal and external
contradictions of the movement (b) the fomiation
of the

Pan

African

Women's Liberation

Movement and (c) the

establishment of

a

African Secretariat. The debates
of the Congress signalled a firm

permanent Pan
and actions

commitment to the idea that the Pan African

Struggle was “one struggle, many fronts.”
The objectives of the congress as declared in
the call

were

inter alia

the 21st century

and

to "

articulate

a

vision for

of action for
Despite the internal

a programme

the Pan African movement.”

debates within the movement

as

to

the definition

of an African and the external pressures
Sapem May, 1994

whether

initiative

originating from concerned Pan
Nigeria had become bogged down
over the question of the definition of who is an
African. The question of the ideological direction
of this initiative was overtaken by the political
struggles for democracy in Nigeria.
Africanists in

The Debates

opening of the Congress, one definition
of an African w as presented by President Y oweri
Museveni, the Patron of the Congress. This
At the

definition listed five different criteria for those
who could be called Africans and included those

the continent and those abroad. This
opening speech
made a major breakthrough in rising above the
racist definitions of humanity bequeathed by
four centuries of European nationalism. Despite
this definition, throughout the meeting there
were speakers who wanted to use racial
definitions and this surfaced on the question of

living

on

definition of the African in the

the former .settler elements in Southern Africa

and in the

major debate in the conference

on

the

Sudan.
One of the
was

largest delegations in the meeting

from both sides of the

sentiment that Arabs
was

war

in the Sudan. The

oppressing Africans
by those from Southern

were

carried forward

Sudan and from societies where the class and
racial contradictions

collapsed. The anti
by many forces
and was ultimately defeated in the Congress
when the final resolution on reparations was
tabled. Progressive women demanded that the
reparations issue break with the conceptual
poverty of the property relations of Europe.
Elements from the 1992 Abuja conference on
Reparations had come out in full force and their
position had been forcefully represented both at
the plenary and in the W'orkshops. Professor Ali
Mazrui had led a special workshop on the crusade
for reparations and there were documents in
African languages on this question. However,
the despite the popularity of the reparations
question among sections of the Pan African

“Arab" views

were

were

contested

movement,

the divisiveness of this debate

in the final

out

came

day of the conference. Tliere were

progressive women who were willing to locate
the reparations debate beyond the damages
inllicted by slavery, colonialism and apartheid.
There was a wide diversity of views in the
conference and this divergence was reflected
both in the character of the resolutions and in the

of the declaration of the Congress. In
reality however, the fact that the congress was
dominated by grassroots organisations meant
that the position of the African governments was
not the dominant in the meeting. Basically, only

content

those countries in Africa which considered

themselves

progressive and anti imperialist
financially support the
meeting. Apart from the Ugandan themselves,
Ghana, Zimbabwe, Eritrea. Ethiopia. Cuba and
Libya sent high powered delegations. The largest
delegation of a government was from the Sudan
bothered to turn up or to

but their sterile
to

silence the

anti-imperialism was an attempt
large delegation from the south of

the Sudan.

The

Congress attempted to conciliate the

emotional and vitriolic outbursts from the

Sudanese government

by presenting a resolution
all parties to demonstrate maximum
commitment to a comprehensive and lasting
peace in the Sudan. This position was fully
stipported by those elements of the popular
organisations from the Sudan who were in exile
in Egypt. The intensity of the debates on the
Sudan and the emotional speech by General
Aidid to the congress gave delegates from North
America, the Caribbean and Europe a taste of the
intensity of the political, military, ideological
and religious struggles on the African continent.
calling

on

The exposure of different sections of the Pan
African world to the issues and questions of
different

regions was one of the high points of
meeting. One whole day had been dedicated
to sub regional networking wdth reports in a
plenary from different regions. One of the most
important aspects of the conference was the
country reports. These reports directly addressed
the first objective of the conference, that is, to
locate the concrete condition and on going

the

struggles of African peoples continentally and in
the diaspora.
The most cohesive and unified

presentations
49
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were

from the Caribbean and Southern Africa.

The Caribbean

States government

The intervention of the

delegation had been in the
forefront of calling for the unity between the
Kampala initiative and the initiative of Naiwu
Osahon of Nigeria. The Caribbean delegation
had reported on the level of activities, the
mobilisation and the nature of the representation
from the region. Collectively, this delegation
came forward with the issues of the outstanding
vestiges of colonialism and the issues of the
blockade against Cuba along with the question
of the restoration of democracy in Haiti.
The question of South Africa has kept the Pan

opened up
the issue of those religious and cultural forms
(traditions) which were practised to reinforce
the oppression of women.

African world united since the fifth Pan African

issue of the treatment of asylum seekers in Europe

Congress in 194.*!. The OAU Liberation
supported the
anti apartheid struggle, but even in this support,
there were many African leaders who benefitted

and the need for African governments to

Committee and member states had

from the survival of apartheid. One majorquestion
for the movement

was

how to define the tasks of

the Pan African

struggle for the twenty first
century. In this effort, the report of the Southern
Africa regional conference assisted in clarifying
the ways forward in relation to enriching the
popular search for Pan African Unity. The
resolutions on the tearing down of the borders in
Southern Africa

was

one

which resonated

throughout the meeting. The question of real
peoples cooperation beyond the governmental
initiatives were presented on Sunday morning at
the workshop on different regions of the Pan
African World. Despite the noted absence of
elements from the African National Congress,
the report ofthe Southern Africa regional meeting
of the congress outlined the practical measures
which should guide the regional initiatives which
should be the base of the Pan African movement

internationally.
The cohesion of the Caribbean and Southern

Africa reports were

missing in the reports from
regions. The Pan African World had been
divided into 11 regions for the purposes of the
meeting. The regions were as follows: 1. Africa:

other

North. 2. Africa: East, 3. Africa: West, 4. Africa:
Central, .S. Africa

:

Southern, 6. Caribbean, 7,

North America, 8. Central and South America, 9.

women

representatives as the representatives from
Germany, France and Britain spoke to the
increa.sed racist attacks against Africans and the
fact that African governments and the OAU are
silent

on

this intensified racism in the aftermath

of the cold

war.

Many of the delegates raised the

give
dual citizenship to all Africans in the diaspora.
Pan Africanism has always been a major
political and ideological force among Africans
in the United States. From the period of slavery,
pan Africanism was manifest in religious,
cultural, political and philosophical forms. Yet
the intellectual poverty and the individuali.sm of
American society has always affected the Pan
African

in the United States. The

movement

ideological divisions within the Pan African
movement which had lingered since the period
of the African Liberation Support Committee
(ALSC) and the sixth Pan .African Congress
erupted in the North American delegation. There
were

movement.

workers, urban
youth and the homeless, members of the Nation
of Islam and other

religious fomiations. The
struggles for the leadership of this delegation
spilled over into the main meetings of the
Congress to the point where the heated
interventions interrupted one of the principal
presentations on the impact of the transition
from fordism to just in time production for
Africans in America and in Africa.
So intense

were

these differences that

sections of the North American

delegation

some

were

able to benefit from the experience of freedom

fighters and grassroots activists from all over the
Pan African world. The

one

section of this

w

hether African

cultural and

were

ideological role of annual Franco-

African summit and the weaknesses of the

Secretariat in

distributing materials in French

and Arabic.
The

largest delegation in the Congress

was

from the United States and Canada. TheCanadian
-“iO

ideological
struggles of the Congress not only spoke to the
content of meetings such as the 7th Pan African
Congress but also to the form of the meeting
which could inhibit genuine participation.
The differences in the North American

delegation did

not

obscure the fact the United

welcome

at

this

The Intervention of Women

Fatima Babiker Mahmoud a Sudanese political

exile, gave one of the most profound presentations
in both the Women Pre
her

Congress Meeting and in
major address to the Congress reporting on

the formation of the Pan African Women's
Liberation

Organisation. Her pre.sentation was
significant because the issues raised
by the debate on women in the Pan African
movement cut through the divisive debates on
the Sudan and the question of the relationship
even more

between

Pan

Africanism

and

Islamic

Fundamentalism. The intenention of the

women

opened up the issue of tho.se religious and cultural
forms (traditions) which were practised to
reinforce the oppression of women.
The Pre Congress women's meeting was
historic because prior to the meeting, one of the
major demands was that if Pan Africanism was
to be relevant in the 21 st century, it had to break

Marcus

East and Asia

U S government,

nature.

cultural fundamentalism. The

Middle

or not were not

That the Congress was able to debate and
clarify its views on the content of the present
leadership in Africa, on the struggles against
racism in Europe and America, on the impact of
the reorganisation of GATT. NAFTA and the
European Union and on the impact of structural
adjustment was a step forward. This was all the
more important because the mentality of the
international financial organi.sations such as the
IMF was that neither Uganda nor any other
African country could afford a Congress of this

French colonialism reflected both the dominant

Africa, the

Europe and 11. Asia and the
regions. West Africa, North

African American had been

Congress.

century

Of the.se

an

that governmental officials ofthe

underrepresented. The absence of large
delegations from those societies formerly under

Middle East, 10.

That

General Aidid from Somalia reflected the fact

delegation which escaped this intense polarisation
were those women who were intent on learning
from the strengths of African women who wanted
to carry forward the ideas communicated in
launching the campaign to protect African w omen
everywhere from the growing religious and

Pacific.

had learnt the important
importance of the Pan African

promoted to become the Chairperson of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff of the US military was one
indication of the attempt by the ruling elements
in the USA to manipulate the Pan African
sentiments among the African American
population. To pursue this manipulation, the
African American who is the assistant Secretary
of State for African Affairs turned up in Kampala
during the Congress. However, the loud ovation
which was given from the conference floor for

Pan Africanists of the Afrocentric mould,

elements from the grassroots,

not

lessons of the

out

of the male centered mould of the 20th

which celebrated great leaders such as
Garvey. W. E. B. Du Bois, George
Padmore, C. L. R. James, Cheik Anta Diop.

Patrice Lumumba, Franz Fanon. Kwame

Nkrumah. Julius Nyerere. Malcolm X. Walter

Rodney. Bob Marley and Nelson Mandela. The
women brought to the fore the fact that the
past
representation of the Pan African movetnent
S.M’EM May. 1994
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tended to silence

women

independence,

and that while the past

determination. Of these resolutions, the most

calling for
at the forefront of

important was the question of the breaking down

meetings of

congresses were

women were

men

the Pan African

struggle on a day to day basis.
At the pre Congress women's meeting, there
were .seven workshops with intense discussions
and papers on the impact of structural adjustment

on

African

women, on

her environment, the

African

and

women

the African

women

building of

a

woman

and child, the

in Cultural development and the
Pan African women's liberation
There

movement.

and

position and status of
the Law. increasing the

Survival of the African
role of

woman

recommendations that

were

more

came out

than

70

of this congress

ranging from the issues of the environment to the
struggles of domestic workers. The principal
advance of the pre Congress meeting was the fact
that it facilitated the positioning of women's
issues clearly on the agenda throughout the
Congress. The main resolution of the women
was to "give total support to political struggles
for equality undertaken by black women and
called upon the state and other organisations
participal ing in the Congress to tackle the problem
of the oppression of women thoroughly and
profoundly."
Throughout the Congress, women met daily
to discuss the logistics of the formation of the

of the borders in Africa and the creation of

organisation

imponant in the context of the
that

open.

sustained
goals of the 7th

permanent Secretariat to ensure
activism in order to achieve the
Pan African
There

Congress.

was

there

a

clear indication that it

was

was

new world order
the need to improve the

effectiveness of the
movement.
were

At the

political work of the
outset of the Congress, there

those who lamented the absence of the

leading academics from across the continent.
None of the principal academic centers in Africa
took the Congress seriously and their absence
was conspicuous. Academic and political activists
such as Ngugi Wa Thiongo who were in exile
from the continent made invaluable contributions
on

the

questions of education and culture.

This issue of cultural liberation

was

also

highlighted by positions presented by those
youths who participated in the meeting. Youths
from Kenya. Uganda and Tanzania along w ith
the youths in the Southern African delegation
held special meetings within and without the
Congress on the special place of the youth in the
reconstruction and renewal of the African

was

clear attempt to move beyond the state centered
women's organisations which are usually led by
a

the wives of the

political leaders of Africa, The
Pan Africanism took a new
from North America, Europe,

issue of engendering

form

as women

undertook to

give organisational form to the
important struggle for the twenty first
century after majority rule in South Africa: the
struggle forthe transformation ofgender relations
among the African peoples everywhere.
The Permanent Secretariat

The creation of the Women's Liberation

consistent with the efforts

by
break the individualism of the

was

move

beyond periodic congresses to
permeated the Congress.

were

deliberations and resolutions

on

all

of the Pan African struggle, on the
emancipation of women, the political education
of the youth, on the rise of racism and fascism in
Europe and America, on Angola. Somalia. Libya,
aspects

Palestine, the Sudan and Haiti and

on

the

economic blockade

against Cuba. There were
resolutions to remind the Congress of the anti
colonial struggles in Mailinique.Cayenne, Pueno
Rico, Aruba and the
African

over

GILL BOEKCMANS

Women met
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of the Pan African world. The Secretariat

will be convening meetings

in the nine designated
regions of the Pan African world. The
International Preparatory Committee was
dis.solved and a new governing council will be
put in its place. The Secretary General, Tajudeen
Abdul Raheem was given the task along with the
interim tnanagement committee to merge the
movement

with the national committees

there will be activities and

of the world
can

so

inform the

so

that

meetings in all parts

that Pan Africanism

on

the streets

political struggle for dignity and

freedom.
The

Congress was considered a success by all
participated. Grassroots repre.sentation ensured that the meeting was not an
OAU type meeting. Fntm the out.set. there were
debates in the governing body of the meeting the
International Preparatory Committee (IPC)
whether the Congress would be guided by
principled political action or by protocol. The
diversity of views did not detract from the fact
those who

main thrust

was

to

reverse

the

daily to

assess

their strategies

henceforth Pan Africanism

was

was that
informed by the

class

struggle internationally. The declaration of
Congress was that
African peoples everywhere should resist
recolonisation. Delegates left the Congress
energised "to take action that will rid the world
of the curse that has plagued humanity for over
five centuries. We the African people are our
the Seventh Pan African

peoples. The 7th Pan African Congress resolved
to call upon Pan Africanists and their institutions
to individually and collectively uphold the rights
of children. The meeting called upon governments
including tho.se in the diaspora to guarantee that
our children have an adequate standard of
material, emotional and psychological wellbeing, comprising security, food, clothing, healthcare

20 colonies where

peoples did not have the right to self

corners

Congress in 1974 in Tanzania, the call

create a movement

There

Ugandan government offered to host the
organisation will
be the first of its kind with representation from all

In the declaration of the Sixth Pan African

the ideas of great persons w ould
be celebrated as that of the movement. This
movement w here

thrust to

The

Permanent Secretariat and this

depoliticisation and the demobilisation of the
African peoples in this period of the
reorganisation of the international system. That
there were major struggles ahead was signalled
by the death of the Presidents of Rwanda and
Burundi. The ensuing carnage in Rwanda
sharpened the urgency of the Pan African
movement to give clear leadership beyond the
rut of the politicisation of ethnicity, regionalism
and religion in Africa and beyond.

most

Movement

and Kiswahili.on the major debates and

that the

the Caribbean, South America and Africa

those present to

who

published adaily bulletin in French. English
struggles
within the Congress. African leaders pontificated
about science and technology, but the practical
possibilities of using this technology for political
networking and liberation was brought out in the

a

Pan African Women's Liberation Movement.

The ultimate formation of this

carry forward the work of liberation was
demonstrated during the Congress by youths

and

an

African-conscious education.

own

make

by

liberators and thinkers whose task is to
a

mighty stride towards genuine freedom
necessary.”

any means

The

of

energies of the youth and the possibilities
harnessing the most advanced technology to

ORGANISE! DON’T AGONISE!
.“il
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POPULATION EXPLOSION AND THE
AIDS SPECTRE IN SUB-SAHARAN
AFRICA
Reviewed by Brian Moyo

T

HE

population of Sub-Saharan Africa is

set to

rise from 500 million in 1990 to

round 1 300 million

by the year 2005,
according to a report by the Organisation of
Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) entitled Development Cooperation.
The report paints a daunting picture of a myriad
of crises waiting in the wings as Africa stumbles
through economic deprivation, falling
agricultural production, shortage of food, ethnic
conflicts and a high rate of HIV infection. It says
the continent’s capacities to manage the
economic, environmental and political challenges
are

weak.

"Poverty is on the increase. Per capita income
and food production are seriously lagging. With
high HIV rates, persisting ethnic conflict and
recurrent droughts, there is a clear danger of
natural and man-made disasters on an increasing
scale," the report says.
Human

resource

development and improved

governance are identified as the key requirements
if Sub-Saharan Africa is to master its own future,

although development assistance is also cited as
critical.

issues.
The Sahel and West Africa

are

cited

as areas

highest population growth rates and the
greatest mobility of population in Sub-Saharan
Africa. The SahelAVest Africa region registered
apopulation of 195 million in 1990—an increase
with the

of 112 million from 1960 when it had 83 million
inhabitants. Recent studies,

according to the

report, have indicated that by the year 2020. the
Sahel/West Africa region will have an estimated

population of 432 million, with 270 million in
densely populated cities.
“With the lowest rates of school enrolment
and scholarisation and the

highest rates of social

apparently the only
region in the world where agricultural production
has fallen behind population growth. The contrast
also does not bode well for environmental factors
in which “the interests of the rural and urban
sectors are

Drought

Turning to the Horn of Africa, the report says
major issues there concern the impact of the
war and drought which has been compounded by
“inappropriate economic policies and financial
management".
“The region as a whole has the potential to
develop a vibrant economy, but an inhospitable
policy environment and degradation ofthe natural
environment have choked agricultural growth.
Political instability, chronic malnutrition and
emergency food aid create a situation that is
difficult to reverse, especially given the complex
cultural and political histories of this region.”
It recommends overall food security strategies
and better planning and targetting of relieve aid.
On the other hand, the challenges in Southern
the

in the areas of politics and
the
building up of popular political participation,
strong civil societies and multi-ethnic
democracies “where civil war, apartheid,
migration, rapid urbanisation, wide income
disparities, high unemployment and AIDS have
seriously affected the social fabric", are the
essential pre-requisites.
“Important progress has been made in forging
a regional identity through cooperation in a wide
range of areas including transport, water and
electricity. Greater convergence in political and
economic reforms appears to provide the right
conditions for broader efforts towards closer

integration. This will depend in part on the
readiness of South Africa to recognise the longterm importance of building a strong regional
dimension into its wider political and economic
agenda." the report notes.
Falling agricultural production is cited as a
particularly galling problem in the sub-region;
especially in the face of high population growth
rates, frequent droughts and pressures on forests
and soil.

balanced”.

Poverty and Disease
War and

market-oriented economies. The report says

Referring to the agenda for the 1990s produced
by the Global Coalition for Africa, which
highlighted population, education, health,
agriculture, economic reform and governance as
being pivotal in Africa’s recovery, the report
says progress in all those fronts “becomes a key
part of the world’s political agenda”.
On population, it says the fundamental factor
is the high fertility rate of very poor people with
the role and status of women being the central

Sub-Saharan Africa is

report says.

Africa are judged to be

Population

52

degradation and desertification in the world, it
will be a substantial challenge for both African
countries and donors to generate both rural and
urban employment opportunities adequate to
prevent substantial out-migration to other parts
of Africa, or to Europe and North .America," the

.According to the report, the impact of AIDS in
Africa and other developing regions, is likely to
be devastating to development in that it will
disproportionately affect the most productive
sectors of the population — “the professional
classes and rural agricultural workers".
Although, the report says, to date, less than
half of AIDS-related deaths have occurred in

developing countries, over 80 percent of the
presently HIV-infected adult population of nine
million is .said to live in developing countries,
with two-thirds of them in Africa. Chillingly, the
report says that the "death toll has hardly begun;
and the scale and geographic incidence of the
disease are projected to change dramatically".
“Whatever the ultimate scale and distribution
of the disease, it is

already clear that it will have

significant impact on development, especially
in Sub-Saharan Africa. A heavy incidence of
death among young adults will have profound
implications for personal and public decisionmaking on education and training investments.
High HIV infection rates may also affect the
a

readiness of individuals and businesses from
outside the

region and perhaps even aid agencies,
region.”
The resurgence of tuberculosis and malaria,
particularly in Africa, is said to be compounding
problems in the health sector. The problem of
urbanisation in the 1990s, a decade during which
cities in developing countries are projected to
grow by over 600 million people, will become a
major problem. Cities in developing countries
are expected to grow by over 600 million people

to

—

work with, and in, the

two-thirds of whom will be in Asia.
The report says galloping urbanisation, coupled

with lack of

will bring serious
problems, in particular air and
water pollution, traffic congestion and noise,
and deteriorated health and living conditions.
“This situation presents risks of increased
crime, drugs and prostitution. Poverty in urban
areas may well become one of the most explosive
political problems of the 21.st century."□
resources,

environmental
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ADJUSTMENT IN AFRICA
Reviewed by Brian Moyo

A

HIGHLY controversial World Bank

report
claims that
macroeconomic, trade and

improved

agricultural
policies in Africa have begun to yield results In
some countries, and that instability in some parts
of Sub-Saharan Africa “partly" explains the
sluggish perfonnance of the region's economies.
The report, entitled Adjustment in Africa:
Reforms, Results and the Road Ahead, generally
confines itself to statistical data that bears no
resemblance to the realities of

grinding poverty
sweeping across the continent as state after state
wrestles with the implementation of Structural
Adjustment Programmes (SAPs). It says reform
must go further for the continent to achieve
growth rates needed to rapidly reduce poverty.
The report notes that more than half of the
Sub-Saharan countries which have been rocked

uprisings against governments and
famine, registered
an average per capita growth of -0.5 percent a
year between 1965 and 1985.
by civil

war,

the devastation of drought and

Economic Growth

“By contrast, the region's eleven stable
an average growth rate of 1,4

Furthermore, the

in the

long-term decline, while the continent’s

limited

capacity to manage terms-of-trade

fluctuations is said to have often led to the

adoption ofexchange rates, fiscal and agricultural
policies that undemiined growth over the medium

“Evidence shows that poor

policies clearly

long-temi growth far more than a
hostile external environment. But neither policy

hurt Africa’s

choices

nor

external factors

growth,” the report

explain all the low

says.

It adds that cross-country econometric analysis
shows that Sub-Saharan Africa has grown more

slowly than other regions even after differences
in macroeconomic policies, endowments,

political instability, and external shocks are taken
into account.
But for all the

report’s attempt to examine the

relationship between policies and growth in SubSaharan African through a comprehensive data

perfonnance ratings

the sub-region, it

on

draws aconclusion that fits with the

trade

policies.
Although the report acknowledges that Africa,
along with other regions, suffered a fall in the
terms of trade between the early 197()s and the
mid-1980s, it nevertheless argues that this was
not a

major factor in the continent’s poor growth

record. However, data in the report

indicates that
non-oil exporters in Africa suffered los.ses of
about 30 percent, while mineral exporters were
even

harder hit, with los.ses of about 50 percent.

Although the report points out that the
worsening terms of trade did hinder growth, it
insists that these

were

not decisive

in Africa’s

stagnation and decline. It explains this by citing
Zambia as a example.
“Even for Zambia, probably the region’s
hardest hit country, the terms of trade
deterioration explains only one percentage point
of the 3,4 percentage
GDP

growth.”
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point reduction in annual

on

reality on the

ground. While the data in the study shows that
countries like Ghana. Tanzania, the Gambia.
Burkina Faso,

Nigeria and Zimbabwe are
showing significant improvements in their
policies and an improvement in per capita GDP
growth, the reality is that they are all experiencing
high rates of unemployment compounded by the
devaluation of their currencies.

Spending on education and health, which,
according to the bank, are critical areas on the

pendulum of development, have decreased
significantly. Nigeria, for instance, has cut its
education budget by 70 percent. Gambia 64
percent, while Zimbabwe,
its education and health
has

which had increased

spending in the 198().s

dropped from $400 (Zimbabwe dollar) to

ZS220 per child (primary school) and from ZS600
to
on

ZS440 secondary

school spending. Spending

health in Zimbabwe also decreased from

Z$30 when the adjustment
into effect between 1989 and

Z$50 per person to
programme came
1990.

claim that

programmes can

resentment

have

won

the Bank

and volumes of criticism.

Non-governmental organisations have
consistently pointed out that what Africa needs
is debt cancellation, or some fonn

akin

percent,” the report says. Hov/ever, it cites other
contributory factors to the sub-region's poor
performance, such as budget deficits, the ratio of

consumption to the GDP and poor

study's

the continent which

Policies

countries had

government

Report

“adjustment
establish a framework that
encourages sound investment and efficient
resource use", has proved to be a hollow base for
most African states embarking on SAPs. Far
from attracting investment and creating jobs,
The

SAPs have created economic difficulties across

term.

the

Weaknesses in

impact of the external

environmental is also deemed to have been minor

of recovery

the Marshall Plan towards which the US

to

and Canada contributed

generously to uplift

Europe after the Second World War. Oxfam in

particular, has lobbied strongly for African
through its publication, Africa: Make of Break
(1993).
The tone of
also in

optimism in the Bank's study is

sharp contrast with the image depicted by

Kaplan in the current issue of Atlanlie
Monthly, in which he projects the picture of a
continent overwhelmed by thousands of refugees,
destruction of rain forests and spreading diseases.
"The withering away of central governments,
the rise of tribal and regional domains, the
Robert

unchecked

.spread of disease and the growing
pervasiveness of war” are, according to Kaplan's
report, the unveiling realities of the continent.
The World Bank study even views Africa’s
attempt to protect its industries through tariff
barriers, as being restrictive to growth.
It notes: "Of the twenty countries with the
highest non-tariff barriers, eleven were In SubSaharan Africa. This protectionism was another
unfortunate policy, because competition
increa.ses productivity while trade re.strictions
increa.se input prices and the cost of capital,
choking growth.”
Taken against the background of tariff barriers
which Europe readily applies on goods from
developing countries, the creation of the EC
single market and recent threats of sanctions by
the US against Japan, the World Bank analysis
is, to say the least, surprisingly devoid of the
contemporary realities in world markets and, to
a greater extent, of the realities of Africa.U
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LETTER FROM THE DIASPORA

THE US EMBARGO AGAINST CUBA
Ron Daniels
HE end of the Cold War and

a change of
Washington has had
no impact on US policy towards Cuba.
Far from liberali.sing US policy towards Cuba,
the Clinton administration's posture has been
every bit as strident as that of Reagan and Bush.
With the adoption of the so-called ”Cuban
Democracy Act", a series of tough new measures

T

administrations in

have been instituted to

tighten the 3.1-year-old
embargo against Cuba in hopes that the Cuban
people will rise up and overthrow the regime of

regimes in Cuba as long
as there was no change in
the skitiis quo. Castro was
perceived as dangerous
because

he

and

his

revolutionary comrades
serious

were

about

revolution;

theirgoal was
nothing short of the
transformation of Cuban

Union. Cuba's

society and the world;
their goal was to shatter
European and American

the Cuban

domination

Fidel Castro. With the demise of the Soviet

principal source of aid and trade,
people are now suffering tremendous
hardships as a direct result of a blockade that
many within the international community
denounced

as a

violation of international law.

All of this is to force Cuba to return to the

old

“good

days” in the US-Cuban relationship.

over

Cuba

and the Third World.

Having been rejected
by the US, Castro turned
to the

the

Soviet Union and

Eastern bloc and

result of

declared for socialism in

victory against Spain in the Spanish-

Cuba. Within a few years,

American War in 1898. For decades after the

the Cuban Revolution

Cuba

war.

under US control

came

America's

Cuba

was

the constant

as a

object of US

intervention and interference in its internal affairs.
Cuba became

American

virtual

appendage of the US with
corporations exploiting cheap sugar
a

and other commodities from the island. In the

heyday of the good old days of the US-Cuba
relationship, tourism also nourished on the island
as

Americans Hocked in droves to Havana for

fun in the

and

array of a.ssorted vices. As
depicted in The Godfather and other gangster
movies, Cuba became the playground and a
principal source of investment for the Mafia.
Gambling, drugs and prostitution were rampant
in Cuba in the good old days. And. the Cuban
people suffered under a succession of dictators
who were either sponsored by the US or ruled
with US complicity. The masses of Cuban people
were forced to subsist in a state of desperate
poverty, afflicted by high unemployment,
landlessness, disease and illiteracy. It was these
wretched conditions that spawned the Cuban
sun

an

Revolution.
The overthrow of the dictator Batista

by the
revolutionary forces of the young visionary Fidel
Castro, marked a new chapter in the history of
the Cuban people; a chapter which the US
government, the Mafia and all the private business
interests that preyed on Cuba have never liked.
Though Castro reached out to the US for aid and
a.ssistance, his overtures were rejected. It was
quite clear that the US did not mind a change of
54

racked

up some very

impressive
gains;
prostitution and drug
were
trafficking
eliminated; and systems
of
universal
free
education and health care
were

instituted with the

result that Cuba has the

literacy rate in Fidel Castro has survived the US embargo against the Cuban people
a high
quality health care system which is superior to Castro has not been perfect, life for the vast
that of the US in tenns of guaranteed universal
majority of Cuban peasants and workers is a far
cry
frotn what it was in the good old days of US
coverage. The very idea of the new C uba became
domination. The progressive movement in the
a threat to the old way of doing business of the
US and people of good w'ill must come to
island and in the Third World. Cuba's
understand that Fidel Castro and the Cuban people
internationalist posture was even more galling to
are not our enemies; that the same militarythe LIS in this regard. The Cubans were not just
industrial comple.x and corporate elite which is
content to transform their society, they voiced a
exploiting minorities and poor working people
commitment to breaking chains of domination
in this country would like to return to the good
the world over. Fidel Castro sent Cuban teachers,
old days of exploiting the Cuban people.
doctors and technicians by the hundreds to
hiahest

Latin America and

We cannot afford to let the US government

countries

struggling to improve the quality of
life for their people. Cuba also supported
liberation struggles throughout Africa and the

Third World.
Since the outset of the Cuban Revolution,
therefore, the LIS has been

yearning for a return
good old days. Hence the stubborn and
irrational refusal to lift the immoral and illegal
blockade against Cuba. Though Cuba under
to

the

the clock hack in Cuba. It is our duty to

stand
right side of history in terms of the
struggle for human rights and human liberation.
Therefore, we must stand w ith the Cuban people
in their .struggle to survive the relentless attempt
to overturn the regime of Fidel Castro. It is
imperative that the embargo be lifted. Let the
good old days be done for Cuba and all the
oppressed people of the world.□
turn
on

the
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CONFERENCE SERVICES
Are you having problems
conference in the sub-region?

in convening

publications and announcements of forthcoming meeting/seminars/
workshops to:
Dr. Patricia McFadden. Head

your

Gender Division, SAFES Trust
P.O. Box MP 111. Mount Pleasant, Harare, Zimbabwe

SAFES Trust

regional head office organises
conferences, workshops and seminars in any country
of the sub-region on a commercial basis. We charge
a commission fee of 15 percent of total cost.
Direct all your enquiries to:
The Administrator
4

Deary Avenue, Belgravia
Regional Office
P.O. Box MP 111, Mt Pleasant
SAFES Trust

WLSA REGIONAL MEETING
WLSA

Regional Meeting took place in Zambia at Mosi oa Tunya
April, 1994. About 80 participants from six
countries, namely, Botswana, Lesotho. Mozambique, Swaziland,
Zambia and Zimbabwe, participated at the conference.
The Regional Workshop was organised to plan for the next threeyear phase of the WLSA Research Trust which will be researching
on ’The Family' as the major topic. Among the resource persons
Hotel from 18-22

invited

Harare, Zimbabwe

was

Dr Patricia McFadden. Head of the Gender Division at

SAFES Tru.st.

Tel: 263-4-727875

The conference

Fax: 263-4-732735

was

generally

a success

and the

new

Regional

Head. Ms Sarah Mvududu. met various research groups at one

Telex: 26464 AAPS ZW

venue

while the WLSA Board of Trustees, chaired

Mandaza. also met to map out

by Mrs Diana
strategies for the future organisation

of the WLSA Research Trust.

ANNOUNCING THE SOUTHERN AFRICAN
FEMINIST REVIEW

(SAFERE)

A Collective of African Feminists based in Zimbabwe have decided
to

establish

a new

wherein
as

we can

write

differently

as

Women,

as

Social Scientists

Africans.

SAFERE will also

provide a forum for Young African Feminists
opportunity to acquire
writing skills and develop the confidence necessary to write for
public audiences.
to

AFRICAN EXPERIENCE

Journal which will be called the Southern

African Feminist Review (SAFERE).
This is in respon.se to a need by African Feminist writers and
activists in Southern Africa ( and on the continent) to have a forum
and

CONFERENCE ON ECONOMIC REFORM AND
LIBERALISATION: PERSPECTIVES ON THE

make their voices heard, and to have the

The Journal, which will be based at SAFES Trust in the Gender

Division, will be managed by

the Harare based Collective. However,
Regional, Continental and Global Collective is in formation
which will be made up of leading African Feminist scholars and
activist writing and working on issues of Gender and Power.
The first issue of SAFERE, which is focusing on The (iendered
Politics of Land is expected out by mid-1994. The Journal will be
published twice a year for the immediate future.

a

All feminist scholars and activists

reviews, debates, poems,
Safes Newsletter May, 1994

are

invited

to

send articles,

advertisements for other feminist

HARARE 12-15 June 1994
The Southern African

Regional Institute for Policy Studies

(SARIPS) of the Southern African Political Economy Series
(SAFES) Trust, in conjunction with the International Centre for
Economic Growth (ICEG), will be

hosting a conferencence on
am!Liberalisation: Perspectives on the African
Experience in Harare, Zimbabwe, from 12-15 June, 1994.
Economic Reform

SARIPS is the research

arm

of the SAFES Trust

—

a

not-for-

profit regional organisation—which has the objectives of promoting
policy related re.search and consultancy work particularly in the
areasof regional cooperation and integration, international relations,
social development, gender relations and economic policy through
regional networks of researchers. The ICEG is a non-profit making
organisation concerned with economic growth and human
development indevelopingandpost-sociali.st.societies. It is involved
in promoting and strengthening the capacity of indigenous research
institutes to provide leadership in policy debates through a wide
range of programmes. SARIPS has recently become a Correspondent
Institute of ICEG through their Africa Regional Office in Nairobi,
55
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Kenya, headed by Dr Andrew Mullei. This Conference represents
by ICEG in the sub-region.
The Conference is aimed at providing an opportunity for policy

database of economic indicators for the

makers, business leaders, labour leaders, academics and others

environment information network.

the first initiative

to

take stock of the

regional experiences with economic refonn
currently being implemented to one degree or another by
virtually all countries in Africa; to compare African experiences
with those of other developing countries, particularly in Southern
East Asia; and to as.sess the various regional and continental
initiatives that have been proposed as alternatives or complements
measures

to current

economic reform

and structural

measures as

adjustment

embodied in stabilisation

programmes

sponsored by the

Brettonwood Institutions.
It is

hope and anticipation that this Conference will not only
opportunity for an indigenous discourse on regional
economic issues that will involve a broad spectrum of concerned
our

provide

an

retrieval program.
also

Once installed. IDAMS will be used to set up a
region. Discussions are
underway as to how SAFES may begin establishing an

The ISIS

group held a one-day course in MSDOS for ISIS
Friday 29 April. The next course, on .sorting and printing,

users on

user

will be held

on

3 June.

SADC/PTA JOINT STUDY
Members of the Southern African

Regional Institute for Policy

Studies (SARIPS) network. Drs Ibbo Mandaza, Gilbert Mudenda
and Prof.

Chinyamata Chipeta. have completed their Consultancy
Report on Harmonisation, Rationalisation and Coordination of

the .Activities of the Preferential Trade .Area for Eastern and
Southern .African States (PTA) and the Southern Africa

Dr. Kaire Mbuende. the

Development Community (SADC).
The Study found that there was gross duplication and overlapping
of activities between the two organisations and furthemiore, the
intention to establish respective economic communities in no more
or less the same geographical area has intensified the
potential of
conflict and duplication, especially among Member States with
dual membership.
The Study akso noted that the there have been many attempts at
rationalising and hamionising the activities of regional organisations
in Africa in general and in Eastern and Southern African in
particular. However, all these efforts have not produced the required
results, largely due to a lack of institutional framework to manage

SADC, delivered

that process.

individuals and institutions, but that it will akso underscore the need
for

sustained and

periodic fora for the discussion of pressing
strongly believe in the
need to initiate a process of open debate sustained by a collective
and institutionalised memory of discourse pertaining to economic
issues. It is our belief that, in that way, lessons from comparative
and past experiences can be properly and cumulatively exploited
and built upon to enhance the formulation and implementation of
economic policies in a manner that benefits our people.
more

economic issues. Both SARIPS and ICEG

PUBLIC POLICY DIALOGUE SERIES

newly appointed Executive Secretary of
speech on the future of SADC in a postapartheid South Africa during the official launching of the SARIPS
Public Policy Dialogue Series on March 24, 1994, at the SAFES
Trust regional head office in Harare. Zimbabwe.
He reviewed the current SADC/PTA relations and highlighted
the fact that SADC was a product of a struggle for political and
economic liberation by the people of Southern Africa whilst PTA
was conceived of as part of a global trend for trade liberalisation for
a

Africa.
On South Africa, he noted that the

organisation has already set
out the modalities for its admission, but proceeded to caution
people that they must not view South Africa as the engine of
economic growth in the region. He argued that South Africa has to
contend with the inequalities inside the country and very little in
terms of resources will be released to develop the sub-region.
Whikst there are opportunities for South Africa to expand its
markets, the percentage will not be that great, as most countries of
the region enjoy some fonn of integration and dependency on
South Africa.
In his conclusion, he sounded very

optimistic about SADC’s
which he noted will be rooted in people centred
programmes aimed at integrating the peoples of the region beyond
the rhetoric of the existing member states.

SARIPS LECTURES AT THE ZIMBABWE ARMY
STAFF COLLEGE
SARIPS

participated in the training programme at the Zimbabwe
Army Staff College involving 45 senior officers of the armed wings
of PAC and ANC. Apia and MK respectively. Various lectures on
the OAU. Commonwealth, SADC and South Africa

were

delivered

by Dr Ibbo Mandaza. DrGuy Mhone.ThandikaNkiwane-Muzenda
and Thomas Deve. The lectures

aimed at

educating the
strategic importance of regional and international
inter-governmental organisations and also raise within that context,
the anticipated role of independent South Africa.
officers

on

were

the

7th PAN AFRICAN CONGRESS NEWS
Dr Ibbo Mandaza,

Joyce L. Kazembe. Thomas Deve, Prof. Horace
Campbell and Fanon Che Wilkins from SAFES Trust, were among
the 50 participants from Southern Africa who attended the historic
7th PAC held in Kampala. Uganda, from 3-8 April, 1994,

prospects

NEWS FROM THE LDC
The LDC welcomed

anew

member of staff on 1 March. Mr Phillip

Majombo.
The LDC has just

received from UNESCO acopy of the database
package IDAMS. This program is designed to store and
manipulate raw data — unlike ISIS, which is a text storage and
software
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CONFLICT RESEARCH PROGRAMME

Recognising the strategic importance in the Policy Dialogue Series
of the Southern Africa region, the Department of Peace and
Conflict Research of Uppsala University invited SAFES Trust to
participate in the Conflict Research Programme aimed at rais'.ig
issues of how conflicts can be handled in a peaceful manne.. The
programme builds on advances in Conflict Studies and Peace
Research globally and the recent Scandinavian experience.
Safes Newsletter May. 1994
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